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The Original Committee of Management
For the First Congress consisted of the following clergymen, appointed at a meeting 
held in September, 1882, in the school house di Christ Church Cathedral, Hamilton, 
at the call of Rt. Rev. Dr. Fuller, Bishop of Niagara :

Rev. Canon Read, D.D., Grimsby, Chairman.

Ven. Archdeacon Dixon, B.A., Guelph.

Rev. Canon Curran, M.A., Hamilton.

Rev. Rural Dean Bull, M.A., Hamilton.

Rev. Rural Dean Holland, M.A., St. Catharines. 

Rev. R. G. Sutherland, M.A., Hamilton.

Rev. C. H. Mockridge, D.D., Hamilton, Secretary.

FIVE.

86
86

RULES OF1 OF&3DEF3.

95 The following are the Rules of Order adopted by the Committee for the guidance 
of Congresses :—

1. None but members of the Church of England, or of the churches in communion 
with her, will be permitted to address the Congress; no person will be permitted to 
speak twice on the same subject.

2. All questions of order in the proceedings will be in the discretion of the Chair
man, whose decision shall be final. r ,

3. Any member desirous of addressing the Congress on the subject before the 
meeting must hand his card to the Secretary in attendance, and wait the call of the 
Chairman, who shall take the names in the order presented, precedence always being 
given to those who have not previously addressed the Congress.

4. Every speaker shall address the chair only, and shall confine himself to the 
subject beforè the meeting.

5. No question arising out of any paper or subject shall be put to vote.

6. The time allowed to each speaker, other than those specially invited to read 
papers or to give prepared addresses, shall not exceed ten minutes. The Chairman's 
bell will be sounded at the expiration of the allotted time,
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PROCEEDINGS OF THE FIRST CHURCH CONGRESS.

HAMILTON, ONT. (DIOCESE OF NIAGARA).

Ont., on the yth day of June, 1883.
After opening prayers, Rev. Dr. Read, Chairman of the Congress Committee, 

in a few graceful words sketched the history of the Church Congresses in England, 
and bespoke for the present attempt the favorable consideration 01 the audience. '

In accordance with the rule obtaining in England and the United States, regarding 
Church Congresses, that the Bishop of the Diocese in which any Congress maybe held 
Is to be considered the President, the chair was taken upon this occasion by the 
Rt. Rev. Thomas Brock Fuller, D.D., D.C.L., Lord Bishop of Niagara.

The Rev. Dr. Mockridge, Rector in charge of Christ Church Cathedral, Hamilton, 
was appointed Secretary.

The Bishop expressed his great pleasure at being privileged to preside at this the 
first attempt at a Congress of the Church in Canada. It was something to be. proud 
of'that the first Congress of this kind should be held in the little diocese of Niagara. 
.This was not strange when it was remembered that the place chosen as the scene of 
this auspicious event was the “ Ambitious City ”—ambitious of precedence in religious 
matters as well as secular. But, he pointed out, almost all the papers were to be 
read by persons living outside this diocese ; the Congress was to be an outside matter \ 
so far as this diocese was concerned. The chief difference between a Congress and a ^ 
Synod was, that r.o votes would be taken here} all was to be talk. But talk was 
very often productive of much good. He hoped that this Congress. would, result in 
the spiritual and intellectual enlightenment of all who would attend its sessions.

CLERICAL EDUCATION.
■

BY THE REV. C. W. E. BODY, M. A., PROVOST OF TRINITY COLLEGE, 

TORONTO. »

Clerical education may perhaps be defined as the engrafting upon 
the best and most liberal general culture of the special training requi
site for the minister of Christ It falls clearly into two divisions— 
general and special education, the first embracing all the preparatory 
culture on which the latter is based. .

.
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the time of three years recommended for adoption in England, the 
first of which must be spent m Arts’ work only, in all cases. In this 
respect, therefore, we are actually maintaining the standard which it is 
sought to adopt in England.

The importance of special preparation being then admitted, we have , 
next to consider its nature. Our Candidates for Orders need a special 
training—intellectually; spiritually, practically.

To take these points in detail. The theological teachings should be 
thorough. These are times of critical sifting in every department of 
thought, especially religious thought. Time was when the vigorous 
citation of a text of Holy Scripture, albeit often applied in direct defiance 
of its proper meaning, or at least the authoritative appeal to a dogmatic 
formulary, silenced all argument and controversy. Now, the case is far 
different ; and, believe me, there is much that is cheering and honeful 
in the contrast We believe that by this fiery test our Lord is purging 
away the dross from the fine gold of the apostolic faith, and is thus 
breaking down the merely human system of shibboleths and traditional

™Cl! har,f.î°? lon8 stood m the way of the unity of the 
body of Christ Still, if there is much ground for humble hope, there 
is no hope for the Church which cannot lay her theological foundations 
broad and deep, which fears the appeal to the Apostolic Scriptures, 1 
ln^,rJ,rete<^ m the light of Christian history and teaching.

The accurate criticalstudy of Scriptureis more than ever indispensable, 
as the solid foundation of all theological teachings. The students must 
be taught to study their New Testament, not to find out the thousand 
conflicting opinions of commentators without end, but to gain the 
convict10" that, when studied in the light of their historical setting,-and
k‘„ l6 ““T16 scLholarshiP which we bring to other studies, 
but which has too long been deemed unnecessary for the study of 
Divine revelation, the words of Scripture become living words, so that, 
although we do not as yet grasp their whole force, we cannot mistake 
their meaning. In a word, as the babel of human interpreters is 
silenced, we pass into actual conscious fellowship with the apostolic 

w= 1,sten to the Holy Ghost himself, speaking to us 
through those divine words which gain ever-increasing fullness of 
meaning from every advance of human knowledge, and every successive 
experience of the Church’s life. The gradual development of the canon 
of Scripture must be thoroughly apprehended ; men must fully 
recognize the various types of doctrine which were given by S. Paul, by 
nf bLS' J.am,eS’ as “oh having a distinct place in the fullness
rnmni “h th' At Tf1 some ldea should be gained of the manifold 
complexity and impregnable strength of the historical evidence for the 
authenticity of the several books. As it proved in the sixteenth 
fen.t,U7’ 5015 lt.ever i the accurate, devout study of the Holy Scriptures 
n their original tongues will renew the spiritual life, giving power to 

the preaching, and guard from doctrinal error the mind of the preacher 
,, SvC0"d 0nljf ? -mportance to the study of the Scriptures is that of 
the history of the Church and of doctrine All genuine Christian

™U5t,be r,00,ted and grow naturally out of, the original 
deposit of truth embodied in the Apostolic Scriptures ; and as a further 
test, verifying our application of the first, it must at least implicitly have ’
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CHURCH OF ENGLAND IN CANADA.

is evidently to be found; and by directing his students towards 
this point, to prepare the way for an ultimate reconciliation. Of all 
the forces which tend to the peace of the Church, the strongest should 
be the influence of the theological college. Outside influences, 
previous training and surroundings, will all operate powerfully 
towards the perpetuation of party feelings and strife. Within the 
walls of a theological college let a holier and healthier influence 
prevail. Here let all that calm judgment,'/broad and liberal culture, 
accurate knowledge and loving piety can effect, work together to 
impress upon the young student a deep loyalty to the Church in 
which he is a minister, and a single-hearted, well-instructed yearning 
for truth and peace in regard to the questions which, from time to time, 
vex the Church.

To meet the special needs of the day, however, a wider training 
is needed than that of Biblical, Patristic or Dogmatic theology, precious 
as these things are. Thç Christian student must claim all truth 
as belonging to his Master, and, when rightly understood, as conducing 
to His glory. The laws which govern the universe are the expression 
of the mind of God ; all research that augments our knowledge of 
these brings us nearer to Him, and contributes to the study of theology; 
this is the broad basis upon which must be reared the special study 
of Apologetics, which the circumstances of our times make specially 
important. Ere leaving this subject, may I respectfully urge upon the 
examining chaplains and bishops of the Province the advantage of 
setting at least some selected subjects for detailed study in addition to 
the general knowledge'required. It is doubtful whether these examin
ations might not be made a little less wide, and a more thorough test 
of knowledge in selected subjects. I hope that the labor of many of 
the clergy, at least in the diaconate, may be made thus more systematic 
than it often is.

To turn to another aspect of our subject. It has been well said that 
one chief function of a Theological School is to deepen and strengthen 
the spiritual life of its students. After all, the man is the measure of 

" the minister. The chief weapons of his warfare are not learning or 
eloquence, but prayer and a life lived very near to God. That great 
leader of the Evangelical revival in England, Richard Cecil, says, in 
his Remains : “ The leading defect of Christian ministers is" the want 
of a devotional habit.” Especially in a country like our own, where 
division of labor is often impracticable, and manifold calls of duty 
continuously pressing, the clergyman needs the safeguard of such a 
habit, carefully formed to protect his own devotional life. In this 
matter much may be done by the authorities of the college, by provid
ing frequent opportunities for worship in various ways, setting a high 
ideal of the Pastoral life before the student, by Greek Testament 
readings and in other ways, encouraging private devotional reading, 
and the like. But perhaps still more can be done by the candidates 
themselves in the promotion of voluntary associations, especially of an 

i informal character, for devotional objects, or for various departments of 
j practical work. An association for intercessory prayer is perhaps of 
sufficient importance to claim special mention, as an encouragement to 
that special intercession which is the very life of spiritual wojk]_JThe
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mnThr aLbl,rth’ and ‘tS after development, in combination. Training does 
much ; but you cannot make a Bÿron or a Demosthenes out of every 
mâïi tram him as you will; nor can you a clergyman. We often a.ho 
forget this; and demand of a student that he should develop’what
danb Green ”°wasIarwlembfer v®* years aK° when the author of “Ver
dant Green was a Worcestershire curate. Punch put forth an aHver
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don’t half recognize it, of all educational systems through the marks 
awarded. Remember, please, that my French professor possessed a 
mind disciplined in the very highest degree in so far as mere routine 
work could'possibly make it so.

I dare say many here remember Lord Macaulay’s Essay on Bacon 
and Novum Organum. It has been generally supposed that Lord 
Bacon had invented a new process of reasoning ; about as true as to 
call the grammarian the inventor of the language ; the Novum Organum 
was as old as the hills, and Macaulay gives an example of this mode of 
reasoning by, experiment. A boy patronizes an exorbitant amount of 
mince pie at Christmas ; as to the, consequences, they would naturally 
be indescribable. Some time after the same boy indulges in a much 
smaller quantity of the luscious article, and is slightly indisposed, let us 
say ; but yesterday he took more than ever, and the consequences 
again—must be passed over. ‘1 Ah,” says he, “ the mince pies have 
done it !” We have here a specimen of what is called Baconian logic, 
a logic applicable to all sorts of subjects. Now, how are we going to 
apply the scientific reasoning of the Novum Organum to the classifica
tion of the subject of study ? Take the classics for example. It is 
argued that in studying the great authors of Greece and Rome, we 
come into contact with great minds, and that the greatest of all 
educational means is contact of mind with mind. I allow that ; because 
the habits of mind of the teacher, to a great extent, become the habits 
of the pupil. But it must not be forgotten that when we read the great 
authors of our own language there is contact of mind with mind, and 
with the greatest minds, and indeed the contact is closer, inasmuch 
as one’s own mother tongue does not in any sense act as a veil, but lays 
open, to us at least, the speaker’s mind more fully than any other 
language dead or living. Trying the Baconian test, if we find that all 
highly distinguished classics have been men of great intellectual power, 
if we find that men devoid of classical ability are always deficient in 
mental calibre, if we find that men of moderate classical ability are men 
of moderate talents intellectually, and no more ; if we find, in a word, 
that the two things go together, vary together, rise and fall together, 
then, and then only, can we agree in favor of classical studies in the 
way in which the advocates of those studies would hâve us reason 
But no; we do not find this. As the ill effects of the iriince. pies 
increased and deceased with the quantity taken, so I say ought we to 
find it with classical studies, or at least with classical ability, before we 
can have the unbounded faith that many place therein. There is an 
immense amount of the merest routine work necessarily connected with - 
the study of languages ; a very large proportion of the marks must 

lly hpre be awarded to cramming, and therefore, though they 
may undoubtedly be profitable instruments of education in the hands 
of a thoughtful teacher, they are necessarily inferior, I submit, to some 
other subjects, and, like arithmetic, a man may be marvellously 
proficient in them and not at all have developed, not at all be possessed 
of anything but mediocre intellectual powers. If, therefore, we use the 
classics as means of intellectual culture, we must still take care that on 
the whole examination the marks awarded to non-routine work largely 
preponderate. And the same thing holds in the higher mathematics.
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You, my Lord, doubtless remember the epoch near the middle of 
the century, when Lord Macaulay and Sir Charles Trevellyan inaugurated 
their vast reforms in the educational world by connècting competitive 
examinations with the various branches of the Civil Service. Macaulay, 
a man of great intellectual power and learning, had the opportunity 
then for doing an immense work for his country.; but he had not 
been in the school-room as a teacher much, and there was a fatal fallacy 
at the root of his system. He looked to the amassing of subjects, not 
the way of using them. There is a theory underlying all practice. If 
we seek the theory of educationists of that day, it amounts simply to 
this : classics will not do alone as tests or developers of mental power ; 
Mathematics won't ; Science won’t ; put them together, and they will. 
But what did Mr. Robert Lowe, himself a doublefirst of Oxford, and 
the great Australian Educationist, reply years after to all this ? He 
said—and it is the profound utterance of a far-seeing intellect—“Before 

— we can have a rational system of education we require •a new science, by
ly meet, who spends 3 which to determine the relative values of the different talents tested by
lea™ t0 touch, and examiners. The rudiments of that science, its fundamental axioms, as

1 which she might be far as we need them, are at hand, and we disregard them; we say develop
ly, or the cramming the whole man (in some senses a mistake), and we forget to say that
is of vast use; useful we must develop proportionably, and treat the higher and grander
ere ; but it is not by faculties as higher and grander than the lower. Let me give a practical
s the highest. • And instance. In certain secular examinations, 300 marks can be obtained
1 not condescend to (in 1881 at least) for analysis and parsing, and only 75 for English
vn through numerous composition. I asked a first-class certificated school teacher, “ Did you
hole evil. Education ever have a pupil who could not be taught to answer these analytical
be made so, during and parsing questions ? ” “No.” “ Did you ever have a pupil" you

not attempt to go far found it impossible to teach to write a decent letter ?” “Plenty.” “Then
nake, as the vulgar the composition is, in yodr opinion, a better test of power?” “Yes."
irs of all we certainly “ And the 300 marks should have been awarded to composition, and

the 75 to parsing?” “Yes.” “Secondly, do' you know in the whole 
ustration of a mere course of history, or private experience, a case where parsing has
uestions, which, for been practically useful outside the walls of a Normal College?"
estions.” Take the “No.” “ Is it not otherwise with letter writing ? ” “Yes, letter writing
i : trace the descent has been of vast importance historically and personally.” “ Then as a
• Egbert. This is a ; practical art, the larger marks should have gone to composition, as well
glish. History, or, in 8 as from the fact that it is the superior test ? ” “Yes.” Why then will
one of any great ■ educationists cor" 1

question which any ■ We have heard
:red, the genius of a § awarding no ma
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which gives wide ■ faculty for Cramming Brown and Pearson. That faculty not strong, all

nowledge, but what ■ ?ther gifts shall count for naught ; but let a man have that, and have
.nowledge you have 1 it largely, and he has my heart’s delight” And then we wonder that
ks to mere routine ■ atheism is increasing.> I remember a friend of mine once, trained at
n of the greatest ■ * theological college of England, descanting on the genius of the
,er or develop that ■ Principal he had studied under. That Principal owed all his success

ln hfe,80 he thought, to a private debating and elocution society got upêèm

I

was

from the fact that it is the superior test? ...... ............. .....
educationists continue to subvert the commonest laws of common sense?

of examining chaplains committing the injustice of 
marks for the power of reading well ; and a knowledge of 

the first principles of the law as between the candidate and his future 
bishop on the one hand, and his wardens on the other ; injustice to the

The Church calls aloud for clergy.man.
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construed to mean that the main object ot the Congress was to draw 
out the clergymen present—to draw out pithy five-minute speeches 
from them. (Laughter.)

POPULAR LITERATURE AND RECREATION.

RURAL DEAN MACKENZIE, RECTOR OF GRACE CHURCH, 
BRANTFORD, ,

19
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THE REV.

then read the following paper on the “Attitude Churchmen should occupy towards 
Popular Literature and Recreation:”

There are many popular amusements of which we all conscientiously 
and gladly approve, and readily admit that the terni includes recreation 
for the body and mind ; not only harmless, but positively necessary and 
beneficial : while there are more which we must unhesitatingly condemn 
and do our best to counteract.

„ But we all feel the difficulty of when and where, and how to draw 
the line, for the difference of opinion andprgftiee-tSHween people 
equally enlightened and sincere inkying-tOo right in these matters 
is simply limitless. So thatjjttersffa large margin must be left to the 
discretion and iu"
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the individual.
. <•■**> wide difference of opinion exists, one is naturally diffident

' in laying down any cast-iron rule as to what is lawful for Christians, 
and, being lawful, what is expedient.

Therefore what is now said will by some be regarded as too narrow, 
by others as too wide ; hence a free criticism is courted.

We are told that the ceaseless activities of the present age requiring 
more skill, more energy of body and mind, and more capital than at 
any previous time, form a strain upon the vital energies of the artisan, 
the merchant, the manufacturer and the capitalist, which demands, it is 
said, the stimulants to body and mind derived from popular amusement. 
All admit that actively employed men and women need recreation. 
But what we would contend for is, that recreation, as the word implies, 
must not be simply a stimulant, or a further drain upon the vital 

. energies, but a source of resuscitation and strengthening for future 
work. Therefore I draw a wide distinction between popular 
ments that act as stimulants merely but never resuscitate, and those 
healtjiful recreations which put back the balance of power into the 

' ingman’s hands, which has passed during working hours into the 
^xthe engine, the plough and the pen.

It migntvbe shown that the people who become body and brain 
wearied by jthe actual work and responsibilities of life, are those who 
ordinarily dd seek recreation in their leisure and amusements ; while the 
half-jemplqyed, the idle, the listless, the purposeless in life, seek and 

se amusements which stimulate only.
The history of England tells us that during the reign of the Tudors, 

when the national character was gathering strength, the only popular 
amusements openly encouraged by authority were those which associated 
skill with pleasure. All outdoor exercises with relaxation—hunting, 
running, leaping, and wrestling—were esteemed manly amusements.

The love of outdoor games in our own day and kind are no doubt 
a heritage from those times—cricket, football, lacrosse, running and
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^tln8' All motion in the open air, under clear skies, is the finest
madnkr^eSti,recreat'on poss,bIe t0 a healthy minded, full pure-blooded 
man, and where it is not so regarded, it is because neither mind nor
r^yKar\ m a normal, condition. So far as those outdoor pleasures 

n be kept distinct from the curse of alcoholic drinks, and tlhat bane
hLhlv r fanmuseme"ts-the treating system—they cannot be too 
highly prized, tpo warmly encouraged. But Unfortunately now the
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tables and public dancing halls, all with their attendant drinking

ism swj&s

Thl because it cannot, from its own nature, be a teacher of morals.' 
The truth cannot proceed from that which is false. There are those 
who sincerely desire and believe in a reformed stage as a public moral 
educator; they are the few; the mass who patronise antfsupport the 
house deS‘re n° reform’ nor woüld they Patronize a reformed play*

It is a matter of fact that though the Kembles, the Siddons and
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mental and moral culture, and when it fails to do that it ceases to 
be art The crucial question still remains, should Christians visit the 
theatre? I should say, if at all, very occasionally. When the play is 
pure, and has some true worth—when the acting has the merit of art, 
and the place and its associations are respectable, then, perhaps, no 
logical principle forbids it. But if theatre-going become a habit, and 
the average play an attraction, surely the mental status is weak, the 
moral sense low, and the taste somewhat depraved. When the higher 
life is realized, I imagine, the theatre is rarely, if ever, visited ; the 
expulsive power of a new affection has lifted the life from the sensuous 
to the mental and spiritual.

Of billiard rooms, gaming tables and public dancing halls, the writer 
has no experience beyond the knowledge that money, time and morals 
are thrown away night after night in these places—money that parents, 
wives and children need—time that could and ought to be better spent, 
and morals that gave premise of a noble and useful life, but are now 
dribbled away in amusements that develop no true manhood, but sap 
its very foundations. These are not recreations, but stimulants to 
deeper indulgence, for the more wasteful and destroying to the powers 
of life the amusement, the more deadly the stimulant, the more certainty 
of the victim’s final ruin.

The mothers and daughters of our land have it largely in their power 
to check these evils by making bright, sweet, and happy homes. If a 
man is a bread-winner, the woman should be a homemaker in its best 
sense. The true woman can compass it in two rooms as well as in a 
dozen, upon small means as well as upon ample. But to do this, many 
of the modern pursuits of our sisters and daughters must give place to 
the cultivation of more homely arts. A true home is one of God’s 
institutions for the saving of a man—there the overtaxed body and 
mind will find the best indoor recreation, with social converse, the 
reading of agreeable and improving books, in music, in the cultivation 

, of flowers, the production of simple works of art ; all these are. within 
the reach of the most moderate income.

With respect to social dancing, from my own experience, I cannot 
.unreservedly condemn it. The evil is in the late and long hours, the 
time and thought and expense thrown away upon dress. Here again 
Christian matrons have it largely in their power to work a reform, by 
returning to the sensible and pleasant old-time hours for their social 
gatherings, say from eight till twelve o’clock. Then, under the roof of 
a friend, and among the society df those known and esteemfed, the 
social dance may be regarded as a very beautiful and simple amuse
ment, and open to less objection than many parlor games now practised 
by those who condemn dancing. But the dancing hall, at which a 
door-keeper takes tickets, bought in the market, where the company is 
mixed, and the hours for all night, is plainly an unfit place for a pleasure 
so pure, so natural, so homelike, so liable to abuse as dancing.

Southey tells the story of the Rev. Mr. Smith, Rector of Linton about 
hundred years ago, who paid twelve guineas for learning one 

dance in France, and afterwards, when riding through his parish or 
elsewhere, he would alight, tie his horse, and dance a hornpipe or two 
on the road, to the astonishment bf any who happened to pass. Dr.
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, ha.1 °f card-playing ? This is particularly delicate ground ■ the

mnocm?0" I^id ttabo^wtttvaembeSenmfrom the firstTccustomed 

Itnf» dK co™™on|y outgrow them, or hold them in small esteem But 
stolen bread is sweet, and many a boy has been morally broken down 
by the temptation to play an innocent game abroad that was prohibited
fn SÏÏ at h,0me- Gamblers>jt is said, do not comefrom households 
n which cards are among the trivial sports of childhood. It is claimed 
their fascination evaporates with the dew of youth. As a meaTof 
gambling, as a waste of time, they cannot be too sharply condemned 
?Ut th® 0ld maxlm aPPlies here^what may be harmlessPto one, may be 
a snare to rum another. All will, no doubt, agree that people who 
devote much time to theatres, billiards, cards, surely lack^nv noble

“ 'I"' ?” y~8 m,n m«kZSS

. fnS —
„„ïl ™ay be that- ?s a Church, we have not been sufficiently definite 
and pronounced in our condemnation and warning against those 
amusements which too frequently prove pitfalls to so many and therebv 
have failed to exercise that influence which might justlybfTexpected*^
If it be so, it has come about, no doubt, through a reluctance to draw 
sharp lines .and make rigid rules, where the principle of liberty*f

j±E ‘“■”1 " '• » — «SM
If the times are waxing evil in this matter of popular amusements—

pîeasureseekîmr Vï "t th°SC ï™ «P‘ a wise moderation in pleasure-seeking—and mild counsels have failed, we ought not to
shrink from-the plainest and most unmistakable condemnation of that 
which we are convinced leads to the ruin of bodies and souk If we 
as parents and pastors, are faithless here, we are unworthy members of 
the mystical Body of Christ—unworthy sons of our venerable mother 
rh Gburch of En?land, A holy jealousy should possess us, that no 
C ristian communion should outstrip us in zealously condemning all
God’s people ’ a"d upholdin8 a11 virtue striving for the holinefs.of

If, as a body of Christians, we have to take a fourth place in the 
numerical strength of the Dominion, then, as a branch of Christ’s Holy
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Catholic Church, let us, by devotion to our Head in energy, fidelity 
and zeal, stand second to none for the purity and holiness of 
people.
• If there had been expended the energy and zeal against the sins 
which do most easily beset us, that have been so freely expended against 
imaginary shadows in the last twenty-five years in Canada, our power 
to grapple with social evils that grow out of popular, amusements 
would have been so much the stronger. If the batteries of the Church 
had been turned against the world, the flesh and the devil, and not in 
internecine wrangling—brother against brother—the census would have 
had a different story to tell.

A hymn was then sung, after which
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REV. J. P. LEWIS, RECTOR OF GRACE CHURCH, TORONTO, 

spoke as follows :—

In addressing myself to this subject, I feel greatly embarrassed by 
three considerations. In the first place, I feel deeply impressed with 1 
the importance of my subject. Popular literature touches our Church 
and our homes at almost every point of our existence, intellectual, 
moral and spiritual. It influences most powerfully, sometimes for 
good, and sometimes for evil. It is so cheap it is within the reach of 
all, even the pooresL It is so varied in substance and presentation 
that the intellectual and the idiotic, the most refined in thought and 
pure feeling, the most debased in manners and morals, may have their 
tastes and wishes thoroughly gratified. What books are our people to 
read? This is a vital question. Pure air, wholesome food and proper 
exercise, are not more needed for the health and strength of the body 
than good, pure, vigorous literature for the mind and heart. We need 
it to build up the Church, to enlighten and beautify the home, and to 
carry the blessings of a Christian civilization to the hearts of all our 
people. Again, the time placed at my disposal is quite insufficient to 
deal with so weighty a matter as this. If all the wisdom and ability of 
this important convention were concentrated upon this one subject for 
the next two or three days, I am persuaded we should feel at the close 
that we had by no means exhausted it, but if time permitted, much 
more that would be profitable might still be said. How can I, then, in 
the short space allotted to me, deal justly with so large a question, and 
sufficiently guard the life of the Church, the purity of home, and the 
interests of our people ? My greatest embarrassment to-day, however, 
springs from the consciousness that I am one of the least fitted to deal 
with the subject. My reading, tastes, and habits of thought, have led 
me to live in a world of reality rather than in one of fiction. I prize 
facts much more than fancies. I am, however, much comforted by the 
pleasing confidence, that the gentlemen who are to follow me in the 
discussion of this subject will, with their greater knowledge and well- 
kpown ability, more than make up for all my deficiencies.

Popular literature is a phrase the precise meaning of which is not 
easily determined. Possibly it may be defined as that literature which 
is most popular with the masses, and, therefore, most read by them. .
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Thackeray, George Eliot and others •^IC^ar^0nVFle dlng’ Scott’ 
fiction, have rendered good service in theTL^I1"6 Eng!lsh writer? °{ 
of their descriptions of character Ln! r "T ïï !*u"d truthfulness 
them have written much that is anything but commette. Tktion
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should be read by dull-witted, unimaginative men, and by men whose 
reasoning powers are so strong that they suppress the power of imagina
tion. It should be read by men who run in grooves and stick to crotchets. 
It should be read by weary men who stand sorely in need of. rest and 
recreation. There is probably no class of persons so fond of reading 
exciting stories as young women, and none so easily and so deeply 
injured by them. By nature their imaginations are stronger than their 
judgments;, they succeed well as poets, but rarely do they excel as 
mathematicians. A young woman much given to reading questionable 
literature will soon bear evidence of her dangerous dissipation. There 
will be a nightmess in her manner and an unsteadiness in her eyes 
which will proclaim the half disorganized condition of her brain 
Reason and judgment have been seriously disturbed, and imagination 
rules or rather misrules. Voung men, although capable of being 
deeply injured by an excessive development of the imagination, have 
invaluable correctives. They are mixing with the practical world, 
dealing with matters every day which belong to real life, and these do 
much to correct the excesses of imagination and to restfiîe and maintain 
the balance of judgment Our Church should organite, and endeavor 
by all means to provide suitable literature for her children. *We ought 
to have a Church paper, controlled by the Provincial Synod, which 
would be distinguished for its ability, moderation and fide'ity to the 
doctrines and government of our Church. It should breathe into the 
hearts of all our people an imperishable thirst for a deep, pure 
spiritual life, and its pages should glow with the fires of missionary 
enthusiasm, and it should find its way into every Church of England 
home in the land. The way to save our young people from the 
degradation, debauchery and soul-destroying effects of the dime novel 
in my judgment, is to supply them with abundance of sprightly, whole
some Church literature. This should be done by parents, if they had 

• to do without the necessaries of life to do it
His Lordship, the chairman, instanced a case where proper super

vision had been paid to -the matter, and the result was that every 
member of that family had been a credit to the Church and 
munity in which he lived.

THE
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REV. CANON HOUSTON, M.A., RECTOR OF NIAGARA FALLS, ONT., SAID:

itors
After listening to .the very able paper on the subject of Popular 

Recreations, and the eloquent address of the able advocate who has 
just taken his seat, it is with a great deal of diffidence that I get up to 
say anything on the subject. But I feel prompted to say a few words 
on the part of the subject described as indoor amusements. Cards 

looked upon with so much horror by so many good people that it 
is an invidious thing to say anything in their favor. Yet, I think 
though much can justly-be said against them, something can also be 
said in their behalf. Everything has its use as well as abuse; and 
though cards have been used as an instrument of so much evil, there 

God-fearing people who have extracted good even from them. I 
have in my mind at the present moment a Christian woman of the 
deepest piety, the mother of six sons, now grown tip to manhood, all of 
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THE RT. rev. A. CLEVELAND COXE, BtSHOP OE WESTERN NEW VORK, SA.D :
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laity should have so lofty an idea of the duty and province of the ministry 
as to cause them to feel and act as if no duty devolved upon them, that 
no time or attention is required of them in connection with what I may 
class as religious work. I say this much, although I do not propose 
to dwell on this feature of the subject The Church “is a con
gregation of faithful men,” not clergy alone, but laity as well ; and 
a faithful performance of duties, for which both are set apart or fitted, is 
demanded. As I have intimated I should speak upon points of a 
practical character, let me begin with the Sunday school, one of the 
grandest fields, offering work as it does of the noblest description to the 
laity. I am sorry to say, however, that too few of the men of the Church 
appear to realize their duty in regard to this work, one for which so 
very many of them are well qualified. There is never any trouble in 
getting devoted women to teach, and there is always plenty of work for 
them to do; but the difficulty is with the men, in securing them. 
This is surely not as it should be, and is not what it would be if they 
would only cease to think that contributing money for the support of 
the Church when asked is all that is required of them in the way of 
co-operation. Contributing is all very well, and with the right spirit 
should be encouraged ; but those who are qualified for Sunday school 
or other work should not stop there. Do not misunderstand me : there 
should be conscientious giving ; “give all you can” is sound advice, 
yet there should be work as well ; but in the case of those who cannot 
see their mission in work, or their qualifications for it, then they can 
add immensely to the success of those who do work by helping them 
with their means. For a number of years I have been the superin
tendent of the school meeting in this pleasant room, and I speak from 
experience when I say the men of our congregation fall far short of 
their duty in their apparent indifference to this work. I say 
" Apparent” indifference, because I do not think they are sensible, many 
of them, either of their duty or their fitness for it. Many of them thinlr 
it is all right to leave this in the hands of the clergyman ; that it is his 
work ; that he understands it better than they do ; that he will look up 
people to aid him ; and there they leave the matter, I know well the 
value of female teachers ; I know their patience and zeal, and I have 
in my mind now classes of boys in our school taught by ladies, and 
would not have a change made in them on any account ; but there 
are boys of a certain age who ought to be under the instruction of 
men, and the experience of the school with which I am connected 
is, I fancy, pretty much the experience of most schools, namely, that 
we have to depend almost entirely upon women in recruiting our 
teaching staflf. The work of the Sunday school cannot be over-esti
mated; not only on Sunday is the interest of the teachers felt in 
moulding the lives of his or her scholars, but in the visits paid by 
the teachers to their homes during the week ; in following them up a 
strong and heartfelt interest is created which, in many cases, results in 
attaching the parents to the Church whose school is of so much benefit 
to their children. Would that I had the gift of impressing with 
force and power this important matter on the minds of laymen 1 There 
is not a clergyman in the Church who will not bear testimony to the 
benefit of a well organized Sunday school as a help to him in important
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is a terrible thing to think that many a man who has labored in the 
service of the Church for years, on a bare subsistence for himself and 
his family, still works on with the thought ever on his mind and 
gnawing at his heart, that he is able to leave nothing to them but his 
blessing when he is taken away. It is the duty of the laity to let them 
feel that the dear ones left behind will not be uncared for by the 
Church he has served so faithfully. If there was ever a scheme of the 
Church which commended itself more than another to the sympathy 
and energetic effort of the laity, churchmen and churchwomen, it is 
that which seeks to provide a fund for the relief of the widows and 
orphans of deceased ministers. From his calling, the clergyman is 
debarred from engaging in or doing what other men might in making 
provision for his family. How often must the thought depress the 
minds of the faithful, hard-working ministers in their self-sacrificing 
labors, to feel that they have to leave their families to a cold, un
sympathetic world. Here is a noble work for th¥ laity, and one they 
should do without any appeals from the pulpit. All should co-operate, 
making the conscience the steward of their treasury, the rich in his 
wealth and the poor in his poverty giving as prompted by generous and 
grateful hearts ; to all it should be a real luxury to give to this cause ; 
giving in this spirit is sure to be gaining for the Church-gaining in 
every way by the success which follows the labors of men freed from 
care in this respect. To my mind it is one of the practical works 
which the laity should see well and.safely sustained. While speaking 
of giving, let me quote from an essay which I have read on systematic 
beneficence, and which will apply to all the schemes of the Church, as 
well as to the special one to which I haye been referring. The idea of the 
writer is to obtain large results from small as well as large contributors, 
and nothing else is right : “By putting the widow’s farthing as high as 
the rich maE’s pound, thus making sure of the small gains that will 
grow into the mass of a mountain ; as it is not the dash of a single 
water-spout here and there that fertilizes the broad bosom of the earth, 
but the countless little drops falling thick and fast over the whole 
surfacq, so it is with the accumulations of evangelical finance. The 
wonderful capacity of that system lies in its power of generating and 
gathering up the minute grains till they produce effective funds, and the 
secret which brings forth even the smallest gifts proceeding from a love 
of Christ. The plan which puts the ppor man’s cent on a par with the 
rich man’s dollar, generates funds where there are none—gathers the 
thick and pregnant cloud from accumulations of vapor, too thin to be 
visible; it enables the poor to joirr-in making many rich.” The 
minister, to be efficient should be sure of the sympathy of his people, 
practical and otherwise ; he should be kept easy and comfortable in his 
mind by adequate remuneration promptly paid, and the knowledge that 
the Church will deal lovingly and generously with those he leaves 
behind him. Under these circumstances a man can work with a light 
heart and with power. Let all our laity, including those who have not 
special qualifications for ordinary parish co-operation work, do honor 
to their name by making this scheme safe beyond a doubt “ When 
the ear heard me then it blessed me, and when the eye saw me it gave 
witness to me, because I delivered the poor that cried, and the fatherless,
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which contributes more to success in a parish than a feeling that all 
are working, as they ought to be, for the same object ; that high and 
low, rich and poor, should know each other, and that, members of 
the congregation should be ever on the alert fo speak® to strangers 
coming within their influence, and, as it were, bring them into the 
Church family, removing the sharp edge of a feeling of isolation. Such 
a state of things cannot fail to Have the happiest effect on any congre
gation. Experience in this particular prompts me to write these words. 
There are many other objects for practical lay co-operation besides 
those I have named, but time forbids me referring to them.

Call the particular efforts of the laity what name you like, no matter 
about that, what is wanted is to bring out the forces, organize them into 
such united bands as wisdom may direct, and set them to work, shaping 
their mode of work as the necessities of the case may call for. I have 
hastily put these thoughts together, and I ask the indulgence of those 
who have been good enough to listen to me to overlook the crude way 
in which I have endeavored to establish the fact that the laity have 
duties to perform in co-operation with the clergy, and whatever these 
duties are, they ought to be performed readily and cheerfully. All have 
an influence, be it little or be it much ; some are qualified for positions 
for which others are not, but whatever they are they should do their 
duty cheerfully and acquit tpemselves like men. I cannot close better 
.than by using the words of an abler man than myself, who in speaking 
on the subject, said : “ It may not be in our power to do extraordinary 
things, but it does lie in our power to do ordinary things in an 
extraordinary way ; that is, in an unselfish, loving way. Eloquence may 
not be ours, but there is none of speech so stammering that he 
say words of sympathy and tenderness. We may not be able out of 
great abundance to make lavish gifts for the good of men, huit there is 
none so poor that he cannot do deeds of sweet courtesy and fraternal 
helpfulness.”

irse

cannot

rom the
It being one o’clock the Congress adjourned, and reassembled at 2.30 p.m.

The Rev. A. H. Baldwin, M.A., Rector of All Saints’ Church, Toronto, read a 
paper on Lay Co-operation, but as the Secretary was unable to procure it for 
publication, he has to be content with inserting the following brief notice of it, 
clipped from the Dominion Churchman :

“ In the early Church the educational training of the youth had to 
be entrusted to the heathen schools. In the Church of England the 
opinion seemed to be universally prevalent, that whatever was done in 
the parish must be done by the clergyman himself. A graphic descrip
tion of modern lay work followed. The action of the English Bishops 
of Lichfield and London, and the views of the Convocation of York 
and Canterbury, were laid before the Congress. The position of the 
Church of England in the cities of Canada, compared with its position 
in the country villages, was alluded to. If laymen were authorized 

extensively to read the service and preach in the sparsely settled 
districts, many would be retained as members, who now reluctantly left 
it. The parish of Woodbridge, in the Diocese of Toronto, 
example of the benefits of lay action under good supervision. Rev.
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of the advisability of making^realUy'of^h^diaconate'6 Spokestron6IymmmmmThe subject was then continued by 'specially to those in the country.

THOS. WHITE, ESQ., M.P.,

proceedings0ofet>heCo'Igresshe Bdl^he00™ ^ Pa« in the 
his constituency, he had gladly Lv!iêdhlmlgn °ïh°L°d on a visi‘to 
being present, and his old friend^ Mr Brown h ' the privilege of 
hr n ?’3d to exPress his sympathy in th?’ I'"8 sent UP his name, 
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Now, no parish church can be considered properly equipped without 
its young mens association—its young men, from his own observation, 
often having very grey beards. In the City of Montreal, there are 
now two or three regularly organized parishes, which have sprung out 
° ,rrnS ®stabllshed by the Young Men’s Association of St George’s 
fi M rilnd herse y0UnS men are constantly on the look-out for new 
fields of labor. It was right that this should be so. No one was more 
interested in the prevalence of a religious spirit, in the personal and
suSioTtom." if ?t,0dSfr0TidenCe’ and the personal and national 
submission to His will, than the laity. All experience had shown this.
Worldly-mse men in different ages, had attempted to erect a different 
rf basfed“P°n ? demal of the existence of God, upon a
inPriis=t10n t*? r.evelatl0n’ but the attempt had invariably recited 
n disaster. We lived in an age of great intellectual activity, and it was 
mpossible not to see that the tendency towards infidelity was fearfully 

k Since the devil had invented the term agnosticism, under which
shtli!‘rpfierfhWh0 T be shocked at being called infidels or atheists 
sheltered themselves, it was amazing the number, especially young
™e"’ wb°’ on,.th® P'?a that they could not believe what they could 
not mathematically demonstrate, are revelling in an age of reason 
and contemning all revelation. It was "a dangerou^ movement 
dangerous, having regard to this life quite as much as to the life’ 
which is to come ; an^to sincere laymen, quite as much as, nay, more 
than to preaching, must they look to remit it. The Church would be 
successful just in proportion as the laity were earnest workers in all 
its departments of usefulness. In conclusion, he congratulated the 
managers of the Congress upon its success, and trusted that it might 
be the precursor of many other similar gatherings. 8
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REV. DR. MOCKRIDGE SAID*;mimmmis that they were originally intended to be numbered among the laity 
/he number of deacons should be increased, and their duty should be 
to assist the priest in his parochial work, without participating in those 
duties which peculiarly devolve on the priesthood. It would be a 
good thing if zealous and godly members of the laity would accept 
orders as deacons, and be willing to work without any hope or wish to 
be advanced to the priesthood. If the beautiful service for the ordering 

' 0 deac°ns could be held from time to time in different parishes, and 
some godly laymen thereby set apart in the presence of the people 
among whom they lived, it would have a beneficial effect upon the 
work and would give the diaconate a reality. He felt the absurdity of 
upholding three orders, as we do in the position we take 
Presbyterians and others, and practically making use of but two. If 
the three orders, as separate orders, with clearly defined duties 
belonging to each, are not of sufficient importance to be made part of

real.
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regular working machinery, he thought there was little practical 
force in the appeal sometimes made to ancient history to prove their 
primitive origin. Whenever opportunity should present itself, he hoped 
to advocate the diaconate as one of the first steps towards producing 
proper and healthy lay co-operation in our parochial work.
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^ R. S. BROOKE, ESQ., OF DUNDAS, ONT., SAID i

/H)As there is a woe pronounced against those who sit at ease in Zion, it 
is very evident that every Christian is expected to work in his Master’s 
vineyard, and that he may do this the more efficiently, some system 
should be followed. A great amount of good might be done, if in every 
parish an association was formed, consisting of every one willing to do 
some work for the Church. This association should have its regular 
periodical meetings with suitable services, where every member should 
be assigned his own sphere of action, and also give account of his work 
in due order. Thus we should have Sunday school teachers, district 
visitors, Scripture readers, collectors for missions, and many other 
officers of great importance practically attended to j amongst other 
things the services of the çhurch would be more hearty by all members 
of the Association promising to join audibly in the responses, every 
absentee from church would be visited, as the parish would be divided 
into sections, and every resident in each section would be accounted 
for at the meeting. As Sunday school superintendent, I may sav I have 
found that people are more willing to undertake the responsibility and 
feel an interest in the work, when given to understand that there is 
something for them to do which will be expected of no other person. 
I think a parish should be like a hive of bees, without drones j all should 
do something. I will conclude these few remaiks by commending to 
the attention of every lay helper the words of our Divine Master, 
“ He that is not with me is against me, and he that gathereth not 
with me scattereth abroad.”

■

X

THE REVISED VERSION OF THE NEW TESTAMENT.
This subject was then introduced by

REV. HENRY WILSON, D.D., OF KINGSTON, ONT., 

who read the following paper :

The Revised Version of the New Testament of 1881 is the work 
of some of the most loving hearts, the clearest heads and the ablest 
intellects of England and America. It was undertaken by that Church 
which is the mother of the Authorized Version, and has the most . 
undoubted right to take the lead in any movement for an improvement 
of the same. It was entrusted by the Mother Church of Anglo-Saxon 
Christendom to a committee of her ablest sons, her beet bishops and 
presbyters, men noted for their profound learning, Biblical knowledge 
of all kinds, and thorough acquaintance with the vast range of subjects 
involved in the work set before them. Not only so, but the English 
cqmipittee was empowered to invite the co-operation of any eminent

r
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îîfrÜnv0 whatever nation or religious body they might belong.

fitted fonihe "ask!*1 ^ ^ bya“ comPetent judges as pre-eminently

vi An^hlSlm-ple fact that of the whole number of revisers in 1880— 
Z twenty-seven 'n the Old Testament and twenty-fiveFnlwJ .T®sta'nent—m?fe than two-thirds belong to the Church of 
England, might at once dispel all fear from every thinking mind of 
any radical or hasty change in the Authorized Version, or any sacrifice 
twn.ihi ^ep°Slt truth so fully contained in our English Bible. This 
two-thirds majonty of the Revision Committee were, then, men

taught to reverence King James’translation as the grandest and best 
™°f,Lhe S™Ptu[es eve.r given to the English or to any nation, 
nnd rrrn, b,r0U?ht UP *n an atmosphere of such loving regard
of °yaltyu the ChUrch 0f Ei,Sland. and the Church
of England s Bible, would not, we may be sure, lightly enter upon a
roars 'hadheveilù00k®d ,towards revision of a version which.Tor 260 
y.ea p’*e Priceless treasure of the Church of England, and of 
the i-nglish-speulcing people throughout the world. But the Committee
bvfZnrt" "T gU,arded agu‘nSt hasty and radical action. not simplv 

js devotionyto the version of 1611 as a “well of English
undefiled, from which they had drunk from their youth up, but by a 
thorough and personal knowledge of its truth and fidelity, on the whole,

ÆaasaK
fep .fro™ yhich *it was translated. They had before them, to 
help them in their work, the concentrated wisdom of the ages and the
was Written °f ^ manuscriPts’ in which the New®Testament

Into the vexed question of manuscripts used I shall not enter now. 
The very thought of doing so might well appal both the speaker 
his audience. I shall simply say here that the revisers of our New 
Testament are quite as able scholars as their critics : that among them 
Ï* Wh° haVG made textual criticism almost tiieir life work, and 

Lu® qUlte ?S comPetent t0 judge of the merit of a manuscript 
FvL if thr auSa,?n,!S’ tbe ,fam°u=i Quarterly Reviewer not excepted, 
hven if they had followed in every instance the Revised Greek text

hlin' Westc?tta"d Hart. they, would be simply following a version 
based upon principles not peculiar to these learned men, but a version 
m‘he ma™ the result of the very best scholarship of the age, and 
embodying the results arrived at by all textual critics of the first rank—
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labored at the text of the Nmüy 1 V the scholars who have 
M ^ey have not been ^ last half century
but, as publicly stated some h'mp a k even that able Greek text • 
simply made use of it as one of the^esUf n® ,°f. th®mselves. they have

The" revins8 of Versi°n- ’ ^Whkh
manuscripts of the original Gre^1Lbl0rVhem n0t onl>’ ‘he best 
and the result of 270 years ofdu the best revised Greek text 
the very best Engl/sh Cderinas of Z’rU‘ had a,s° before them
years but for over one “and ^ text for "ot simply 270 
“a>'1 (2b). 735, when Bede the that quiet evening in
England, as Millman calls him bre/th^’ ,t!le,Paren‘ of theology in 
penned the last verses of St John’s r d ,^‘S ïst when he had just
present Englishmen have heel rende™?!™^8'^’ d°'™ ‘« the

and thence to Tyndale9re,r" o ’" f°Lcenturies to Wycliffe 9t,s0
wa's bef‘ble °f 1540 ; the ^hops^o^sM^aTthis37 Td '5^9; th® 
was before our revisers of 18É1 as 3 tr^’ and much more,

v““"
one thousand years embodied in !„beS- efforfs o{ English scholars for 
yet itself only a version, not 1m oririnTrrv0|1!and grand indeed, and 
worshipped, the result of a faithful collertfo6^f0?' 70t an ido1 to be 
extant, and not claiming to\be anvthînl m °f ‘Îîf best versions then 
prayerful effort to give to the r -n IPore than an earnest and

side with it, the preface to the^JjTv Verslon’ and then, side by 
our much abused revisers h=v» c' 7 d7erslon of *88i, will see thaï

second final revision by each comnanv Change m the te« on the

ssaaaatrSsSSïS^îsrevisers, whatever their faults mav hi ’h °d i*e W1, be Wivinced that out 
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the scholars who have 
ng the last half century, 
en that able Greek text : 
>f themselves, they have 
the best, basis on which

honesty of our revisers, their version has not met with the acceptance 
from the Church or the world that one might have anticipated. And 
yet it is not so wonderful that this should be so if we think a little of

°f the ScriPtures, what honest attempt 
to make the Word of God plainer to the people of God, has ever been 
receivjW as it should have been i Listen to the words from the preface 
°[ °“r Authorized Version : “Zeal to promote the common good: 
whether it be devising anything ourselves, or revising that which hath 
been labored by others, deserveth certainly much respect and esteem, 
DUt VCt nnrftth rnln pnforfainmaH» *.1_______u jg welcomed ith

them not only the best 
>est revised Greek text 
y had also before them 
ext for not but yet findkth cold entertainment in the world. „m,

suspicion instead of love, and with emulation instead of thanks, and 
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î,"k
history, or have any experience. For was there ever anything projected 
that savored of newness or renewing, but the same endured many a 
storm of gainsaying or opposition ? Whosoever attempts anything for 
the public (especially if it appertain to religion, and the opening and 
clearing of the Word of God), the same setteth himself upon a stage to 
be gloated upon by every evil eye, yea, be casteth himself headlong 
upon pikes to be gored by every sharp tongue.” * 6
„fN«8W(ïdS.cCan^cettf descritie the reception of the Revised Version 
of 1881 by the Church and the world ; because they describe exactly 
the reception given the Revised Version of 1611 by the same. They 
were written 270 years ago, and they are as true this hour as they were 
when penned. History has repeated itself in this matter of Bible revi- * 

as ‘‘ does m most instances, and our Revised Version is simply 
enduring the ordeal of its predecessor of 1611.. These wise words of

K'ng J?m,es’ day 8lve us the cue to the best and briefest 
answer to the critics of the reign of Queen Victoria.

That answer is, the objections made to the Revised Version of 
are almost identical with those made to the version of i6ti. 1I1C
™!\C er‘v an<! ay’ ,°f i88i'83 are simply repeating the objections 
made by critics, clerical and lay, to King James’Version in the early 
part of the seventeenth century. They are treading, perhaps un- 
~°USly’ ln thef very footsteps, saying again the very'words, and 
in the same way, of men who did their best to disparage and bring 
into contempt that very version which is now held to be the best the 
world has ever seen; and strange to say, the loudest praises of our 
Authorized Version are heard from the lips of men who are every day 
repeatmg the stale objections against the Revised Version which , 
when it'first appea^d.Vlg0r0US force against the version of King Ja

Tndy time works wonders. The abused and despised version of 
.1 is the idol of to-day. What our fathers in criticism pulled to 

pieces unmercifully is worshipped by their sons. This has been so 
ably shown lately by Canon Farrar,f that I venture to use some of his 
illustrations m supporting my contention, that the attacks upon the 
Revised Version of 1881 are almost identical in matter and manner
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■period Of ten years, and after five and six careful revisions, produce a 

hopelessly bad that °nr Quarterly Reviewer calls it “an utter

But let us see now how bright and original these terrible criticisms 
of our 19th century reviewers are. In the verv year King Tames’ 
Version was published (1611), a certain clever but practical man set to 
work to pull it to pieces. Hugh Broughten was his name, and, as Farrar 
says, the main reason for his violent opposition to the version was that 
he was not chosen to be one of the translators of it, and because his
LUtnr!Stl°H-aV° -u mea”lnf> of Gen- iv- 26, was rejected by the trans
lators. His terrible words are worth quoting, so full are they of the 
very spirit and temper of a certain modern reviewer, and of a host of 
smaller lights who follow him. Broughten says : “ The late Bible was 
sen me to censure, which bred in me a sadness which will grieve me 
while I breathe; it is so ill done. Tell His Majesty that I had rather 
to be rent to pieces with wild horses than any such translation 
consent should be urged upon the poor Churches of England." 7 
not-at all events„in a certain English deanery—that this is the very 
version of the Scriptures which has been inflicted on the poor churchestiss issss 1“>—■“ *"
, A/v-r Brou?hten/rose Thomas Ward, and prophesied against this 

18i versl.on .of 5ln8 James. Here is a specimen of Mr. Ward’s 
„ quarterly reviewing. He accused the translators of “ blasphemy,” of 

most damnable corruptions,” and “intolerable deceit,” and “vile

su™1”,lr
m the article from which I am quoting, can be answered in every case, 
and ten reasons given for the present rendering for one Beckett has 
given against it And exactly so at the present day. It is safe to say that

dering was, and how the passage ought to have been translated—“Young 
friend, said the Doctor, “you have given one or two reasons for your 
'en^‘ng °f that. Pesage. I could give you at least ten much better 
ones for that which we, as translators, have given.” In fact Farrar’s 
words are the simple truth, as against all impugners of the Revised 

; a °n near)y lf Vot quite everX P0™! which has been selected 
:°:=rmadV,er,VherLe ls a very stronS-if not a« absolutely conclusive 

and b^sldes the corrections which have been impugned, but 
which in every instance admit of strong defence, there are passages on
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gaig-g^»" -fy*ÆS
.that he meant to askThem DM 6 ******the Aorist,

the soul taking olace n th?l contlnue H,s- were meant to be facts to 
any wide interval of time or ‘feelh^N and "ot ?°.be separated by
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Christian life from the stand noint S^S’ “feviewed the whole
that baptism were, as it must have bel in thZ Whether
.izrl? StdY™H"S’i "= «it-Æ'S

and the Revised Version has made it P^‘CS cuonstantly msist upon it, 
that Christian baptism of wateTand he Snirit T1"’ andthattru‘b is 

your Christian life. Christ began withyou hLT 1 ®-art™ P°int- of way, by an outward sign as well as an inwltd distinct and visible 
and thereby God’s children Christ’s |raœ ’ ye became then
You are placed in a state of present Tnd f’ 1leMl °f the Kingdom, you need never fall, and to which if v0lf dofoll Sfa vatl?n from which 
restored by the same grace of the same HoW c .fr°m n’.>'ou may be 

In confirmation of this important mint T ÎÎ then g,ven y°u'

tsrjs&F irsrâts:jrvsafliR.from the dead. ” “If ve died °A'?, ,f .(fod’ who raised Him 
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all died" plainly in bap Jm as the ^^l°r a11’ therefore 
washed, ye were sanctified, v’e wluS/A,' .showsi “Ve «ere 
m the name of the Lord Jésus Christ and (A,u c -ever-v instance)
-i Cor. vi. 11. J 1St’ and m the Spirit of our God.”
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(Acts X. 47), and in some cases-after it, as in the case of the Ephesian 
converts (Acts xix. 6), after it anjl in confirmation, and in some cases 
not given at all in baptism, as in the case of Simon Magus (Acts viii. 
(3) still the rule was, and these exceptions only proved it, that Chris
tian baptism, whether of adults or of infants, was God’s appointed way 
of making people His children, and giving them, at least, the earnest 
(arrabon) pledge of His Holy Spirit, as the seeds of everlasting life 
begun in them. Whether that seed lived or died afterward, whether 
that grace were received in vain or net, was another question ; but 
received it was certainly in the case of infants, and in adults coming 
in repentance and faith. In the infant, regeneration might be 
separated from conversion by a long interval of years, or the child 
might grow in grace as in stature. In the adult, coming in faith and 
repentance, regeneration and conversion would be identical, or at least 
synchronous in point of time. At all events, I am convinced that this 
point in the Revised Version, which to many may seem a mere matter 
of grammar and tenses, has a very important theological bearing, and 
if rightly thought of, would throw much light upon controverted sub
jects, like regeneration and conversion, and do njuch to allay bitterness, 
and to clear up misunderstandings among men earnest in their conten
tions for what they believe to be the truth, but in many cases fighting 
more about words than facts, and nearer to each other, and to the 
truth held by them in common, than they now imagine.

But a paper already too long must be brought to a close, and if your 
patience be not utterly exhausted, I would like to say a few closing 
words on the future*of the Revised Version, and the prospect of its 
being the Authorized Version of time to come. For myself, as a 
daily reader and a humble student of the Revised Version, I would 
say, let no authorization of the Revised Version of the New Testa
ment be made till that of the Old Testament, still in progress, is 
complete, and put side by side with it. Let there be no imprimatur 
of authority given to one apart from the other, for both are parts 
of one whole, and that whole is the Bible. Nor even then should 
there be any authorization of either or both, until they have com
mended themselves, as did our present version, by years of -use to the 
sound sense and deliberate judgment of the people of England and her 
children throughout the world. Let this Revised Version stand and 
•be accepted on its merits, and on those alone, and not be forced hastily 
or arbitrarily upon the Church. It is worthy. I believe, of acceptance 
by the Church at home and abroad, and I venture to hope it will be 
accepted in due time. But that time is not yet, or not, perhaps, for 
years to come. But the Revised Version can wait, as other versions 
have had to wait, for its merits to be fully realized by the Church and 
the world, and when they are recognized, the acceptance will be all the 
more hearty and permanent lot the patient waiting which it shall have 
had to endure.

Let me end with the testimony of one whose profound ability and 
competency to speak on this subject no one will doubt. His Lordship 
the Bishop of Durham wrote these words more than eleven years ago, 
when the work of revision was beginning : “Let us suppose," he 
says, “ what we are about to undertake is successfully accomplished.
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an idolatry of the Authorized Version, which was just as superstitious 
as any other idolatry. This will be impossible in the future.

THE REV. W. J. MACKENZIE, OF MILTON, ONT., SAID :

He rose neither to make a speech nor to criticise the Revised New 
Testament, but simply to ask a question. In the course of his duty as 
a minister, he has had frequent occasion to defend the mode of baptism 
usually practised in the Chuieh in opposition to some good people, who 
maintain that the only scriptural mode is that of immersion. While 
admitting that immersion was practised in the primitive Church and^ 
was valid, he nevertheless has always maintained that it is very doubtful 
whether such a mode was ever practised by the first Apostles, or ever 
entered into their minds as the meaning of the Greek word baftisma. 
There are two passages in the New Testament he has depended 
on for defining or describing the Jewish and consequently the apostolic 
idea and mode of baptism. The first passage is St. Mark vii. 3, 4, 
and the second is Hebrew ix. 10-13. In both of these passages the 
word baptism is used in the original Greek, as the Revisers’ Greek 
Version bears witness. We might well expect, therefore, to see the 
word baptism in these two passages, as in other parts of the Revised 
English Testament, where the word is retained but not translated. In 
St. Mark vii. 4, our Saviour speaks of the Pharisees and all the Jews 
practising the baptism of cups, and pots, and brazen vessels, and 
couches. The revisers have left “ couches ” out of the text, but admit 
(in the margin) that in doing so they are acting contrary to “ many 
ancient authorities.” Couches in the East being broad, unwieldy 
pieces of furniture, and commonly fixtures, could not have been 
baptized by immersion, but by sprinkling. Sprinkling with “ the water 
of separation ” was the mode prescribed by the laws of Moses, both for 
the baptism of household furniture and all household utensils, as may 
be seen in Numbers xix. 18, and xxxi. 22-23. The second passage, 
Heb. ix. 10, speaks of “diverse baptisms” in the Jewish Church, and 
in verse 13 these baptisms are specified and described as consisting of 
the sprinkling of blood and the sprinkling of the water of purification, 
which contained the ashes of the red heifer. These two passages give, 
assuredly, the meaning of the Scriptural word, baptism-, and the 
question is this, viz. : Why have the revisers used the word wash instead 
of baptize, when they never use the word wash for baptize in other parts 
of the New Testament ? And another question might be asked : Are 
not “ many ancient authorities ” as good as the revisers for retaining 
“ couches ” in St. Mark vii. 4 ?
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REV. J. CRIBBLE, OF PORT DALHOUSIE, ONT., SAID:

I was very much interested in the able paper which was read by Dr. 
Wilson : it expresses so well the views which a careful study of the 
Revised New Testament have led me to entertain. It appeared to me 
at the first almost presumptuous to differ from the revisers ; but the 
more I examine it, the more it commends itself to my judgment If, 
instead of finding fault with particular texts, any one would take a chapter
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surprise not only to have seen in print, but also to have heard to-day 
from one of the speakers who preceded me, i Cor. xiii. found fault with, 
because the revisers substituted “love” for “charity.” Why, when that 
word is every wherty else rendered love, should a change be made here ? 
Rather is there not every reason why love should take its place? Faith 
and hope are both monosyllables ; so is love. Faith and hope are 
both Anglo-Saxon words ; so is love. Besides, how cold a word .is 
charity compared with love ! Substitute the word in that place of St. 
John, “God is charity, and he that dwelleth in charily dwelleth in God, 
and God in him,” and you will see then how cold a word is charity 
compared with love. Indeed, the wordys associated in the mind of 
most people with almsgiving, and, as such, quite fails to express the 
fitness of this virtue, of which St. Paul gives so glowing a eulogium. 
A man takes five cents out of his pocket to give a beggar, and he calls 
that charity. I am glad, then, that the revisers have put the warm 
English comprehensive monosyllable, love, in the place of the .cold 
Latin polysyllable, charity.
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THE RT. REV. BISHOP COXE, SAID :

He was sorry that the last speaker had closed his excellent address 
by the remarks on “ charity,” for it is a word which has come to mean 
holy, spiritual love. The revision was begun under a solemn compact 
to make none other than necessary alterations. It need not be said that 
the learned and pious revisers had introduced valuable emendations, 
such as would be very precious for marginal readings. But the inquiry 
remains : Have they kept their compact with the English speaking 
world ? I press that inquiry. Have they not filled their pages with 
gratuitous changes, often equivocal as to'the support of the best authori
ties, and so numerous as to destroy the identity of the version. It is a 
version conceded by all critics to be the best ever made, and far more 
literal than the Septuagmt version of the Old Testament, which, 
nevertheless, was sufficiently accurate to be constantly used by the 
Apostles and their Master Himself. I forbear to speak of the archaic 
charms they have sacrificed to illiterate demands fçr newspaper English. 
The first classic of the English language should be more tendbrly dealt 
with. The music of its rhythmical periods is a beauty too precious to 
be lost ; nothing modern can make up-for it ; “ the old is better.”

But the real gravamen may be' indicated by the inquiry : What 
text have they employed ? The answer is : Nobody’s but their own. 
Great as is the academic value of a Greek text compiled by such 
scholars, it was no part of their commission to create a new text for 
Anglican Christendom. That would have been a crime against 
"Cajtuilic unity. The “Received Text” represents the text of the 
wfiole Church, of the old fathers, of all Christians ; and it is recognized 

__ Catholic duty to be its witness and keeper till the whole Church 
agree upon another text as purer and more primitive On this 

principle, even the text of the “ Three Witnesses ” cannot be thrown out. 
Granted that nobody Would have a right to insert it on such evidence 
as had come down to us, it has been accepted by ancient witnesses 
better informed than ourselves, and now nobody has any right to

as our
can
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The next question entered

HOW TO, MEET MODERN^ DOUBTS

REV. JOHN W. KRAMER, M.D.,
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descent of these unfriendly denials come—what deserve to be called by 
another name than denials—doubts and difficulties, and these probably 
are exactly what the given topic meant should be the subject-matter for 
our consideration. With the same noble origin of the denials, these 
present themselves in no unfriendly spirit, but each is a Nicodemus 
doubting his doubts, admitting signs which he cannot understand with
out supposing God to be behind all, and tfiey are most moral and 
devout. That is the true presentation of much of agnosticism, and of 
doubts and difficulties that do not rise into agnosticism. Surely the 
spirit in which these are to be met must be most kindly and sympathetic. 
To deal with such as if they were possessions of the devil would be mis
taken and cruel medication or surgery.

In such a spirit these troublesome .things are to be met with a candid 
mind, with a mind which manifests a great love and zeal for the truth 
—apart from all previous conceptions—as the doubting ones profess. 
We must be those who say, “Come, let us try to find the truth ; I have 
as much interest in discovering it as you can have ; we must not be 
afraid of it until we see it ; and even if it be something we shall deplore 
and be frightened at when we have found it, our duty is to know it, if 
that be possible.”

We must also have enlightened minds. The doubting and the 
stumbling are almost always persons who are more or less informed 
upon some special line of modern thought where theology will not help 
them or us. The religious teacher who will be helpful to such persons 
must do enough reading to acquaint himself with qll phases of modern 
scepticism. He need not be—cannot be—-thoroughly read in them 
all; but he should have so much acquaintance with them as to under
stand their speech, to recognize their meaning, to (give an intelligent 
helping answer at a moment’s notice, and to be heady immediately 
thereafter to make an equally intelligent examination-of what may be 
postponed from the moment. It is courageous reading, let me assure 
any who has not gone: into it, that this age requires of us. We must 
go down into the dangerous arena to confront beasts whose roaring 
will make some theological minds tremble. We may be tempted to 
avoid such studies lest our own faith may be troubled, our peace dis
turbed, our preaching and even our praying disquieted If We yield, 
it is the ostrich policy adopted, and that puts us certainly in a plight 
which disables us from helping others. Unfortunately there is reason 
to fear that our theological seminaries do not inform and strengthen 
young men here. Graduates seem to be launched into the sacred pro
fession to chant a service, to swing a censer, and to warble out a little 
sermon for devout women who are behind the times, and effeminate 
men who have not the strength to be sinful or sceptical. As the men 

.and women who are strong go by in the world’s great procession, if they 
' stop, a moment to gaze at the priestlet or listen to the evangelical war

bler, they smile and pass from scepticism jo disbelief.
Supposing, that we have the sympathetic and courageous spirit, the 

candid add enlightened mind, we shall find that these modern doubts 
and difficulties are to be met successfully by bearing in mind some 
matters which belong to theology and common sense. Of course, it is 
not expectid that any one in this discussion will present all the various
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In the pulpit, as it seems to me, one should not bé constantly preaching 
against the various phases of doubt and difficuly, nor should he do 
much of such preaching. It may harm some. Doubt is contagious. 
You will—as has been intimated—feel its baleful breath yourself as yoji 
look upon it and study it You will have the experienegjof the medical 
student, who imagines himself becoming the subject ofsickness as he 
leaves the clinique; and if you talk very much of it, wisely or unwisely, 
you may have some hearers like those of the same medical student, 
who describes to a circle of lay friends a case of itch he has just seen, 
and finds one-third of them scratching themselves. Occasionally a wise 
sermon on some phase of scepticism, where the preacher is confident 
that he knows what it is he is treating and that he is meeting it, will 
do good. Of more service possibly will be an excursus in an occasional 
sermon, that will show the unsatisfactory character of scepticism, or 
will meet a prevalent cause of doubt. Much heaviness may be lifted 
from the half-learned minds when we declare—as we can most 
positively—that the evolution theory has not the right to speak a word 
which dethrones God, and that, whether or not one accepts it, it meets 
not all the mind needs, because, though it cannot deny God, it knows of 
no great first cause, it must often guess at efficient cause, and cannot 
read the meaning of final cause.

We shall do very effective work by preaching most positively what we 
believe. The conviction of one mind will give assurance to other 
minds, provided it is not presented by an ignorant and bigoted one, 
who is proclaiming at second-hand very doubtful and flimsy stuff which 
he accepts on the authority of a name. It must be an offering of one’s 
own convictions—convictions that have entered into the warp of his 
creed, and become that woof of harmonious thought which is a very 
part of his mental and moral being. When we have such true 
lions we may give them utterance with no uncertain sound, and they 
summon trembling souls to seek repose in them such as we have found.

There is a preaching which calls for very great prudence. The 
thoughtful clergy are in the drift and whirl of this day; and such 
will modify some opinions they have held and abandon some others, 
There comes with such modification and abandonment a'sense of 
freedom and comfort, for where an opinion has been thoroughly modified 
or completely abandoned, one is beyond the pain which was experienced 
with the first shock of it, and is relieved at getting rid of the old 
opinion and of the shock with it. Then the very natural wish to be
helpful to others—which is the breath of life to all true preaching__
induces one to proclaim against the old idea which has been lost in 
modification, or to denounce the old opinion which has been throwri 
away in abandonment. We are to be very careful that such preaching 
is not done in the destructive manner only. One may persuade him
self that it is but honest and courageous to denounce heartily, but he 
may overlook the probable and hazardous consequences of originating 
trouble in the minds of his listeners. Such preaching must be done 
for one to be true to himself and to his hearers, but let us have the 
new conviction to utter with it. Break down no support in the 
minds of men—however artificial and cumbersome it

convic-

men

may seem
—until you can put in its place a natural and healthful plant which

/
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—if there be 
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its place.

Beware line between matters pertaining to the faith and our opinions—opinions 
that we have learned from any one whose name stands at the head 
of a system of divinity, or that we have found for ourselves. These 
opinions are to be subordinated to matters of faith. You find them 
"T_ful to, y?“;. they round out the creed for you, which, without your 
system of divinity, would be to you but a skeleton destitute of ’

,.Bu5J°U the inferiority of these opinions when you 
recognize the Christ-life in a brother who holds the same creed with an 
antagonistic system of divinity. If you are a Calvinist, you regard an 
£ïïî5?fn ^etl?odlst aa °ne accepting everything that is needful for his 
Christian life here and for eternal life hereafter. You recognize the 
same saving grace m the devout Universalist, and you even hope that 

•t0 3 lerV01? Unitarian "ho has not strayed from the 
rh. r nmg. 5e shouId keeP the matters of faith as few as
the Catholic mind of the Church has kept them. Other things must 
be relegated—however surely we may think them to-be true—to their 
proper places, as opinions which may be accepted or discarded by 

then?A Let us admit that these persons may not 
he tllat.WVre- F0'1 requires faith that the subject of it may 
be saved ; but why ? and in what ? and how much ? We have ofttimes 
!?lhd m°re than 00(1 requires. On the part of the Father, faith is no 
arburary requirement ; it is but a revelation of law. The natural law— 

h? ef dlv'"e because it is natural—is that faith saves. God

be something which his moral life needs that it must be believed God 
“* ?,% i any ma‘ter of faith, -■ Believe this, or I will damn you 

He says, Believe, and you shall be saved.”
In dealing with individuals who bring to us troubled rnmds, there 

u a very wise and pregnant suggestion thrown out by the Rev. Dr.
Ch^rchT011’of Worcester, Mass., in his speech at the recent Richmond 

• Church Congress. He urges a logical sequence of thought upon 
who believe in nothing but goodness. But really it is not faith or belief
th!t. ifu *Wîl° have gone. ?° low down into Optical indifference as 

h,Cr 3 rec??n,ltlon of goodness, and faith is latent They 
ave the moral sense which cannot but perceive that goodness is. That

mn SU£ f0™datl°n °” which to build. You usually find inquirers with 
more than that, however ; and we should always try to discover what

^«“44'nsss

th‘phhUt- th-e ad™"atl0n of.1t. Has he any desire for it? If so, it is 
Leh ig nning °f‘ho appetite for goodness—the hunger and thirst after 

righteousness. May not such an one be led on to the best of all 
evidence, the witness in himself? I think so. We are to discover
orderStUCha mmd feÜls 11 needs—what such a soul feels it needs,in 
“Ier to become good, or even what such a soul feels it needs for its 
own comfort. The inquirer can be led on to accept all that of which he
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It being six o'clock, the Congress adjourned, to meet again for

DIVINE SERVICE IN CHRIST CHURCH CATHEDRAL 

rjSZJJ*? ‘n the evfning a ful1 Choral Service was held in the

CoIe^ntereH1^ in surplices, with Rt Rev. Bishop
he nnr W . k the w®st doori s'nging the processional hymn, “Forward 

after which the service was rendered in a manner 
both effective and devotional The sermon was preached by

)ne

REV. FREDERICK COURTNEY, S.T.D.,

Rector of St. Paul’s Church, Boston.

Men are always fancying that they have reached a time 
of things when change ,s no more, and when their actions are staple.

l3 WayS b-andi.ng themselves together to form companies with 
rhlnct = aw5’ 80 Jn *e matter of religion there has been continual 
change, sometimes for the better, sometimes for the worse. An illustration 
of such change may be found in the appointing of a king over Israel 
which was a mark of the onward course of the Jewish nation. So there
hurnrhaffge “\thfk aws 0f worshiP> &°m the system of sacrifice 
burnt offerings to the system of self-sacrifice. The religion of the Tews
may. b® sa?d t0 be °ue of eatings and fastings. And so it was and 
would be through all time. All systems have their day and then cease 
to be; old orders cease and give place to new, but God rules all at 
His good pleasure. All these changes produce crises of more or less 
importance. What are the signs of our times? One of the signs of
unkvre Thl t‘me’ anrd * Slg" of much 8ood> is the earnest desire for ' 
sav rtUtTh "?fast Pasaing away when one sect would rise up and 
Tnrt th rhev werebetter and nearer to God than all the others together 
a"d he {efl?g of party was beginning to crumble and decay. The 
question of Holy Orders was one which was receiving a great deal of 
a tenbon and the one who would devise a means by which foe different 
views held regarding it could be brought into closer unity and settled 
would confer an untold benefit on the Church. Another sign of the
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and all such evils h,,i?-ta^t!l,ng evils 01 he workshop of the artisan, everywhere in all places of private or public
old, were led astral best 01 ocl_fl gathering, you hear the same tale. The old faith is-now obsolete :
r, and must be talL 7 tbese thi»gs nod?n scle.nce renders all belief in it impossible. Only/ignoramuses 
efforts Of the neonh! Wetter; hence md hypocrites profess to adhere to it any longer. Still more,” he 
see the best wav in L ‘ and the mntinues, “is this the case among the educated and half-educated 

e times is the looting!?Pie Wlth these :lasses ,ln R°™an Catholic countries. France presents the drowning 
> can say when that !„„• peoP,e for mectacle of this shame, giving expressions of her national unbelief by 
Ms are troubled 8 W,B be' 01 lnsu'ts Publ,cly heaped upon religion, and proclaiming her atheism by
ive are cheered hv^h W® T sad on send>ng agents about to the schools, to tell the children not to mind 
id comfort to ourhZ 70rd?’ “ He « "hat they may read or hear about God, for there is no God at all to fear, 
e with Jesus in elnZ ° know that In ,Italy “f great majority of the people have not only silently broken 

g 0ry' WIth the Church, but openly avow their unbelief, and the masses, as
was evidenced not long since, have shown themselves only too ready 

I to follow their leaders. For hundreds who read Strauss in Germany 
Itens of thousands in France and Italy devour Renan. In Spain and
(Portugal the breach is widening every day.” Belgium, which, when

Sen l«lrr ,hlthe ^cension School-hou.e at I u hnsdleb wrot.e’ was regarded as the most Catholic country in Europe, 
nature8 h on lhe P«Wous day, and ,he | !™S ns?1 "p. “ open rebellion against the Roman Church, the only 
Bishop Fuller, of Niagara ■ R r, ' I ,m,i °’ Christianity of which it knows anything. Switzerland has 

agara, Rev. Dr. Mock-1 voted out of its creed the foundation doctrine of Christianity—the 
ioubts and difficulties ” was resumed hv I Godbead ,of ChrisL Holland has practically done the same. Austria

TRY- M'A” toronto, I prop^atiSstseorthe^boîdesttatheism^iStInSEngland'Sand'*AmTrlcaafhe
condition of things is far better than on the Continent of Europe, 

links that H, I But> aIas 1 tbe evil eve" there is wide-spread and appalling. In one
spread dnuhZ T sprun6 up in I F" “?er twelve millions of infidel publications of various kinds, not 
Mural sem,,o ?0t ,only ab°ut the I lncludmg newspapers, issued from the London press alone : 640,000 of 
God ■ and tho» ° thelr Producing I these were P^Y atheistic ; and to these must be added the immense 
rch and of tho We,"e1m ‘he midst I "umber of immoral publications, amounting, as has been carefully 
he past It ,-: „°rr the solemnity ■ estimated, to be 29,000,000 copies a year, making a larger aggregate nounced hv 1 twenty Years ago I thaP ,al1 the publications of the Bible, Tract and other religious 

simply lmmnlfner5ly aoeepted I societles P"? together. The perusal of these, which would not continue 
Kristian fend m Now il stalks I t0 be, published were they not read, must powerfully contribute to 
n atheist would .‘we°ty years ago I spread infidelity and immorality among the masses of the population, 
contradiction r been shunnld I ,In the Unlted States and ln Canada thousands of copies of the grosser 
n belief in °J every instinct of I kmd of assault upon the faith, such as have issued from the pen of 
iced upon thThn 0r 0ther> a"d I X°'tairue' Paine and Ingersoll, are being circulated among the masses ; 
Propagation "“use-tops. Build- | whlle ,tbe more concealed, and for that reason more deadly, assaults of 
Is, matravinn. 11 is commended in | ?c,entlfic and literary writers are finding their way into almost every 
t has alreidv ’ ne"spaPers, novels, I household. That a crop of doubts more or less definite has sprung up 
e of the f produced are appal- I amongst us, from this source, threatening the same appalling ingathering 
t presented iÏÏ??SVf German I “ has been reaped >n France and in Germany, needs no lengthened 
i becom! = • j° hlm ten years ■ arguments to prove. The evidence of its existence is all around us, is
ire as ZrJZ 7lde-spread in his I ?elt in almost every parish in the land, and is working disastrous results 
Jation ar Dt , utes show, only I ln many lives where there is yet no outward sign of its growth.
Proportion *rfur “hurch-goers, ■ J.How "e are to meet and avert this pressing peril is beyond all 
es is far Jo dom exceeds 9 or ■ dispute the paramount question of the hour. Before we can attempt 
roomsnf fl"' ‘In the towns,” ■ an answer we must first consider what is the character and what 

,r the h- ' “le Professors, or the ■ the cause of this general revolt—this growing apostacy. If we 
arracks of the soldiers, or | famine it carefully, we shall find that however multiform and varied 

m its outward aspects, it has yet one general tendency and character ;
8 f.

i
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I appearance and not according to their ascertained reality); was com- 
I mitted to that theory, and must be rejected as untrue. That objection
I has been pretty well dropped as unfair, but for it has been substituted
I another which maintains that the still unproved nebular theory presents 
I t0 “s a view of the origin of the worlds in direct conflict with the 
[ teaching of Holy Scripture.
| 2nd. It has been assumed that physical and physiological sciences

have proved the impossibility of the Resurrection, and so has swept 
away at one stroke the whole foundation of our hopes. For, as St Paul 
says, “ If Christ be not risen, then is our preaching vain and your faith 
is also vain."

3rd. As geological science made progress, it was assumed that the 
lessons taught by the strata, as to the age of the world and the time 
occupied in the introduction of the various genera and species of plants 
and animals ; the existence of pain and death ; and, in fact, that the 
serpent was in bodily form what it is now, before man. appeared on this 
scene, were in direct opposition to the teaching-of the Book of Genesis ; 
and to some systems of the interpretation of that book they 
doubt in opposition.

4th. Not long since it was confidently asserted that the sciences of 
philology and ethnology, in opposition to St Paul and the earliest 
records, prove that all men had not sprung from onè common stock. 
That position has now been practically abandoned, and it is admitted 
that all discoveries in these fields of inquiry point to a common origin 
of the race. Scientific thought is moving on its own independent lines 
in the direction of what seems to be the teaching of Holy Scripture. 
All that is contended for now is that the changes that have taken place 
in bodily structure, mental habits and language, require a much longer 
period than the assumed Scriptural chronology seems to allow.

5th. The science of biology, with its now widely accepted doctrine 
of evolution, has awakened wide-spread doubt in many minds. That 
theory, as you know, represents all living things as the result, not of 
creative will, but of natural growth and expansion. The law of this 

I growth and expansion is supposed by one class of thinkers to be an 
inherent property of matter ; by another class, to have been imposed by 
God upon matter, or to be the outcome of the truth that in God we 
live and move and have our being, afid that by Him all things consist. 
The attitude of the scientist will differ as heaven from earth, according 
as he assumes the one or the other of these positions to be true. It 
is well for us, however, to remember that evolution is still an unproved 
theory, not an ascertained fact—a theory, too, against which objections 
lie that seem to me, on scientific grounds, to be absolutely fatal to its 
claims.

6th. In addition to this, however, it is maintained that there is an 
irreconcilable difference between natural science and the Scriptures in 
their general view of the operations of God. The one refers everything 
to His agency ; the other proves everything that it touches to be the 
result of natural causes.

7th.. It is maintained that the conclusions to which all true forms 
of philosophic thought naturally lead are opposed to the teaching 
of Scripture as to the character pf God, His mode of operation, and
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TRINITY COLLEGE, TORONTO,
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the FIRST CONGRESSI OF THEt0 speak of the “ m„„,- ,
bul^a<contemptu'on^*vangelicak> and thenarrown561*6'?^’ was the word I and t0 return to a 
Christian truth n, T* ‘“wards others cfoTnmAfH,gh Churchmend I aWe, the work of 
of his time as “a » ^ 0 d had described th» w dvance the cause of I that ln hls last u 
education, ati sL^f man with a narrow unr, VMgeIicaI clergyman I his mythical Poi"' 
he true as’Cas^7^°'tdg!'°f 1^world?a>C I “ ,?fhaps
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of Christian^' ''ved before us. fiuL^ y th!n«s which were AI I not long before 1 
spectfully of the ICvânJî® i®81 century and a htlfh° k??w the history I New:”. in which 1 
owed tothemoi^ g‘Cas’ while some ofl” "ould speak disre I unmitigated atheii 
some regret the a", " souls- He must add ,WOU,d confess that we I No doubt this '
Plenary Aspiration h® Whi5h^dfoIlowed DV °KVamtf,ehea^ with I h°Pef“l f°rm' !
inspiration ” was He quite believed that : ,ramers reference to I permanently acqui 
which the plenwAs Pr°perly abandoned "?s ca’led “verba° I wished there was 1
Was held byA7n a=P,ratlon of‘be Bib”e could ft?? was a senAin I only remind them 
impugned. ^11 this h *earned and as able as th b,e defended, and I which we belong 
ability of the nine i- uW0Luld saX without denZ^0Se> whom it was 1 rest but in Him- 
‘hat the otherSIf a* he criticised. VT**6 in‘erest or the I our heart crieth 01 
L With regard to thl If 8U^C‘ should not be o^°1ght j‘ hnportam I words of the great 
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d the narrowness nm’- IT™ tbe word I a?\d return. to a modified rationalism. What was still more remark- 

others did not Churchmen ; I able,, the work of Renan had such an influence upon Strauss himself,
described the KvI^® l,he cause of I Î. m b?s last L*bmJ,esu (an entirely new work) he partially abandoned 
a narrow under.?. ,&• c,ergyman I h‘s ™ythlcal point of view, and in some measure returned to the ration- 
the world.” tl jdlnB' a defective I a's'!c' Perhaps the saddest exemplification of the downward course 
learnt manv thiL c"ption might I ofJunbelief was found in the “Confession,” which Strauss published 

• But no one whlci! were not I "ot l?,n.g belf?l;e J"s death, under the title of the “Old Faith and the 
tury and a half ™ ,?w ttle history I New!.10 which he showed he had passed from pantheism to sheer, 
: some of u " uld speak disre- I unmitlgated atheism.
i must add \nnU}u .c?nfess that we I , N° doubt this was the worst form of unbelief, but jt was not the least 
followed Dr kv., heard with I hopefu fo,rm’ For 11 was quite certain that mankind would not 

- that w'har „ erVeferenceto I PÇmianently acquiesce m a system which did not recognize a God. He 
idoned : but fh„üS CaUed "verbal I wlahed mere was time to illustrate this statement ; as it was, he would 
Bible could stin t a sen*e in I °?.y,remlnd them of all human experience as proving that the race to 
as able as thn». i? deCended. and I wh|cb we bal.on8 had need of God, craved for Him, could never find 
without denvin J ik y- whom « was I rest but ln H™' I( was as true of me and thee as of the Psalmist, that 
ed. But he Hlhelm.erest or the I our heart cneth out for the living God. We can take up the splendid 
ild not be owri? ,. j “ «"Portant I w0Ids of,the 8reat Augustine, and say : “Thou hast made us for Thyself, 
friend Mv t °oked I and our heart is restless until it rest in Thee.”
despondenÆV?. mu»t say 

nbered the stotî nf (vhc state °f

? mightn't8 Sti‘he
eism. Each of ,kV Cnt fic’knee; each h/dt 'n^^ 

for another Take fCd
list. Paul,,. ' .:ake> for

badouPbSZnthffiris-

'at has been its fate ? h?,°-y

:ved

Owing to the “ten minutes” rule, the Secretary was obliged to ring the bell, and 
so bring a highly interesting speech to an abiupt termination. The rule, however, 
if observed at all, must be adhered to in all cases.

THE REV. OLIVER J. BOOTH, RECTOR OF ST. THOMAS’ CHURCH,

ST. CATHARINES, ONT., SAID:

I respectfully ask the attention of this Congress to the consideration 
of some thoughts, not put forward in the preceding papers, to the 
attitude we, as Churchmen, may take towards unbelief. And here let 

say I think we lose much, in dealing with popular unbelief, in 
neglecting to demand accurate definition ; for I have met men—old 
as well as young (and I suppose my experience has been that of many) 
whose scepticism, having no unity or basis, is demolished or driven 
into cloudland before a rigid analysis of its assumptions. In the first 
place, it may be found that we have much in common with such men 
in the matter of belief—by which I mean that we may, after all, find a 
good deal of common ground, and by standing on it we may not treat 
them as aliens, but as brothers. It is the weakness of Dopular unbelief ■ 
that it makes the religion of the Christ chargeable with the vagitnes 
and idiosyncrasies of its professors. I have not the slightest/doubt 
—nay, I speak with certain knowledge—when I say that thé special 
belief of Christians, say, for instance, in the verbal inspiration of the 
Scriptures, has driven men into unbelief, just because th^se men were 
not taught to see the difference between the views of Christians and 
Christianity itself. It is indeed melancholy to read the words of the 
apostles of the popular or platform forms of scepticism and unbelief, 
and to mark how their audiences, whether in Northampton or New 
York, confound the opinions of men with the truth of God. It may 
seem like a truism tovsay we must know the views of men before we can 
argue against them ; yet plain as this is, it needs to be insisted upon if 
we would clear the ground of rubbish and come at once into the heart

me
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ers’faith admit anything of the sort, "I would simply admit it as a concession for 
the sake of argument)—suppose “Isaiah” had two, or even three, 
authors, and that the book of “ Daniel ” was not written by that prophet 
—theadmtssion does not impair the force or validity of the argument from 
prophecy. This is an important point. If you admit that all the 
prophetic writings of the Old Testament were of no earlier date than 
the latest given to the book of “Daniel,” namely, B.C. 150, you admit 
enough for our purpose. The mere question of dates, while important, 
does not really affect the Strength of the argument. For, as Prebendary 
Row (to whose work Dr. Courtney referred last night in a sermon for 
which this Congress owes him a special vote of thanks, and that book 
of Rows, the Bampton Lectures for 1877, should be in every clergy
man s library)—-well, as Prebendary Row says, if I am using his words 
correctly, and I think I am, “ As far as the question, whether a super
human prescience presided over their composition, or whether fesus Christ 
is their perfect realization, is concerned, it is a matter of indifference 
whether they were composed B.C. 200 or B.C. 2000." The real, then 
the vita1 question for. the unbeliever is this : Are the predictions of thé 
Old Testament regarding the Messiah fulfilled in the Christ of Nazareth 
and in his Church ? Here the ground is more clear, and avoiding 
minute predictions, and arguing on great broad lines, you may not find 
much trouble in bringing theargument to a successful termination. Now, 
take a second case. Suppose your unbeliever staggers at the authorship 
and date of the Gospels. I believe late critical unbelief is putting the 
date of St. Johns Gospel at about A.D. no. But let us admit (only 
for argument, for the admission is absurd else) that not one of the 
Gospels was written before AD. 150, that is to say, ten years later than 
the mutilated Luke of Marcion. What then ? Prebendary Row in the 
lectures already referred to—following the method first suggested by 
Stanley Leathes in 1869—has shown that it is possible to reconstruct 
fte Gospel history without the help of the Gospels. How is this done ? 
By taking the four epistles admitted by critical unbelief to be genuine, 
namely, the Epistle to the Romans, the two Epistles to the Corinthians, 
and that to the Galatians, and from these building in substance 
the Gospel story. Prebendary Row does not indeed adva'nce far 
in this method, but I may state, for the advantage of the brethren 
who may not know it, that this line has been recently followed in 
the pages of the Expositor by the Rev. Geo. Matheson in a masterly 
series of articles, entitled “ The Historical Christ of St. Paul,” and in 
the same book, by the Rev. J. Rawson Lumby, on “The Jesus of the 
Gospels. It will be understood that this method, so far from throwing 
aside the Gospels—which the argument, however; renders necessary for 
the time is, in truth, the means of their triumphant vindication as 
trustworthy historic documents. I cannot possibly, in the limits of my 
brief speech, give you an illustration of the method I am speaking 
about, but I humbly beg to refer any inquiring mind to the new series 
of the Expositor, where, in finding the articles mentioned, you will find 
a new delight

I hope I have time for another word. Need I add that in using the 
Bible we should do so with all reverence, for the place where we stand 
is holy ground. It may be that men have worshipped the mere letter,
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ESS" ™ay- consltenUtrw^°r!d I "Ï pfd Weapons °f defence and attack, so well supplied by Butler ,arZZ fSe of -> ; let us 2 An I d y “ d°mg battle for the truth. There is, however, what some 
om the Z °Vhe cirurchman who I equ,p™ent °r new science which can be used effectively

€£ « 1 ^ï»sÿsaîïsaasjsstrong rnqUeStionably accords 2 I wlth *“■ substantialism.we can fight such pretentious infidelity on its 
unbeHef age’ ofhis conviction!,0 I chosen ground-the ground of modern science-and easily defeat 
the hou"6 Weak and Poor bZt I v ,Tbe,Çhlef, exponent of substantialism is Welfcrd Hall, of New 

min„hr rung UP ‘he Lord W * I Y°rk’ln h,s volume entitled “ The Problem of Human Life,” and in the 
p’"f,°fIlberty to the slave of nJ,? I .of wh‘ch he « the editor. Substantialism utterly demolishes
fist of HC’!ïd of life-yea/°&hn I 6 Darwlma.n theoTry °f evolution, and establishes the Christian doc- 
jour For. rob theworM I trln,e<.of creatlon- It also proves the doctrine of the immortality of the
‘ Thed iee t0 wf>at you reduce I IT u” P“reJy sc‘enctlfic data. In doing so, it virtually takes hold of 

y it fi,u theLg00d and thfbaH I vd orthodox.definition of the human spirit, that “it is a living, 
erJaslhll l" the face of the ne* I t h "f ’ -1™mate“al, Stance " and proves the scientific correctness of 
In thl f " “Virtue, and fab? I definition. But it goes further. It proves (contrary to the com- Dn2 rge 0f the Eternal Go? I Ln y re^d teachmgs. of the scholastic metaphysicians) that the 

itionT 6® t0 control our (aï I humanl.spmt -,s an organized entity, having size, form and spiritual s of f "° ™ore than the ml I orP™*°? seeing and.hearing. It proves that so far from thought or 
nm f ‘,ve hurricane, is dash? I ?ln? merely the motlon of the brain’s molecules, any motions

r°bbed of its SavionV I f hT °r °?ef parts of the body are due to the essential living l "ew Apostolate. We doT I f°rCeJ whlch",e t*11*6 sPlr-t, and which, like all other forces in nature
^en we think of Him I 18 m<^estruct|hJe» and therefore, being a living force, is immortal.

miLte”ewe"bèexhba«st=dd t0d° ^ fa w“ning the speaker that the “ten
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The next subject taken up was that ofr yea of
WOMAN’S WORK IN THE CHURCH.

The first paper was read by

REV. A. J. BROUGHALL, M.A., RECTOR OF ST. STEPHEN’S CHURCH,

What is it, and what is it not? It extends to almost every kind of 
work done for God and for Christ’s sake. It is both the supplement 
and the complement of man’s work in the Church, and touches every- 
thing therein except the public ministry of God’s word and the admin
istration of the sacraments. That “life is duty” is a principle which 
runs through the whole of woman’s existence as well as man’s A 
womans callings to be a “help-meet,” to “order and comfort' and 
adorn, her hoirie ; and in and through this mainly , she is called to 

bless, enlighten land purify society.”
But there is a 

claim to work.

TORONTO."0N’ ONTARIO, SAID

n2haatitcUnintentionaHy by

tHp-SÂ-
ed, difficultés"un* Subject 
?d- ThousaulT^ovjd.

'everaîoTd ,h, m0derh- * & 

«ific astct T Wltb new
the worid andAP'^t,cism
aPd-ethe^ftS

is
on of

more extensive field than home in which she may 
tt , H.ere she has “rights” which none will deny her
Here her peculiar virtues and powers, her tact and skill and devotion, 
may find ample scope, viz., in the systematic nursing of the sick the 
care of the young, the rescue of the degraded, and the many other
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“ C‘:;iiîS;si. « ™£;t ,1*^" I SXSi"
young women,” says St! pLI " ‘df e<?,her kgitimate voiatffin I factor therein. Cer

far’„ etC' LThat is- they are to mat ma'P'> hear children siiiriJth® I existin8 in the Chi 
far as possible, useful parish inn ™a^e g°od wives and mnth’«6Ude îbe I widows, the virgins 

opportumW them a d bel I stood these conslcn
« done m view of the pressing LIT7 f°od work. And vet ht ^^'1 I i" the pastoral épistl 
prevathngvice, and misery tndlnt °f the Church. Iny^eh""ll“,e I of presbyters and c
first nfa n"î.Chr,stian iandshoithti^6’3nd lniPurity, and drunt^6 I mode of life or the 
drnL« leth°me’and who must nrim ,T be ^e by those wh "' I amidst the ties of h.
duties which the terms husband ? ?r‘y be occupied in the m„ v°^ I communities more

There ,s no doubt that^J^; children "involve '"an,fo,d I New Testament to 
are multitudes of women whVri lfe 18 the married life » n I sketch one out ; to $ 
cannot. What work is thl d° ,?0t marrf- Some til, n " I 10 sPeak °f offices a 

h j Lords vineyard. We nat. ii°r,tbetn t0 do? We sa, a j0-’ I regulations. But thi 
undone, and the wide range of tn^ f .thmk of the work rhJ!’f I life> that they formal]
diffi ^or some efficient organ! y,ng before us to be dnn $ e? I and that they prove
ofnUlt{'aHere would seemTb! n Which 4 Papl ^S a=d I Redeemer’s kingdon 
often asked .. what are wetodo JS a"SWer t0 ‘he quts 'on ttr I However’ c°ming 
we art y »° do w'fh their lives?” A, h T unmarried sisters ? wl *S I life in ‘he English C 
we are not to ook at the subject mfrt,members of ‘he cS?rft I of woman’s work. 1
Chrisf’et-tlCj econ°my. We are uJ a (iuest|on of social intJüî I United States of An 
loudld ,gdom' The question wiih nd-r° COnsider -t in theliahr l I hoods has been rev 
do ft m tC'T above all others « h“S> ,f we are in earnest riZ ° I tions- The bishops 
bestt^'081 effectiiaUy ? How shâll £ 3re we to do God"s worl? n I important bodies of 
‘raise ihfrV" accomplishing what «Z®* workers* and how shall’tfZ I Canterbury, and the 

We h=6 fauen’ rescue the perishing ™ f fond of singing aboutey I have passed resolutio 
witter fami,iar- to a greZ’ oH® °r the ^g?®’ 6 I years ago by the cler,

- *iS. I r«t^nctes besides these in figh^ Tn The Church has „Zd0foZ® I member of a famUyO
and wf ^enC‘es- helpers whose Shi ri®-S of dark«ess. She n‘ d ■ work in her parish, a 
and who are fitted for the task bv ni bme Is devoted to Church TÎ* ■ or two godly and zéa 
ever H 3 T,lghty anV ihoves feS «structions and disciffiffie’ I whole of Ufe thus in 
the abie ,n every way thev mi l °f God” Volunteers ^ ®' ■ case in our own day
of the s CS °( Christ almost unaided ^ w Cannot be expected to fight I di°cesan or otherwis 
woih®SerV1C.eas in a regular arm® r need the variousbiil ■ material which may c 
helpers "cof 1 made more efficient" bv>’h°Ur desu,tory parochial I p0Ssible t0 emphasize

iErL*I safitt
dispensation of the Spirit there H suffering from the wai 
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at• Women have gifts f0r I church of England in canada ,,

raE^'isE’E |s5^'sss
ired her legitim^! sphere. and that I factor therei’ TvhM *" heSf h*lps » they constituted an important 
to “marry8 £ t^Cati°n- “The I exiting in the aSSf7,*6 ^’°f *rEe classes of devoted women as 
ake good wives a„H drenL’ gUide the I widows he vinrins Si^h ^ .earl,.estt l'mes. the deaconesses, the

ittle can h j/ty’ and drunken- I ffnLl u pl,an of operations, whether they lived alone or

t s^rs,ife, „„ I «=: Wi^sacssïïssÈfaI ^ÉÿE—EEES™r I ss,hs,ss » ^ •**» ■ «^Sra .
:h ouru"marriPrfq-eStion that is I lifeln’th^ndhh'rh0 T daykWe that’ with the revived spiritual

I ÆSis sszfKt; asnr’are w„t *n earnest, rings out I [!?” Tfh? bishops of the Church are in favor of one or bothf Such 
et m tf to do God's work and I ™portant bodies of men as the Lower House of the Convocation of 
ire so fnn% a?d how shall’they I Canterbury, and the General Convention of the Church in the States 
ire for fnd, °.f Slnging about— I have passcf resolutions in favor of sisterhoods. The same was done a few 
TjrJt fy^”' I lTtS aS° by th= clergy of one of our Canadian dioceses Ind in view
can evteDt’ Wlth Bible women I °ffU/ 0Wn ”®eds’ one mlght say that a very pressing want in the Church

I »r£s,c“Æt
• cannot k Volunteers, how- I “ our °”n da.y- fut we want some organization, some system
L ann?t t^e expected to fi»ht ■ °loce?aJ1 or otherwise, in order to utilize to the fullest extent tU 6 °eed the various branch! I fhich W *» time to time for this pur^se ltls not

desultory parochial ■ poss^le to emphasize this point too strongly. On every ground on the 
presence of trained H 6rouilj °f reason and principle, and experience and solid facts’ on the

«."rise I stFHsrsbc 
“e-I\s^aaMrsas-itx-i-;*

as to how the want is to be ■ w remarked in England that “ both in town and count™ we aredSnlv

leed, our 
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Bishop Quintard, of Tennessee, has declared that he could not do 
without the sisters to aid in the work of his diocese ; and the Bishop of 
Bloemfontein, in South Africa, feeling the imperative necessity of such 
an organization, sent his Archdeacon to England to obtain the nucleus 
of a sisterhood. With him it is a marked success, and it is the joy of 
his heart. It is possible that many missions in foreign lands might 
have proved comparative failures, had trained female workers from the 
outset formed part of the mission band. In almost every quarter of the 
globe the subject of woman’s work—a far more suitable topic than 
woman’s “rights”—is coming to the front. It is claiming the anxious 
thought of the Church. And to many it is a matter of congratulation 
and deep thankfulness that in the Diocese of Toronto measures have 
for some time been in progress, and funds are being raised, for the 
establishment of a Canadian sisterhood. In the early days of Chris
tianity women’s peculiar gifts were needed to extend it among the 
Greeks and others ; it has long been felt that these same gifts are needed 
now in India and elsewhere.. And doubtless it will be discovered in 
time that the same thing holds true of any country whatsoever. It will 
be found that as woman’s help is required in extending the Christian 
Church, so her assistance must in many ways be sought on a larger and 

systematic scale than it is now employed, if Christianity as a living 
pervading principle is to be retained in our midst.

Another point which deserves attention is, that any organization 
which may be formed ought to be in the Church and of the Church. 
It is of woman’s work in the Church that we are speaking. In the 
Church, not in the world, is the sphere contemplated. Perhaps the 
restriction is not accidental ; it is of the essence of the thing. The 
work of a Christian woman, her mission, lies in her home, in the houses 
of the poor, by the bed of sickness, among the dissipated ; not on 
public platforms, or at the bar, or on the hustings. “Her calling,” as 
Dr. Dix recently observed, “ is on Christian lines, in Christian institu
tions, and under the inspiration of Christian ideas. There she can do 
good. She is not needed elsewhere, except to help stem the flood 
which aims at sweeping Christ and the Church away.” And religion, 
genuine piety, must be the moving principle with her. This is the 
essential basis. The work must be done for the love of God and for 
the love of man for Christ’s sake. Thus only can it be well done. 
Doing good should spring from being good. And order, too, is an 
essential in the society. Order, heaven’s first law, must direct every 
movement. The work should be supported and regulated by the 
Church ; it ought to be under the sanction and direction of the Bishop 
of the Diocese. The observance of this principle would be found to 
be necessary in this country at least It has worked well'in other 
countries. For example, in Bloemfontein, the arrangement is that the 
community shall be connected with the cathedral as a diocesan institu
tion, and shall be under the immediate supervision of the bishop or his 
deputy. The rule of the community must be sanctioned by the bishop ; 
and the members of the society are to receive orders or directions only 
from the authorities of the diocese, and not be under the rule of a 
foreign superior.
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Mr. Baldwin mentioned an instance which occurred in Toronto, 
where a minister had got a vow of consecration from a child of thirteen 
years. Tnis he characterized as a most foolish act

REV. DR. MOCKRIDGE SAID:

75^foistn w^m fro,m having

-dine6"’ ^«set When I handed in my name as a speaker on this subject, there were 
no others booked to follow Mr. Baldwin, and I felt sorry that this subject 
should be closed without something being said on the other side of the 
question raised by him. I speak as one not afraid of even such words 
as “monastery" and “nunnery," provided there is good in what they 
represent, and I am not prepared to say that everything connected with 
those words is bad. As a working parochial clergyman, I feel the need 

experience has shown that thP »<r- , of a consecrated order of women, by whatever name they may be called, 
been most happy. In man„ to help me in caring for the sick and the dying. Nothing would be
* to be lifted up into God anH ,1 I further from my thou6hts than to seek in any way to deprive

and zest have been imnarM ?6 I of what Mr' Baldwin 80 wel1 characterized as her highest glory, the 
'at women are still found L„ ™.„° | adornment of home as a mother.. The sphere of a married woman is 
’.and distinctly pledge themLi I her home’carlng for her husband and children. That is her work ; and 
ftsters, and children, and frienH? I 1° grander work could be Siven t0 woman. But, at the same time, I 

“Jesus only, all for Tesus " h, I th,nk “ ls. a mlstake to bring up young women with the idea that their 
irroundings, even spiritual 1,’,*„« I solî alm. m llfe shouldbe matrimony, and that they were expected to 
d hearty, stirring services „ .2 1 end thelr .career> llke most of our novels-in a wedding. Many, from 
actions, have often been e’ivL, 1 force of clrcumstances, can not, or will not, enter the married state, 
eared in some remote wildem P 1 From such the Church should claim some to do work for her. If we 
corner of the Church it is mJn'' 1 have a consecrated order of men, why should we not have a consecrated 

ice. It will be one striking mw I °rder of women ? We offer no opportunity for women to give their 
ing more than a “ Civilized H°° ■ liv.es t0 ®od and the work of His Church ; and in that we make a great
m s weak faith and feeble wort* ■ mistake Why should our sick and dying be handed Over to the Roman 
> desire to do still more for th ’ ■ Slsters of charlty’ as they too often are, especially in the case of infectious 

vi rneir ■ diseases, to be nursed and cared for ? We should have our own women, 
free from domestic duties, trained to the work of nursing, to do such 
work for us, and I do not think we need be frightened as to what they 
shall be called, how they shall dress, or how they shall live. If we 
clergymen wear a distinctive dress, why should not they ? A distinctive 
dress, well known, would be their protection, and a necessity for proper 
introduction to their work. We clergymen know and feel that 
distinctive dress shields us many a time from hearing or seeing things 
unseemly. If we ask holy women to go to the worst places and 
sometimes amongst the roughest people, and if they feel that they 
must have a distinctive dress as their protection and for giving them 
a proper introduction to their work, we have no right to deny it to 
them; and if we ask them to do the most loathsome work that falls 

x to humanity to perform, sometimes a work surrounded with the greatest 
personal danger, and if for their own strengthening and support they 
need their chapel and daily service, with frequent communions, in 
their own home, where they live together, we have clearly no right to 
interfere.
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It is tme the attempt to establish a sisterhood in Toronto some time 
ago proved a failure ; but it was because those who undertook it had 
not been properly trainèd. I am glad to know that a lady in every
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rk, for the purpose of mi011* i great and noble work. He believed in availing ourselves of the services 

a. and I for one quite loot 1fenCln5 I o{ *loly women we would be opening up the way for the accomplish- 
or more well trained tmrli lorward I ment of such good work, which can only be done, and can best be done, 

living together and de t ?0men’ I by them.
'ted for, the alleviation6 nf“ I concluding, he would remark that, in advocating sisterhoods and 

sh ; and if I can have an!* i"? I woman!s worlt> we axe only advocating woman's rights in the highest 
uay be called. on work I J and best sense. Who shall say she shall not be permitted to work by

organized methods for Christ and His Church ? Nay, are we not in 
danger of being guilty of a wrong and sinful waste of power ? Can we 
refuse to employ the love, the patience, the zeal and all those gifts and 

3 say a few words on this im I 8races which often so eminently shine forth in woman’s character 1
ed themselves to his mind wü'u I ^et us remember that when God came to earth in human form, He 
that he felt constrained Ich| ln I took that human nature from a woman. It was to a mother’s neck He 

ch is to do her work on .ex!,re,s I clung and from a mother’s lips He learned His human wisdom. When 
1 should commend herself1» I '“boring and preaching to the multitudes, whom He taught with words 
practical use to them in w t , I suc*1 as never man spake, it was holy women who ministered to His 
He could not but think * » «l I wants > and when men’s hearts failed, and despair and anxiety tortured 

Pie in this respect and whu the I their minds-was woman’s lips which first were permitted to proclaim 

r°rs, we must admire the Vi I the glad news of the resurrection, a fit 4onor to her unswerving con
s' In journeying across th. 8nd I 9tancy- Let us not heedlessly disdain the help, the wondrous power, 

struck with the large number" I WC possess *n the devotion of holy womanhood.

hey educate^Ae children of'their I THB R,GHT REV' bishop coxe said :f influence which Mn^e0^6^' I 1 am sorry t0 fin<d that the subject before us seems to be yet in the 

uestion of the education ■ first .st.a8es o{ practical consideration among my brethren of the
n, the great question of the ,1 I Dominion. The order of Deaconesses is practically at work in my pwn 
;st disaster which could h ■ diocese, under a diocesan canon, which restrains it to Scriptural and 
Wchmen satisfied with th»5*,6n I primitive limitations. It works admirably, and I can see nothing but 
g? Do they not feel ik,» 80rt ■ 8°°d in it; and would to God it were everywhere recognized in the
Put forth, more than at ■ Church' as 1 believe it to be in the Word of God. To me the pre-
th heavenly teaching and686111' ■ iud‘ce against the revival of this part of the apostolm system, which 
truth ? More than thin |,Urc I seems 10 exist among some excellent Christians, is incomprehensible, 

n of the Church falling „aâ 11 I T*1® French Protestants have long been in full possession of jsuch an 
le felt this on the Pacific Un“er I institution, and the Lutherans of Kaiserworth, and the Neustadt in 
n that place there was a r„S°a,t' ■ Dresden, which I have visited, have naturalized it with splendid success.

1 them all honor— ednr«r.d*If ■ 7he H°manists have lost it, with so much besides that is Catholic, and 
None of them belonged »„,? ■ ^ “ sisterhoods,” as distinct from this diaconate, be objected to, I
igencies of the time and the I see an apparent reason for it in the very great abuses of the Roman' 
3 be done, This waa ■ nunnery ; but what has that to do with a system which Romanism has
V which the zeal of wnmnnUC j ■ discarded ? For myself, if Romanism retains anything that is Scrip- 
! utilized in the Church h ■ tura* and Catholic which we have lost, I am for reclaiming it. It
Being many children edne.. d ■ °elon8s t0 our Position and not theirs ; for we are the Catholics, and 

e Bishop of New WoVi». I they are *>ut ^at'takists, adherents of a system unknown to antiquity,
diocese to such a deor»»*!. . ■ and ?* ,war w'th the Nicene constitutions of the Church. These
>r help from England I constitutions, with the Nicene Creed, have ever been recognized as the
“d. Her work as hu B criterion of what is Catholic. My own interest in the institution of

ildren. In that count™ !h B deaconesses was inspired by a layman, by the testimony of the
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SECOND DAY.

AFTERNOON IN.

At 2.30 the Congress was called together by the Lord Bishop, who addressed the 
members for a short time on the subject of Congresses, and hoped the present effort 
might prove but the beginning of many yet to take place. «

THE REV. DR. WILDES, OF NEW YORK, GENERAL SECRETARY OF CHURCH 
CONGRESSES IN THE UNITED STATES, THEN SAID

He had come from New York to attend this Congress on the kind 
invitation of the Bishop of Niagara, and that he had designed making 
an introductory address on the history and working of the Church 
Congresses in the United States; but that he found so many interesting 
topics were to be discussed in a comparatively short space of time, he 
would not trespass upon the valuable and much-needed moments of 
the Congress. He, however, in warm and eulogistic terms, congratu
lated the Congress upon the papers that had been read, and said he 
would be glad to exchange them with those of any Congress that had 
been held in the United States. The beginning of the American 
Church Congress was a much smaller one than the first Canadian one. 
It had been started with only twelve men, who met in a small summer
house, but now it was an organization that spread throughout the land, 
and was powerful in bringing brethren together.

The subject of

PREACHING: HOW CAN IT BE MADE MOST EFFECTIVE ?

was introduced by the following paper, read by

REV. CANON DUMOULIN, M.A., RECTOR OF ST. JAMES’ CATHEDRAL, 
TORONTO, ONT.

It ought, I think, to be well known that they who read papers and 
deliver addresses at Church Congress meetings have not chosen their 

subjects, but have had them selected and allotted by other hands, 
otherwise I should not have presumed to have chosen this present topic. 
There is a certain compensation, however, in the fact that a well-defined 
subject has been given to me.'

It is not now my duty to wander over the great and wide subject of 
preaching, comprising its divine appointment as a standing ordinance 
of the Church, its importance, the place it should hold in the work of 
the ministry, or the chief objects which, it should constantly present, 
but rather, as briefly and plainly as may be, to attempt an answer to the 
question, How can preaching be made most effective ?

Let us clear the ground in front of this question by saying that there 
are certain prerequisites which must be found both in the preàcher and 
in the hearers ere preaching can be made effective at all

I

I
1

own

11
1 ■ '
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As for the preacher, it is not too much to say that he must be what 
inspiration tells us the man who received the name of “ Son of Exhorta
tion" was, “a good man, and full of faith and the Holy Ghost” In 
addition to these personal qualifications and gifts inwrought in him and 
divinely bestowed on him, his habits of preparation, of reading, thought, 
and study, must be such as will keep him constantly supplied with 
something to preach about He must on all occasions be ready to 
preach because he has something to say, not be ready to say something 
because he has to preach. This latter is, I fear, the predicament in 
which most preachers find themselves placed. This is particularly to 
be feared in a country where the clergy are few in number, and one 
man has often to do the work of three or four. That one man, unless 
he be a man of rare system and industry, and very fond of his study, is 
likely to be met with at the end of the week going about and imploring 
this one and that one for God’s sake to come and preach for him on 
Sunday. Even older countries and a ministry 'more numerous have 
produced such men. I have heard or read somewhere of a worthy 
English rector who was called by his afflicted brethren “ Old England,” 
and that because in this matter of preaching, “ he expected every man 
to do his duty.” The very frequent exchange of pulpits (most whole
some when occasional), the more frequent repetition of a few old, 
well known sermons, and the still more frequent complaint mournfully 
spoken, “ I have to preach to-morrow,” all go to prove that many, many 
preachers come up to their work as a horse treads a mill, the step 
comes round and it must be taken. Men in vast numbers preach, not 
because they are full of a great message, but because the full hour for 
the sermon has come. Such sermons are not likely to be effective.

A score at least of other powers should the effective preacher possess, 
but forasmuch as they may be found in every wort on the ministry, in 
every ordination sermon, and are well known of those whom I have the 
honor to address, precious time need not be consumed in enumerating 
them.

As for the hearers, most truly they have their share in helping to 
make sermons effective. The thing so often set before them, “(he 
hearing ear,” the understanding heart, “the meek heart and due rever
ence,” the honest and good heart, and many such little dispositions, go 
to make up this their share. Let it be enough here to say, that a 
successful preacher, as a general rule, requires an audience ordinarily 
patient, intelligent and attentive. Two congregations the present 
speaker deprecates—farmers and fashionables. The honest farmers, 
not on account of any lack of intelligence, but for their sleepy heads 
and countenances, so accustomed to bodily exercise in open fields, so 
unaccustomed to sit still are those good fellows, that they wink and 
yawn, then nod their heavy heads, and are fast asleep^ and snoring 
before the preacher has ended the first head of the sermon. It would, 
according to my experience of them, require more than the arts and 
antics and eccentricities of a Rowland Hill to keep the burly healthy 
looking fellow, whd has been up at five a-m., who has bought a piece 
of ground or a yoke of oxen, from going off to see them and prove 
them in the land of nod. But, oh ! those good-natured children of the 
sod are not half so abhorrent to my preaching soul as the vapid fashion-
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<
ables, who pose themselves among the upholstery for twelve minutes ^ 
who expect a “ sermonette,” and at the tenth minute, with jewelled 
fingers, pull out the jewelled “ repeater ” and listen for the carriage 
wheels Who could preach with heart, with fervor, with life and interest 
to such a set of hearers, or to any set of hearers who are uninterested 
and impatient, and glancing at the clock ?. Only a Boanerges a 
man baptized with the Holy Ghost and fire, a man fearless and bold 
ana vigorous as John Baptist, whose thunder and lightning would 
scathe and arouse the dull detestable deadness of a fashionable 
gation.
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man, who has laid in something to say, and a congre
gation of ordinary intelligence, patience and attention, and how then can 
preaching be made most effective? How can any such man preach 
best, and so as to gain the end of preaching ? This inquiry becomes 
an invitation to us to discuss the different methods adopted bv the 
clergy in preaching. There are at least five such methods in general 
use. I will mention each in order, noting, as I do so, its advantages 
and disadvantages, and) then I shall venture to select the method which 
in my humble opinion; deserves to be considered the most effective ’

Firstly the pure extempore method.—Of this little need be said, for of 
this kind of preaching there is very little among regular and earnest 
preachers. Indeed, there is hardly any such thing at all as wholly 
unpremeditated preaching. It is true that when suddenly and unex
pectedly called upon to preach, many a man has poured forth a noble 
and most impressive sermon from a full mind and heart 
discourse may have been delivered without prearrangement, but not 
7“h°u‘ premeditation, for what was it after all but the sudden leaping 
forth of thoughts and things long turned over and oVer, and laid ud in 
store for future use. While thus on occasion any preacher might find 
himself equal to the instant production of a truly telling sermon, no 
conscientious man would for a moment think of trusting to such a
ministry611 mSp‘ratl0n for every occasion in the ordinary course of his

Secondly preaching from notes—The meaning of which is that the 
preacher having chosen and thought out his subject, having well 
saturated his mind therewith, sits down at the last, and puts 8 
sheet of paper the plans, or heads, or notes of his sermon, and taking 
them only into the pulpit with him, there finds language ready and ant 
to express the theme with which his mind is already full This no 
doubt, is one of the very best methods of preaching. In such a râse 
from the abundance of the heart the mouth speaketh. In its prise 
it is enough to say it is the plan by which Henry Ward Beecher and 
C. H. Spurgeon have for so many years held foremost places among 
living preachers, and by which Knox-Little rivets the attention and
ih.V1S.he hC h?rI? ?if e?,rned “d unearned, of the very refined and of 
the very rough, both alike. By this method preaching can be made 
highly effective, only it had better not be chosen b/the y£LT£
™n.?d,t?rimeXpe"enCed, The .preacher after tWs manner must be 
as constantly laying m sound doctrine as he is constantly giving it out 
And he must have wisdom and discretion enough that his words be fitly 
chosen. His utterance, natural or acquired, must be ready, and his

Such a
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vocabulary rich and abundant, so as to avoid repeating constantly the 
same phraseology, falling into the use of language too strong, or too 
sentimental, or too involved. Within such limits this second is, as 
aforesaid, one of the freshest and happiest of methods.

For the third method so much cannot be said. It has been called 
“ the half and half” way of preaching, and it consists of passages 
written and passages spoken. I know not any great preacher who has 
given the sanction of his name and reputation to this chequered system 
of sermonizing. Well nigh every man reads in one tone and speaks in 
another. The speaking voice is generally a semitone or r full tone 
higher than thp- reading voice. Few there are, too, who can “speak 
like a book,” that is, continue the unwritten sentences with the same 
speed, ease and eloquence as those just read. The difference thus 
made between the written and spoken paragraphs of the sermon will be 
evident to every hearer, and will, in most cases, be enough to mar the 
whole composition. Some there may have been, in a great company 
of preachers, who have skillfully welded and turned to good account 
this variegated style of discoursing, but just now I know not the name 
of any one of them.

Fourthly, we come to written sermons. This is the method chosen 
by the greatest number of preachers ; it is the plan adopted by the 
great mass of the English and American clergy ; it is also largely used 
by the ministers of the Congregational and Presbyterian bodies. Its 
advantages are many and great It enables a man to deliver sound 
doctrine in suitable, exact and becoming language, and purged from all 
the faults of off-hand utterance. It enables him to keep within the 
proper bounds of time. It insures him against any lapse of memory.
And all this it secures to him "whether he stands before plain people or 
occupies a university pulpit, whether in body and mind he be well or 
ill, at the time of delivery. The faults of this method are many and 
well known. It tends more or less to foster laziness, reliance on an old 
and worn out stock of MS. sermons, plagiarism and the purchase of 
ready-made lithographed discourses. It encourages deadness of manner 
in the pulpit, keeps the preacher's eye off the congregation and on his 
writing, and this more and more as the preacher grows old and his eves 
dim. The preacher of written sermons is often placed in a difficulty 
when he has forgotten his paper, or the light is bad, or he cannot make 
out the writing, or finds that he or his wife has sewed the pages upside 
down. These and many little difficulties beset the way of written 
sermons. Notwithstanding all its faults, it is an excellent waÿ. Hosts 
of mighty men have overcome all its disadvantages, and, breaking 
through them, have taken by storm the castle of the human heart. 
Chalmers, that prince of preachers, and Melvill, that golden lecturer, 
and Liddon, of our day, are enough to show that through a written 
sermon it is possible to sway and move the hearts of multitudes even 1 
as~the forest trees are by the stormy wind and tempest. The man who 

f can use his MS. well, who can be an orator with the paper before him,
' is in the most favorable position to preach effectively, with matter and 

language all ready and in order, with time defined, with immunity from 
all accidental circumstances and with heart all aglow. He is the surest, 
safest, and hence the most effective of preachers ; the most pleasant to
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listen t#, the most easy to follow. Let us not forget that it is only one

IpssSSSmgly there is a strong dislike and a wide prejudice in the popular mind 
against preachers, or rather readers, of written sermons.

las‘melhof is that employed by the great preachers of the earlier 
hfL wT 0"1’ uby the renowned divines of France, as Massillon,
rJllln «SM h Prea,?hers' a"d by not a few of the Irish. It has been 
called Memoriter preaching. The preacher writes out his sermon
whaUt healhasC^n y “ * he i"tended t0 read it, and then memorizes 

» ”ba! be has,wmt1en- more °r less closely, according to his power of 
memory. This plan was adopted by Lord Brougham in his great 
orations, was by him recommended to young Babington Macaulay 
nnhb at C?mb“d8S and was closely followed by that great man in his
" SDÔkennFssP3ar!1"mentary SpeeCrheu’ which were indeed described as 

Spoken Essays, on account of théir flowing, faultless style. ' It will 
be objected that this plan involves immense labor, requires a great 

lab.e t0 break down at any moment, is stiff and uneasy 
Chan?™?8/^ play> v01ce play or action, and engendering a cold me
chanical delivery, so that every observant hearer knows right well that
ohtrHn Cher 18 rTaLmg hls lesson- Doubtless in many cfses all these 
objections are well taken ; and whoever it be who finds it to be so with 
him had better give up the habit, unless he has reasonable hopes of 
2"^ by industry and perseverance. That the objections stated 
o d good m all cases is contrary to fact and experience. ' The high and 

that rllff: na™esalready. mentioned hre more than enough to show 
thaï» h d ?CU jf ?° "ot lnvariably beset memoriter preaching To

bestow on h,s preparation. The memory by use very soin becomes 
strong and able to retain a whole sermon after three or four perusals
the speaUk“r yThTmIsta- th‘S ™°da kills the freedom and freshness of 
haarts anH ™ impassioned and heart-moving appeals to the 
hearts and consciences of men have been written and rewritten and
t~ne”’ and tHen SP°ken f0rth as “thou8b‘sthat breathe anHorfs
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thus far guard myself. No one method, iron and unvarying, can be 
forged for and fastened upon all men alike. In this matter “every 
man hath his own proper gift of God, one after this manner and another 
after that,” and “let every man be fully persuaded in his own mind.”

Every method of preaching heretofore specified, whether commended 
or condemned by us, has had its own triumphs, and has been well and 
effectively used by some man. Each, according to his own idiosyncra
sies, will form or find his own way, and that way may be best for him.

Nevertheless, there are certain broad and never changing canons of 
preaching with which this paper may fitly close. A man, with a man’s 

. heart, with generous, tender, human sympathies, of liberal and culti
vated mind ; a man full of right thoughts concerning the greatness and 
glory of his office, and the privilege of preaching the Word of Life ; a 
man of self-consecration, of true love to Christ and consequent love to 
souls ; a man realizing the shortness and uncertainty of his own lifeKand 
the account soon and certainly to be rendered of his opportunities and 
actions, realizing at the same time the fleeting nature of human life all 
roundhim ; such a man, whenever he stands face to face with a con
gregation of dying yet never dying beings, will surely be an effective 
preacher. Such a man it was who wrote the memorable couplet-

sermon

1
:

“ I preached as though I ne’er would preach again, 
And as a dying man to dying men.”

as REV DR. COURTNEY SAID

That the effect of preaching was the salvation of souls, and the preacher 
must be supplied with more than anecdotes and a glib tongue. The 
gospel of God was the proper subject for preaching ; not preaching 
ideas and themes about Christ, but Jesus Christ Himself The thing 
which the people of the present day needed was the knowledge of the 
forgiveness of sins through Christ, and not things about Him. There 
is a particular aspect of Christ which is more effectual than any other— 
the cross, the crucified Christ. The first absolute necessity is that thte 
preacher shall have practical knowledge of the salvation. He also 
needs meditation upon the particular aspect of Christ about to be 

I preached. He must see the importance of one single soul, with .the 
| possibility of heaven or hell before him. One must have an expecta- 
j tion of the result in order to be successful, and if preaching does not 
I bring about the conversion of souls the preacher should be grieved and
I humbled, for the fault was with him if such was not the case. He

must preach plainly and in a language that all will understand, and in 
! order to do this he must love his people and not be afraid of speaking 

the truth, even at the risk of the displeasure of the people ; and above 
all, a man must have the promotion of the cause of God at his heart, 
and then, no matter what people may say, he will be a great power for

:
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The subject of

BIBLE CLASS WORK
was then introduced by

S. H.. BLAKE, ESQ., Q.C., OF TORONTO,

even a short sketch of what heShadasaid.thr°Ugh FeSS °f tlme’ t0 g‘V6

The following paper on the same subject was then read by

BROWN, D.D., RECTOR OF ST. PAUL’S CATHEDRAL CHURCH, 

BUFFALO, N.Y.

In treating the subject which you have named for me in the published 
order, I shall consider the Book, the teacher, the pupil. The disao-

F Lfelt on receivinfi notice of the topic has befn 
suppianted by a very decided interest in the theme. Bible Classes and 
Bible Class work have long been regarded by me, in their common 
meaning and acceptance, as well intentioned but perverted instruments 
of good , and I hesitate not to say, in their general use, I have not 
m,aler'a *y changed my mind. The private interpretation of the Word 
m,mhd haS;T,ted ln a gnevous multiplication of sects almost without 
number, and the ignorant adaptation of some portions of Holy Scripture 
to the wilful opinions of men, finds for us to-day that host of disbe
lievers and unbelievers or semi-infidels, which makes up so làrge and 
influential a part of the so-called Christian nations of the world/ The 
methods of such a course, through the connected changes from truth to
thmmhT«haf been,shown ,by the c(octors in the Church, and the excited * 
thoughts of this day with regard to the subject, happily indicate the 
heaUhy reaction in behalf of the faith once delivered to the saints.

The previous subjects named in your calendar for discussion, such 
Clerical Education- (printed “Eduction,” which is not far wrong 

m relation to the topic), “The Revision of the New Testament,”
with°fbJ0 ."“f !Vlode[ri I?oubtj’” etc> are 50 intimately connected 
with this introduction, that I need not speak further respecting this part 
of my subject. It is for this, however, as one reason, that I find the 
theme one of great interest and importance. A necessity, therefore, 
arises for the Church to awaken from her indifference to it, and at once 
t0!™Press h« mina, and authority on the people in order to the proper 
estimation of the sacred Canon and the instruction therefrom.

The Book then is the first and essential word to be considered. It
the revealed Word of God ; it is the revelation of the will of God to 

man. This declaration at once implies its object and purpose.

REV. JOHN W.
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the single end of the salvation of mankind. The moral elevation of 
the race, the building up of spiritual character, with every earthly 
and mental improvement or progress, are incidental and auxiliary to 
this one grand aim and object of the Bible, and its preservation through 
all time. Thus it becomes the recorded will and mind of God—uttered 
through the channels of human power, namely, the inspired thoughts 
of chosen men. The book cahnot be inspired ; the men who declare 
the trutti are and can only be the subjects of the divine will and 

< Pow®r- Inspiration means and implies human thought and faculties; 
and the bestowal of the divine power, which inspires the men, is exer
cised for the correct declaration and preservation of the truth. That 
divine mind and power is the Holy Ghost, who is God abiding in His 
Church, and He began the good work in the Church through those 
chosen vessels of honor in her organization. Mr. Wescott says truly, 

The first Christian teachers entertained no design of handing down 
a written record of the gospel.” The oral gospel was the natural result 
of these labors. The Old Testament was the written word. The New 
Testament was the mission of good tidings, and the apostolic preaching 
was the method of its promulgation.

This learned author enlarges upon the treatment with great force in 
his introduction to the study of the Gospel. The Church then, as is 
well said so often, is before “The Bible,” and the importance of the 
fact is to be noted in the present discussion in order to a correct appre
ciation of its conclusion. In his preface to the same book the author 
tells us “ that it seems to be the general opinion that the Bible and the 
Church, Scripture and tradition, are antithetical in some other way than 
as uniting to form the foundation of Christianity.” He considers it 
an error endangering the very existence of all Christian communion. 
This opinion I need not say exists to-day, and if such a fatal conse 
quence is possible from it, we discover how important it is to correct it. 
If Christianity be derived from the Church, and the holy records are 
committed to her as the custodian, it follows that the interpretation is 
without her. I find this well treated by a distinguished lecturer in the 
Church. He says, “ Before a line of the New Testament was written, 
the Christian Church was in existence, equipped in her ministry, her 
truth, her sacraments, and her liturgy. With these she spread, after 
fifteen years had elapsed subsequent to Pentecost, east, west, north and 
south. The Holy Ghost had endowed her with the truth without the 
New Testament and prior to its existence. She baptized Theophilus 
and gave him her Christian doctrines before St Luke penned to Theo
philus either of those letters which have subsequently been known 
under the titles of St. Luke’s Gospel and the Acts. She planted her
self in Thessalonica, in Colosse, in Corinth, in Rome, in Ephesus, in 
Laodicea, and preached there the truth with which she had been 
illuminated, long before St Paul wrote any of his epistles. Nearly a 
quarter of a century passed before the earliest of the epistles 
penned. A whole century elapsed ere there was the slightesbpretension 
towards gathering these writings together. NorNrasiMfllth* beginning 
of the 4th century that the New Testament, as we have it, stood at last 
as a collection of manuscripts, marked off by the Church with distinct 
boundaries from all other writings as holy and canonical. And yet,
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during all this time, generation after generation of Christian saints and 
martyrs went up to their reward in the confidence of a certain faith and 
m communion with the Catholic Church. It was the Holy Ghost who 
guided the Church into the selection which has proved the precious 
treasury which we so inestimably prize, and without argument further, 
as the writer whom I have quoted says, “the historical fact cannot be 
wiped out that the Scriptures rest on the Church for their authority.”
It would be valuable to continue this part of the topic, but I cannot

of her own truth. Has the Holy Ghost, as the Illuminator, ever been ' 
taken away from the Church ? Surely we have a right to expect a 
miracle equally as strong as that of the Pentecostal gift to testify to the 
withdrawal of the Holy Ghost. Hence He abides, and the Church 
abides as the pillar and ground of the truth. The teacher then is the 
Church and this announces the second thought in the discussion.
^°Je’ *eac*\ a*J nations, is the injunction which is yet heard, and 

no other foundation can man lay for the Ecclesia docens but this. The 
apostolic ministry which first heard that command, hears it to-day as 
that same ministry of the Word ; and in them, per consequence, inheres 
the duty and authority of its impartation. The pastor then becomes 
primarily and essentially the teacher, and Bible Class work finds its 
source of power and instruction from him. He becomes responsible,
“ hf ‘t ?PP°mted °"e from Qod and the Church for this purpose! 
Here, I think, I approach the crucial point and test of the whole matter, 
m aS-^eVjDu EuCr fayS| “The Holy Catholic and Apostolic Church 
dluminked by the Holy Ghost, was the supreme judge as to what 
should be considered to be her Holy Scriptures—she in the same 
plenitude is the supreme judge as to what that Scripture means. To 
the pastor is committed the authority to dispense the Word of God 
a faithful servant and teacher, and for this purpose most emphatically 
expressed is the declaration, “ Receive the Holy Ghost.” Mark, if you 
please, Ï do not deny agencies and instrumentalities, but all must be 
subordinate to this head, and all under -the eye and direction of the 
commissioned priest. In order to commend this thought to you, I 
need only recall the experience of every pastor with regard 
ordinary Bible Class, and Sunday-school instruction. The numerous 
schools which are so designated are furnished with all the modem 
appliances, and seem to be designed for the delight of the scholar with
out reference to the one appointed over the work. Indeed, this is the 
case too much with those called Church Sunday-schools, and in some 
instances I have known of the separation from the pastor to be even in 
a rietbAel”usandf “subordinate action, and the right to interfere, on the 
part of the Rector, offensively questioned. Hence the practical effect 
of such teaching becomes, in its earliest feature, contrary to the 
teaching of the Church in her Catechism, ancf%siibver}ive of the 
primary principles of her troth. The teacher then, in the best and 
highest sense, is the Rector, and under him can come in all the needed 
aids and instrumentalities for work in detail. What these are or may
hfJrnrJn'h ^ *• de,.tenni,i<i- and a well-organized band of helper* 
instructed by him in the essential truths of Christianity, becom ^
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efficient auxiliaries to this work in the parish. This corps of helpers 
are to receive their appointment from him, and form the normal class 
to receive from him the needed instruction on those portioift of the / 
Bible selected as the lesson. You will observe that this relates the 
teachers to him in an official manner, and it ought to be provided that 
such be themselves communicants and well grounded in' the faith T 
am speaking now particularly of the advanced Bible Class. The primary 
classes of teachers may be/the younger or less informed persons, as 
with them the instruction should be so restricted as to prevent any 
attempt at doctrinal interpretation. Indeed, all instruction should be 

, °f “e dogmatic character, even with the larger scholars, reserving for 
the Rector the duty of satisfying honest inquirers in matters of devotion 
which may lead to heresies. Let 
line for instruction. I think

89
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me dwell here for a while on the 
. great mistake has been made in permit

ting critical and polemical questions in such classes. Authority in 
teaching is the antidote to doubt in the mind of the neophyte, and to 
provoke doubt by such discussions with the immature intellect is to 
anchor it in subsequent disbelief. The teacher, with the authority of 
the Church behind him, ought not to betray lack of confidence to the 
scholar; hence, as I have said, he should be grounded in the faith.
Hence such instructions should be confined to the cardinal virtues, and 
this based on the Church Catechism. This becomes paramount in 
importance in view of the extraordinary diversity of views among the 
religionists of the day upon essential truths. We must not forget now 
that we are referring to the plastic mind of youth. When the mature 
year has come, with, a foundation laid in the great essentials of the 
Faith, the questions which are curious or doubtful may be considered 
with less danger to the soul The one absorbing thought in the mind of 
the teacher is to be the salvation of the soul, and hence the devotional 
should be the controlling influence in the thought direction. The 
teacher who subordinates the religious thought to the critical or curious 
will ruin the pupil by the destruction of all faith. I speak strongly 
because I feel deeply upon this matter, and if we are to make true 
Christian believers, we are not to breed doubts in the formative mind 
The true teacher will have all he can do to save his pupil from the 
current literature of the day by this positive instruction. He must 
himself be without doubt as to the authoritative truth, and believe that 
the word is the Word of God, and its truth is such because God hath 
spoken it Canon Liddon says most truly, “Of late years the practical 
and devotional use of Holy Scriptures, has, it is to be feared, been —.
thrown somewhat in the background, and with regrettable effects upon 
the lives of Christians.” One of the causes he adduces is “the exclu
sively critical character of the studies, at least among the educated 
classes.” After a deserved commendation of critical learning, he says ■ 
“Criticism does not by itself enable us to make the highest use that we 
can of Holy Scripture ; and to use Scripture devotionally, we must place 
ourselves under the guidance of some mind that lives and moves in a v 
higher sphere than that of literature.” The teacher will see how high 
and holy indeed his office is from this ripe scholar’s declaration. In 
the Bible Class the instructor should seek “td stimulate religious 
thought rather than impart critical knowledge;” such thought as .the 
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Sacred Text is meant to beget and encourage ; such thought as tends 
to promote true self-knowledge, the love of God and of man, and all 
that is meant by practical religion. I apply Canon Liddon’s words 
also to the teacher, “ that each verse is to be approached with a view 
to ascertaining, not its literary interest, but its exact relation to the life 
of the soul. If the old maxim, “ Quœrere Jesum in libris," is to be 
remembered anywhere, it must be remembered in the use of the 
Gospels. As we read those pages of priceless value, our Lord Himself 
speaks to us, and we, if we will, may in turn speak to Him ; and they 
who teach us how to behave ourselves in His presence and how to make 
the most of it, surely lay us under an obligation for swhich we must 
often remember them at the Throne of Grace, and which we shall not 
forget to acknowledge if, through His redeeming mercy, we meet them 
in the life of the world to 

I feel I need not say more as to the teacher and his vocation, and 
will only need to refer to the pupil in few words, as he has been 
intimately rèlated to what has been said. The Bible student, it is 
supposed, has passed through the preliminary instruction of the school 
w“J' respect to the Church Catechism and other elementary teaching, 
and, it is presumed, is ready to be or has been confirmed. Hence, there 
is to be established a close relationship between the teacher and the 
scholar, which sometimes needs to be confidëntial, and which leads to 
the supplemental pastoral—confidential relationship. The individual 
sense of Scripture truth begets an awakening sense of sin, and the 
teacher ought to be so devotionally and religiously furnished as to 
sustain and comfort, as well as instruct, those committed to his care. 
The day of youthful passion and temptation is the danger period to 
manhood and womanhood. Hence, when, possible, the Bible Class 
should be separated from the school room ; and the pupils, housed in 
with the teacher, should be made to realize first of all that the religious 
thought must predominate, and after the public opening service, there 
should follow before the lesson the earnest prayer and devotional sense 
of the class room. The pupil)before such a teacher is not the budding 
intellect but the immortal soyl, the character to be moulded for 
eternity; and the impress of the spiritual life of that teacher, man or 
woman, on the life of those scholars is the reward of eternity. We 
cannot impart that which we do not receive, nor give what we do not 
possess. Incidental to these great and weighty matters should be 
taught information about the Bible—excepting all critical and disputed" 
points—such general information as to the books of the Bible the 
accepted divisions, the meaning of words, and much other instruction.. 
There are many valuable books as repositories of such knowledge For 
instance, I cull for such a book on the word “ Bible ’’—Greek Biblos, 
book ; Anglo-Saxon boc, the beech, a book, perhaps because the Teu
tonic race wrote on beechen boards ; Writings, Latin Scriptum; Penta
teuch, Greek Pcntateuchoi, literally five instruments of tools ; the Jews 
call it the law, or literally, five-fifths of the law. Every such word used 
in relation to the Bible is proper information, and will not be forgotten 
m the after years of manhood. So should cotemporary history be 
studied, especially that of the Jews. But it is hardly worth while to 
say anything about this, for these are naturally suggested to the mind
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of any teacher, and the main thought of this paper was not to debar 
such studies, as they are most interesting and important, but to sub
ordinate everything to the end and object of the work, viz., the making 
wise unto salvation, and the reducing the system to the Church authority, 
and the teaching to her formularies. Coleridge tells us that Thewald 

- thought it very unfair to influence a child’s mind by inculcating any 
opinion before it should have come to years of discretion and be able 
to choose for itself. I showed him my garden covered with weeds, and 
said it was my botanic garden. “ How so ?” said he, “ it is covered with 
weeds.” ‘*Oh,” I replied, “it has not yet come to years of discretion 
and choice. The weeds have taken libertylto grow, and I thought it 
unfair to prejudice the soil in favor of roses and strawberries.” Dean 
Alford says, “ They who require that the child should understand all 
that he learns, require him to be either prematurely a man or always 
a child.” Remember, therefore, that the Bible is the Word of God, 
given for the one object to teach mankind the way of salvation ; that 
the Church is the authority for the Holy Scripture, and is the body of 
Christ, and the Holy Ghost is her life and Illuminator, therefore the 
custodian and interpreter of the Word of God. Remembering that 
through her ministry and sacraments this life-giving word is to be dis
pensed ; that, therefore, the pastor, who has the cure of souls, is the one 
responsible head and superior ; that the teachers become subordinate 
to him and helpers under him ; that the pupil is the object of interest 

•Tor eternity;—let us fully awaken to the awful importance and respon
sibility of the work committed to us, and reconsecrate ourselves to the 1 
work by a full reconsecration of ourselves to God, that when the work 
shall have been wrought in us, and through us to them, whom to feed 
was made the text of an apostle’s love—by divine command—we too 
shall be prepared, like St Peter, with a consecrated will, to be bound 
and loosed for Christ’s sake, to suffer, and, if need be, to die for the 
love of Christ, and with him receive the reward of divine approval in 
entering on eternal life hereafter.

r “ O Holy, Holy Bible !
Book of priceless value.
Thou teachest man the way of life,
And having taught him, prepares him then to die.
Thou art the truth infallible—
The will of God ; thy law for man 
The love of God ; thy precious promises,
Sternly rebuking sin, yet wooing men with strong entreaty.
Thy history how eventiul I 
Divinity from out the clouds gav 
Midst fearful powffle proclaimed thee 
Confirming thee in prophecy fulfilled.
Then the Saviour
And from the fountain heart thy stream poured forth,,
And deluged listening multitudes with truth,
Beating on its crimson tide His precious sacrifice.
Lovetnee ? Yes, with all my soul.
The sacred minstrel speaks thy mind in song,
And sweetly chants on heaven-tuned chords,
Affection’s tribute to thy statutes.
For thou has kept me in the Church of Cod,
Taught me life’s duty through thy counsels wise,
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And cheered me with the hope of heaven.
Love thee ? Yes, with all my soul,
For when death’s bidding voice I’ll hear,
My soul shall rest upon thy word,
And, by thee guided, enter Paradise.”

i CHU
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THE RIGHT REV. BISHOP COXE

then addressed the Congress on the subject of the “ Deepening of Spiritual Life » 
S'1? Proceeded to touch upon before it came up in regular order, Scaise he was 
obliged to leave the Congress for another appointment. He said • use nc was

Would that I were more fitted to speak upon the subject assigned 
me, that of “The Spiritual Life,” and the means of deepening the same

blessed ministry of better men, with the means of grace to help. A 
young bishop was told by the Apostle to “stir up the gift he had 
received by the laying on of hands.” Here the means of grace were 
recognized, and the personal effort of the Christian was excited Is a 
condition of receiving. their full benefit. It is true that every one of 
us has received a sacramental gift, according (6 his “ vocation ” how 
evet humble that may be in itself. But tg0 deepen the$hùJ Me 
thus implanted ,t must not be neglected, but “stirred up,” ks one stirs 
up the coals when the fire is low, or picks the lamp that gives too faint 
a light. Reflect, for a moment, upon what the Holy Spirit has done 
for us, and can any one question that it is our own languor and sloth 
that makes the fruits of thé Spirit ” so very meagre in our days ? You 
ask me, then, to speak on a matter of fundamental importance. If we 
can only deepen our own spiritual life, each one, there are forces here 
present in this room sufficient to reform and evangelize nations. God 
whSVe US |>ut are we not in’danger of his fate who buried in the earth 
what was his Lords treasure, and had no increase to show when the 

’ Master called him to account ? Life itself is a mystery, and no wonder 
that there is an added mystery about the spiritual life I assumerai 
we recognize the threef% life of man-the body, the mind! the 
immor a! spmt-as St Pan sets it forth. The mind must master the 
bbdy, the spirit must control apd imbue the mind, and then when the 
animal and the intellectual being are subordinated to the mastery of 
the nobler part, the whole man is a living creature. The “ breath of 
lives is m him, as when our first parent woke up to the enjoyment of 
his entire nature—only a “ little lower than the angels." But the spirit 
of man, as a fallen being cannot thus act on mind and body without 
external help ; and only when God’s own Spirit acts on the spirit of 
man, to regenerate and to sanctify, is restoration possible. The 
“doctrines of grace," so-called, defined theologically at the AW 
Counal of Orange (AD 5=9), are little more; thWdevetoprnfm ol 
this principle. When I say, then, that what the Apostle callsP“ growth 
in grace is the subject assigned me, formulated in other words these 
remarks will be found, so far, not irrelevant, ’

Yet a

a

.
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But time only allows me to touch upon one or two practical instru- 
•' mentalities which are too much overlooked. The reading of God’s 

Holy Word, meditation, prayer and the use of the sacramental means, 
must be presupposed. In the Anglican Communion we lack systematic 
ideas as to the helps over and above these which are most useful The 
study of Christian biography, the lives and writings of eminently holy 
men,-for the express purpose of “stirring up” the gifts within us, I 
name as eminently practical and important. The devotions of Bishop 
Andrewes, Bishop Taylor and Bishop Wilson, will at once suggest them
selves ; but let us use their prayers in close connection with a study of 
their holy examples. Nor do I hesitate to affirm that, in some respects 
superior even to these, we shall find the practical and meditative por
tions of the writings of Archbishop Leighton. Defective, as I venture 
to think, in doctrinal statements, his angelic piety, his eminent spiritu
ality are, notwithstanding, drawn from Scripture and the primitive 
fathers ; and it is noteworthy hotjj he makes use of St. Bernard and 
other of the later fathers to stimulate the colder natures of our northern 
climes, and to awaken energies dormant in most of us under the 
benumbing influences of modern modes of living and thinking, by 
which even the sanctified spirit forgets itself in the world. If I could 
found a new professorship in our theological seminaries, it should be 

professorship of Christian Biography. The lives of the mediaeval 
saints are too much mixed with fable and too greatly separated from 
our own experiences to help us much ; but the Church of England has 
borne .such precious fruits of holiness, in thousands of instances, 
among her laity as well as her clergy, that we ought to know them 
familiarly. The imitation of Christ is learned by the imitatidh of His 
saints, and that in a way that meets our immediate wants and duties. 
But to sit at the fee^|Tesus with Mary is not enough ; we must go 
forth in the active servuSW Christ as well. A venerable bishop, now 
with God, once said to me as a young clergyman : “ You will get 
more from the sick and needy whom you visit than from all your 
books, useful as they are. Be much with the sorrowing, the suffering 
and the dying, if you would know how to live and die.” I forbear to 
enlarge upon this active imitation of Christ as a means of deepening 

■ spiritual life. What I more specially feel the need of pointing out in 
this Church Congress, is the greatly neglected matter of the penitential 
system of our Anglican Prayer-Books. Until this system is better 
understood and more practically valued, I believe many of our boasted 
improvements will be unreal and inoperative for good. To impress 
more fully what I wish to say, let me quote the expressed opinion of 
the late Dr. Pusey, who, towards the close of his life, saw very clearly 
the great practical mistakes into which many of his enthusiastic 
admirers had fallea He felt the unreality of the frequent communions 
that had been instituted, without due preparation of the people. He 
agreed with one who remarkedt “Our old monthly communions 
were better, for they were more earnestly prepared for and more 
seriously received.” These words are not textually quoted, but they 
convey the idea which he solemnly enforced in a letter of counsel to 
certain brethren. Now, I pray you not to misunderstand me. I be
lieve in frequent communions, and have labored for them through all
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forrp tLSP“t a fev T? take a peopIe wholly unused to the idea, and 
fo/f.e î° Partake of that tremendous mystery week after week 
whiehvmg infull conformitywith the world, is to involve them in a 
terrible sin followed by terrible judgments. Then comes the perfunc
tory substation of a cereihony for a communion, and a mass us gazed
ofChrist OUlTthTtaerlh Ve to the command

°;u !thls the Catholic Church knows nothing ; the ancient, 
.fathers bore their testimony of condemnation against gazing at this

worked out, in any considerable degree, anywhere. Where afe the fasts

rsrpï rrss
before them ? A great divine of the Church of England lately said to 
me, in a letter, “it is too little understood; not even suited ” 
Many clergymen live and die without giving anv study to this System 
and with no effort to expound it to their people' Yet, a people wholly 
undisciplined, and making no effort to live as the Prayer-Book directs 
wiv’VV0' are uncoura8ed to come constantly to the Holy Eucharist 
which they receive, not “to their soul’s health,” but rather as eating 
and drinking condemnation and judgment—for so the holy Apostle 
says of just such communions as these. The restoration nf ih» v 
Church s own penitential discipline, then, I beg to suggest, is just now 
the first necessity, if we would see a deepening of the spiritual fe in 
clergy and people together. “The legs of the lame are not equal •” 
and this proverb illustrates the terrible mistake of restoring the Euchâ

TZTcZXl seSTtf
h.™ JiZXrJZL

-SS s/S
ho mess so outlined in the Prayer-Book that none need “ err therein.”
Jt is the glory of our system that it meets the wants of all Christians 
while other systems, whether Methodist or Romanist, are unreal and 
cannot be made part of the common life. Both extremes tend to make 
ind!ffSlaStS °f a/CW| .and &i51,el the many into the opposite faults of 
np»!f ."kÎ °r despa'r- . Ketife’s verses illustrate tbu principle. We 
need not beconje anchorites or ascetics, nor aim__
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“Too high 

For mortal mairbcneath the sky.”

The. Prayer-Book identifies her discipline with “the daily round and 
the common task.” And this is just what we poor sinners need. We 
need to feel the pressure of self-denial in every duty and at all times. 
We need—to quote again that heavenly-minded poet—to

• ; < -

■

“ Remember what we are, and where—
Poor sinners in a world of care.”

And this constant sense of our infirmity will lead us to look upward 
every hour, and to pant for the comforts of the Spirit daily, as the hart 
for the water-brooks. The fathers speak often of the “doves of the 
Spirit;” meek men and women who “mourn sore like doves,” 
responding to the Holy Spirit by habitual ejaculations, and invoking 
Him to brood and build in their hearts. And after thus suggesting 
some remedies for the shallow and superficial spirituality which we so 
generally lament, I beg in conclusion to say that to aid the human 
spirit in subjecting itself to discipline, there is nothing more important 
than the formation of a holy habit of ejaculatory prayer. On this 
subject the time permits me not to enlarge. No need that I should 
do so when I can refer you to the invaluable parochial tract upon this 
subject of that remarkable man and exemplary Christian, William Jones, 
of Nayland. Let me only add, that to this sanctified genius, to Bishop 
Berkeley and Bishop Horne, with those of their cotemporaries with 
whom they lived and labored, never failing to mention Bishop Butler, 
we may always direct attention, as proving that even in a cold and 
non-Catholic age men wfere eminently spiritual and always Catholic 
in proportion as they endeavored to copy, in their habits of life, the 
wholesome discipline of the Book of Common Prayer.

1
'

'l Î:

a
The venerable prelate then took his leave, the members of the Congress rising to 

their feet as he passed out.

On resuming business, the subject of

CHURCH MUSIC
Â - •

was taken up. The first paper was read by

J. E. P. ALDOUS, ESQ., B.A., TRIN. COLL, CAMB., ORGANIST OF ST. THOMAS 
CHURCH, HAMILTON.

It would scarcely be in the province of a paper like this to attempt a 
diffuse history of Church music, extending from the very earliest times 
in which mention, is made of the singing of congregations of people 
during worship, down to the extensive selection of Church fnusic which 
is the outcome of the musical development of the last few centuries.

I must content myself with briefly noticing the principal points in 
this long history, and draw from what records we, have of the past, and-
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CHUB1® f from the experience of the present, some v 

arrangement of our worship-music of to-day.
The first mentions of music are so bare and fragmentary as to be 

useless, except as mere statements that shortly after the world’s birth 
musical sounds were recognized as distinct from mere noise. The 
knowledge that “ Jubal was the father of all such as handle the harp 
and the organ, kinnor and ugab,” is far from signifying that the king of

to have been instruments of the string family ; so that really the term 
can be taken in no literal sense at all. y e term

Of the music, vocal and instrumental, of the Jewish worship the 
information is too vague for me to take up your time in discussing it 
Any who are sufficiently interested to cam to spend an hour or two on 
the subject Ï would recommend to read the schblarly article in Dr 
Smiths Dictionary of the Bible,” also in his "Christian Antiquities ” 
as well as a very excellent work, entitled “The Music of the Bible,” by 
Dr. Stainer, of St. Paul s Cathedral, London, England. ’ Y

B“h°P.of Milan-1" the latter half of the fourth century, 
introduce! into his diocese the first Church music of which we have 
any account, and though this account is very meagre, we can form 
some idea of the effect. The tunes, if such they coufd be called, were 
excessively simple, and so very limited in compass that some people 
consider they can have differed little from reciting. But several antique 
authorities speak in such terms of the music of that day, that 
not but believe that their Church music was veritable “ 
hymns of S. Ambrose are themselves so metrical 
opinion.
.£efi"Ite and inte'.iigit’le account we have is of the music 

adopted by S. Gregory; and while I cannot ask you to follow me 
through the various scales or modes, as they were called, of which
mndps^H *e7*rhe D<fan’ PhrygiaR| Lydian- Mixolydian, with other 
wh!rh hd el'fr0.m them—I.will draw your attention to a few points 
which bear particularly on modern Church music. ^

One very importent point to notice is that the chants and tunes of 
those days were comprised in a very small compass ; so that whether
e^ilv în'thehmmtCr °f tune.was i°y°us or otherwise, it would be 
easily in the compass of any voice. Many of our hymn tunes and
chant? of to-day are much in error in this respect. Our melodies are 
too apt to rely, for. their attractiveness and effect, on the number of
We oftenTnd v®" the manner in which they are arranged.
We often find the reciting note of a modern chant out of reach of
some vomes, while S. Gregory’s reciting notes were always within reach

There can be no 'doubt that the music of S. Ambrose was both con. 
gregational and stirring; for S. Augustine says: “How did I weep in 
Thy hymns and Canticles, touched to the quick by the sweet attuned
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church ! The voices flowed into my ears, and the truth distilled into 
my heart, whence the affections of my devotions overflowed, and tears 
ran down, and happy was I therein.” It is difficult to attribute to mere 
musical speech, however employed, such effects as these, even upon the 
rudest and least instructed people, much less on a person like Augustine, 
accomplished in all the learning and arts of his time.

With regard to the use of, harmony, or the harmonious combination 
of different notes, it is pretty conclusively proved from ancient authori
ties that it was unknown before the eighth or ninth centuries of the 
Christian era. Notwithstanding the frequent mention of large gather
ings of singers and instrumentalists, it seems fairly certain that they 
were all singing or playing in unison, i. e., notes of the same sound, 
though pitched in different octaves, as for men’s and women’s voices, or 
for different instruments; or, as we must admit, in some cases all singing 
'impromptu, i. e., each a tune of his own invention. It is fortunate for 
the'musically sensitive not to have lived in those good old times.

It concerns us more immediately \o try and gather from history what 
was and what was not intended in olden time to be the position and 
use of music in divine worship. There can be no doubt that in the old 
Jewish dispensation music had a very prominent part, not only music 
in which all the people could join, but also the music performed by the 
trained musicians only, in which the rest of the worshippers participated 
only as listeners. At the opening of Solomon’s Temple this was unques
tionably the case.

The much vexed subject of congregational, singing as opposed to 
choir singing, is one on which there are so many and various opinions, , 
that it does not become me to dogmatise, but only to offer a suggestion 
or two and a few of my own ideas on the subject If there is to be 
singing in the worship of God, as there has been from time immemorial, 
or since worship first began, surely it is meant for all to join sometimes.
If we are met with the objection that those who have no musical ear 
or no -vocal ability, or are deficient in both, give, by the inharmonious 
sounds they produce, considerable affliction to those who are musically 
sensitive, I think it is the duty of the latter—perhaps it even might be 
looked upon by the Almighty as an act of devotion—to suffer the tem
porary annoyance rather 'than interfere with the worship of an unmusical 
brother. If his musical ability is of a comparatively low order, it is X 
his right, nay, his duty to praise the Lord with the best of his ability ; 
and no one of greater musical refinement has a right to say, “ that is 
inharmonious and cannot be worship.” We are no judges of what is 
pleasing to the Lord ; indeed, He tells us in the plainest language that 
it is the praises of the heart and not of the lips that are acceptable ; 
wherefore the sincere and hearty praise of the incompetent musician is 
worthier worship than the best vocalization if .unaccompanied by the 
feelings of the heart

The existence of well trained choirs of gbod singers has called forth 
a quantity of exquisite Church music, which cannot be partaken in by 
the congregation ; and the rubrics afford the requisite authority for some 
of the musical portions of the service being conducted by the choir 
alone, tt is distinctly as much an act of worship on thç part of the 
congregation to follow the singing of an anthem by the choir as to sing
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to the Lord whether the people sing or whether they speak their praises, 
so long'as the lips express the sentiments of the heart. Indeedit 
seems natural that in those parts of the service which partake of the 
character of prayer or reflection rather than of praise, a hearty response 
with the natural voice is more in place than singing, but surely singing 
is better than monotonous and lifeless mumbling; As a rule musical 
people and educated musicians are apt to lose sijpit of this fact, because 
music means and says more to them than to/he ordinary public, but it 
is a question one should try and considei/in a public spirit, not from 
either a musical or an antimusical stand-point 

We hear often discussed which is best, a surpliced choir of men and 
boys, or a mixed choir of ladies and gentlemen. I say most unhesitat
ingly, where there are sufficient funds to maintain a surpliced choir— 
i. e., pay all members, and provide for the musical education, vocal 
training, and choir practising of the boys—a surpliced choir is preferable.
I do not wish to raise the question of clothing thé choisters in white 
or otherwise, but merely mean a body of paid singers, men and boys.

In discussing this question, people always refer to the exquisite sing
ing of cathedral choirs in England, and think that the same should be 
adopted here, regardless of the fact that each of the choirs they allude 
to costs hundreds of pounds yearly, not only to pay the members but 
to train the boys. In Old Country choirs of any excellence, thé boys 
are trained in music from childhood, their voices are cultivated like 
ladies’ voices; they practise every day, and sometimes twice a day, in 
addition to their two daily services and choir practices. Compare with 
this the boys’ choir in this country. , In most cases two practices a week 
and two Sunday services, little or no music teaching, very rarely any 
real vocal training. What can be hoped for from this ? There is a 
great tendency in children, especially in this country, to use the chest 
register of the voice entirely. They naturally use this for the lower 
notes of course, and as the melody rises they force this Up, to the de
struction of their own voices and the ears of the listeners. The higher 
they get the more they scream, and the more certain they are to get out 
of tune. The only chance for a boys’ choir to be successful is for 
the boys & have their voices individually trained, to a certain exteht at 
any rate, and for them at least to be all acquainted with the rudiments 
of music instead of being in the habit of learning most of the music 
by ear. There seems to be a peculiar unfitness for leading others in
worship in the discordant screaming of a boy who has no idea how to-------
use his voice. ........... ...............

•The expression of some df my opinions on the subject of chanting 
will, I fear, call down on me thedrrath of a great many. While I take 
great pleasure in it myself, and have always found it a source of 
pleasure to. those who are participants, I cannot help thinking it exceed
ingly-Uncongregational. There are so many different pointings, and so 
many different speeds of singing the same pointing, that it seems to me 
impossible for any one who has not practised with the choir to do more 
than get in a few syllables here and there. The very nature of the 
case,1 that is, the taking of syllables up to a certain point to one note,

' and then fitting the rest to three or five notes, as the case may be, 
seems to me to be a premium on disorder , and muddle. It has of
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of the syllables to be dealt with in chanting, carry with them an element 
of an uncertainty that makes hearty singing impossible.

These remarks may sound as if I advocated the abolition of chanting, 
which is far from my mind. I have merely stated the reasons of its 
uncongregational nature ; but I think it might be made more congre
gational if the chanting were slower than it usually is; if one pointing 
could be adopted; if the congregation could be induced to provide 
themselves with pointed Psalters like those used by the choir, and so 
all could be certain of using the same kind of book and finding the 
same in other churches.

In the matter of hymn-singing there is such a numerous array of 
hymn books, that anything like uniformity is here, I am affaid, out of 
the question. The three principal books. Hymns Ancient and Modern, 
Church Hymns, and Hymnal Companion to the Book of Common 
Prayer, contain almost all the familiar hymns, and in most cases the 

' tunes usually connected with them.
I strongly advocate singing always the tune chosen for each hymn 

in the book adopted, unless there is some much better or more popular
■ tune, or one peculiar^ any church. This will always give the con-
1 gregation the opportunity of following the tune and joining in the
1 singing of the hymns.
I The hymns should always be chosen by the clergyman, so as to 
I ensure their being in keeping with the subjects of the service and 
I mon, but with the co-operation of the organist, or with the understanding
I that he is at liberty to change any that are impracticable or unadvisable
■ from a musical point of view. Hymn tunes, only should be used that
1 are of a strictly devotional character. I hold it to be unworthy of

< ■ Liturgy, if not insulting to the Lord, to use in His Church light, gaudy
■ tunes that are made to catch the ear of the public like airs of a comic ■
I • opera. Such music is as unworthy of any good composer as it is out of
■ place in the Church of God. Some allowance must be made for chil-
■ dren’s hymns, yet these need not be adopted in the service of grown-up
■ people.
■ Anthems are authorized by the rubrics and by antiquity, but their
■ character should not be too florid. They should not be too long for
■ an ordinary service, and should be always chosen if possible to suit
■ either "the day or the subjects treated of during the
■ • The use of solo singing during service is open to question. I think
■ myself that if performed in the right spirit, it is elevating in a high
■ degree, but it too often degenerates into mere display of the vocalist
■ Of course this whole subject is viewed in two very different aspects—
■ from the side of the musical and unmusical worshipper. The former
■ , may tolerate—nay, wish for—a great deal that the latter will consider
■ uncalled for and out of place, Who shall arbitrate between them, and
■ decide how far each is right ? As a rule the musical are much more
■ ready to give way to the objections of the unmusical than- these latter
■ . to accede to the wishes of those who would have more music. Before
■ closing my paper, I must say a few words from the organ stool, so to
■ speak, about the organ and the organist
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I am able to give or you would grant; indeed, it would be more easy to 
put Lake Ontario into a scent bottle than to give a complete history of 
the music of the Church in the time allotted me. I will, therefore, 
only call your attention to a few practical points that are presented to 
my notice in conducting the musical part of the service week after 
week.

The division of opinion among Churchmen as to what should con
stitute the proper performance of our service is most disastrous to the 
unity and strength of the Church. All who have her welfare at heart 
must deplore the differences that exist, and it is a subject well worthy 
our thoughts as to how we can each assist in the good wotk of bringing 
Church services to a higher level of worthiness and uniformity. It will 
be of no use our simply looking on, but we must all use our energies 
and influence to awaken the minds of the people to this most interest
ing and vital question.

If we approach the matter, not in a spirit of fault finding, but rather 
with a steady determination to be an assistance whenever and wherever 
we feel that help is needed, we should then see how easily rough places 
could be made plain, and difficulties hitherto considered insurmountable 
would disappear.

It is to be feared that the power of music, both as a help and guide 
to true religion, has been for a long time not'only underrated but 
neglected. It is with gladness, then, that we see so vigorous an effort 
now being made to raise sacred music to its high and true position 
one of the teaching elements of our Church.

If we study the history of Church music in the old land we shall be 
deeply impressed with the fact that, as our Church rose out of the 
oppression of a foreign power in the time of Edward VI. and Elizabeth, 
her sons were inspired to compose music of the highest beauty, specially 
adapted to the changed ritual and her new and free life as the old 
Church of England.

The art of music generally has made rapid strides during the last 
few years, and the services in our cathedrals were probably never better 
rendered than they are now.

One cannot but feel, however, that wherever improvement is being 
made in dathedral services, the musical part of the services is taken out 
of the hands of the people, and divine worship i? merely conducted by 
the few who constitute the choir, they being the only ones who can 
sing highly elaborate modern music. There are two distinct styles of 
service in our Church—the cathedral and the parish church. In, the 
former it is necessary to have the music so performed that it\-gn be 
listened to with pleasure and profit ; for the usual arrangement of a 
cathedral is not convenient for congregational worship, owing mainly 
to the position of the choir, they being separated from the people by 
choir screen, on which the organ is frequently placed. But the neces
sity of having music in which the people can join has been found 
in many of the cathedrals in the Old Country.

The Archbishop of York felt that something must be donejp enable 
the people to participate in the service. A powerful organ waserected 
in the nave of the minster, especially adapted to accompany a large 
number of voices. Seats were also arranged for the choir, which
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Such a congregation ought to be aware that it is not only a privilege 
to be able to take part in the worship of God, but an imperative duty. 
People do not attend church merely as spectators ; they come, or 
should come, as worshippers, and consequently ought to take their 
proper position as such, and as the Church ordains. We attend, not 

act of duty, but for an individual offering of prayer and praise 
to Almighty God. It was never intended that others should perform 
these sacred offices for us, and we shamefully neglect such duties and 
privileges when we never take part in any act of worship, but allow 
others to perform what we ought to do for ourselves.

Those who advocate the introduction of more music into our ser
vices, so as to make them more attractive, are met with the cry, “ Oh, 
you want to Romanize the Church of England,” and great horror is 
expressed at the thought. Now, one of the most distinguishing features 
of difference between our Church and the Church of Rome is this : 
that while we of the English Church are permitted, and even directed 
to take part in the service, the Romanist is compelled to leave every
thing to be done by the choir and priest. What do these people do 
who are so afraid that we wish to Romanize the Church of England ? 
They attend church, and have a Prayer-Book in their hands in which 
full directions are given as to how and when they are to join in the 
singing and responding, yet they leave the singing and responding 
entirely to the choir, where there is one, and where there is not, it is 
left to the clergy ; thus, those who cry out against musical services 
adapted for the whole people are actually copying the very thing that 
they cry out against, ând are bringing our services into line with Rome ! 
I hold that one of the strongest protections against Rome is training 
the whole people to sing the service of our Church, as then they could 
never endure the silence and inaction of sitting to listen to a priest and 
a choir worshipping for them as their deputies, as in the Romish services. 
I have said that the music of our services should be an exponent of 
the teaching of the Church as to the position of the laity in public 
worship, but how contradictory to the boast of our anti-Roman 
Catholicity is the universal surrender by a congregation of their rightful 
participation in the ministry of song.

The prevailing misconception of the position of the choir is that they 
alone are to perform the musical portions of the service and not the 
congregation, thus making themselves a separate body. They should, 
therefore, be taught that they are there as a part of the congregation, 
yet set apart to lead and assist the people in the worship of God, and 
that they overstep the limit of their functions when they sing such 
music in those parts of the services in which the people are called upon 
to join as the congregation cannot sing.

A special opportunity séems wisely to have been granted in the 
Rubric after the third Collect at Morning and Evening Prayer, which 
says: “In choirs and places where they sing, here followeth the an
them.” For we find no other recognition of a musical function separate 
from the people as part of the office of public worship.

There can hardly be a doubt in a Christian’s mind that thankful
ness has an equal part in our lives with prayer ; then why should we be 
prevented giving public thanks to God in hymns of praise by a choir
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attention of organists and choir-masters should be specially directed 
to making the musical feature a delightful and profitable study. In the 
selection ofj- hymns, care should be taken that words and music 
consistent one with the other. Some of our lovely hymns are utterly 
spoiled by being set to music of an unsuitable nature. It is not neces
sary, in order for a tune to be popular, that it should partake of a secular 
character.

I remember an Old Country rector who was exceedingly fond of 
congregational services, and tried all in his power to get his people to 
join heartily in the singing, but without much result At last in despair 
he came and asked me to set the music of “ We won’t go home till 
morning " to the words of one of his favorite hymns, as he thought they 
would be sure to know that; but I don’t think that would be 
plan to follow as a rule.

* I do not think that any one can hear such • compositions as the 
“ Messiah,” “ Creation,” “ Elijah,” or any of the grand masses, without 
feeling deeply impressed and spiritually enlightened. And so it ought 
to be with our hymns} we should feel strengthened for the fight of life 
after singing the glorious hymns of our Church.

The musical world is flooded with hymn tunes and chants of all sorts, 
good, bad, and indifferent, but it is an easy matter to select tunes of 
a superior class to the usual trashy nonsense that is constantly being 
perpetrated.

The hymns most known are those to which the music has been 
specially set to the words, and have not been chosen simply because 
they happened to be of the same metre. The music of hymns such as 
“Sun of my Soul," “Abide with me,” and others, will always be 
dated with the words, and any other tune to them simply be considered 
as an interloper.

There is a great desire on the part of many people to have what they 
call “ pretty tunes,” but I would ask all those who have the welfare df 
the Church at heart to studiously avoid, and discourage the introduction 
of such trash, for if our hearts and minds are to be lifted heavenwards 
by the means of sacred music, these pretty tunes are not the things that 
will ever elevate our thoughts beyond the composer.

I do not know what our service would Be like without- hymns ; it 
would be as bread without salt, tasteless and insipid. To hear some of 
our hymns sung devotionally by a choir and people, is, I believe, both 
inspiring, instructing, and strengthening to the Christian mind and 
heart. I do not think that the sermon should be the only thing in the 
service that we are to take lessons from, or that should be of comfort to 
us ; if it were so, the performance of the rest of the service would be a 
mere waste of time.

The old idea was that the, last verse of a hymn should be sung 
loudly as possible, no matter what the words were, thus often marring 
the whole effect ; but we are getting to see the importance of hymns 
being sung as the sense of the words dictate, and it would be a great 
help to congregational singing wer,e this to be firmly impressed upon 
the people.

I have always endeavored to get the congregation to sing the hymns 
according to the sense of the words, but at first met with much opptisi-
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. interests in the good cause of congregational services. I will conclude 
• this imperfect paper with the elegant words of the late Canon Kingsley: 

“ Is not the righteous man recompensed on the earth every time he 
hegrs a strain of noble music ? To him who has his treasure in heaven, 
music speaks about that treasure things far too deep for words. Music 
speaks to him of whatsoever is just, true, pure, lovely and of good re
port, of whatsoever is manful and ennobling, of whatsoever is worthy of 
praise and honor. ' Music, to that man, speaks of a divine order and a 
divine proportion; of a divine harmony through all the discords and 
confusions of men ; of a divine melody through all the cries and groans 
of sin and sorrow.”

It is the custom of the cleygy to commence their sermon with a text : 
being only a layman I reverse the order, and my text is, “ Let the 
people prgise Thee, 0 God ; yea, let all the people praise Thee. Then 
shall thé earth bring forth her increase ; and God, even our own God, 
shall give us His blessing.”

4

RELIGIOUS EDUCATION OF THE YOUNG.

A pajfer on the above subject was read by

REV. REGINALD H. STARR, M.A., B.D., OF TORONTO.

The Bishop of Minnesota tells of a conversation which he once had 
with a priest of the Roman Catholic Church regarding the difficulty of 
reaching the people of the Far West. “ We are taking care of the chil
dren,” said the Roman missionary, “ the children will take care of the 
najion.” Lord Bacon is represented as saying that he never looked 
upon a child without being disposed to take off his hat when he reflected 
upon its greatness and importance.

In these two opinions we have embodied the gist of the argument 
in favor of the religious education of the young. The children will 
take care of the nation ; therefore, the Church must take care of the 
children. The school-boys of five-and-twenty years ago are filling our 
legislative halls, ministering at the Church’s altars, or toiling in secular 
careers to-day. In a quarter of a century more, our boys will be doing 
the same ; they will imprint their characters upon the nation ; they will 
make or mar the coming age ; their characters will then be what we 
make them now ; the national character then will be what we make it 

• now. If we would keep our judiciary pure, fill our municipal and legis
lative offices with men of noble purpose, keep the escutcheon of our ; 
country clean, and write the Church’s faith upon the nation’s heart, we 
must “ take care of the children ” of to-day.

Again, to take Lord Bacon’s idea, childhood demands our homage. 
Enpetaled in every youthful breast are mighty possibilities for good. 
One can never forecast the career of any child. The finest gold may 
be hidden in the dust ; a gem of the purest water may be set in base 
alloy. Care and attention on our part may save the precious metal 
from the dust, or change the ignoble setting of the gem to one more
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ïnhîorî °-f ltS-nrlC<7 Pe !?owers of evil wiu play their unholy part.

I he chiW that Maims our homage in his youthful hopefulness may but 
merit our contempt m after years. Human nature must learn ; it will
ichokrTnhere' Th£ r‘d 'S a lar6e “bool- and filled with apt 
scholars.^ Upon our teaching now depends the moral arid religious
A noth», * me": a,ld. thr™8h ‘hem of the nation, in the coming age. 
Pn°ther ‘hooght-tnte, I know, but true Childhood and early man- 

e‘he, fittmK seas0"s for moulding character and renewing 
u'k Pda,y y°“, may bend the sapling which in after years you 

would but break. The knots we tied in tender tree-tops, and the names 
we cu m yielding bark when boys, are now hard, knotty, deep-grown 
symbols of ourselves. To put it as the ancient poet does :

“ The odors of the wine that first shall stain 
The virgin vessel, it shall long retain.”

Or, in the time-honored words of Holy Writ, -- Train up a child in the 
way he should go, and when he is old he will hot depart from it ” 
Therefore, the Church should be busy with young, clean, tender hearts

Once more. If ever there was a time when God’s witness in the 
world needed to be alive to the responsibilities and awake to the doing 
of this work, it is to-day. Never was the ancient faith assailed as it is 
being assailed now. The attack upon our position is being made from 
every side. The agnosticism of the day is asserting itself with unblush
ing effrontery. That which a few years ago was spoken in whispers is 
proclaimed upon the house-top. The press teems with irreverent and 
unhesitating utterances. I have seen periodicals, which are freely cir- 
culated through our towns, the perusal of which makes one’s blood run 
cold. We have to build a very Chinese wall of circumspection about 
our homes. Now this attitude of modern doubt renders the Church’s 
duty doubly clear. When blatant infidelity meets us in every town, 
and the doctrines of our holy faith are freely canvassed in the village 
post office and general store ; when a cheapened literature places the 
teachings of infidelity in the homes of intelligent mechanics and shrewd 
artisans, and that in popular and intelligible phraseology, so that the 
poison is doing its deadly work among the boys and girls ;—it behoves 
us to have our youth, in every position of life, well taught and trained, 
if we wpuld keep the citadel of national purity and faith and morals 
from falling into hostile hands. The Church must enfold and feed the 
children entmsted to her care.

Then, too, the signs of the times are ominous in another direction. 
The press is circulating a class of cheap literature that is calculated to 
rob our Christian homes of their grand heritage of purity and godly 
living. Such cheap trash, for instance, as “Peck’s Bad Boy and His 
Pa,” which to-day has an enormous circulation, is teaching our children 
to hold the Fifth Commandment in but slight esteem, and to laugh at 
parental discipline and authority. It is, alas I a too faithful portraiture 
of a class of boy in this American continent which we cannot afford to
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part. have transplanted to Canadian homes. Owing, then, to the danger to 
our children’s characters, how is the Church to do the work devolving 
upon her ? I know the answer that comes spontaneously to many a 
lip is this : “ Through the agency of the Sunday-school.” But I cannot 
accept it. In the first place, the Sunday-school system is far from 
perfect I know it is the Church’s training school. I understand that 
it is not an outside organization for bringing children into the Church ; 
it is an integral part of the Church herself. The lambs are already in 
the fold. They have been engrafted into the body of Christ's Church.
This is part of the meaning of their baptism. The modern Sunday- 
school is designed to train up these regenerate children in “ the nurture 
and admonition of the Lord.”

But admitting all this, the agency is not adequate to the desired end. 
Owing partly to the difficulty of securing efficient teachers, and partly 
to the fact that some of the clergy cannot, and others do not, take an 
active interest in the work of the school, the training of the “ inheritors 
of the Kingdom of Heaven ” is at best but imperfectly done. Then the 
Sunday-school in these days is taking the place too much of the parent 
and sponsor. Teaching by a stranger, and one too often but imperfectly 
fittid for the task, should never supplant sponsorial and parental tuition.
The Church cannot afford, the nation cannot afford, to part with 

- Christian homes. The sacred associations of the family circle reach 
further and impress more deeply than any other. A heavy burden of 
responsibility is resting upon parents and god-parents with regard to the 
religious education of the young.

But supposing the Sunday-school were all that we could wish—and 
it is certainly a gratifying feature of the times that it is yearly becoming 
a more efficient educator—is it sufficient ? Its instruction is limited to 
one day—yes, to a very small part of one day—in seven. When the <*< 
Roman Catholic missionary spoke “ of taking care of the children,” he 
certainly meant more than the weekly instruction and influence of the 
modern Sunday-school. Our subject assuredly has a wider range, and 
the Church’s duty has a wider grasp, than this. The fact is, the greater 
part of our children receive their education at the public and grammar 
schools, while those intended for professional life complete their studies 
at our several colleges. But the public school system of education is 
purely secular. Hence, five days of the week are devoted to the 
impartation of material knowledge, and one and a half hours are given 
to religious instruction. This, I contend, is a deliberate divorcing of 
the things of God—a putting asunder of those parts of our higher nature 
which the Creator has from all eternity joined together. “ Store the 
mind and neglect the heart,” said the Duke of Wellington, “and you 
make the greater devil.” All education should be based upon religion. 
Without religion we may instruct, but we cannot thoroughly educate.
The word means “to lead forth and in its widest sense implies the 
leading out into active operation and intelligent development all the 
powers of the mind and soul. Then, religious teaching, to be effectual, 
must be definite. There must not only be a species of instruction in 
the gross, which is nothing in particular; there must be distinctive 
teaching upon the doctrinàl and historic position of the Church. The 
only religious body in Canada that really educates its children upon this
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principle is the Roman Catholic Church. In the Anglican Church we 
are simply, as regards the greater part of our children, in the hands of 
the Government, and at the tender mercies of an exclusively secular 
system of education. It is not so in the Mother Church. When the 
British Government, some thirteen years ago, decided to separate the 
State from all concern in the religious instruction in the elementary 
schools, the Church did not give up her right to sit in the chair of the 
teacher. She was powerful enougli to be heard and heeded To-day 
she is educating, in the national schools, two-thirds of the children of 
the United Kingdom upon the sacred principle of the union of secular 
and religious knowledge. She has furnished one-half the school accom
modation of the country at an outlay of .£2,500,000, and towards the 
maintenance of the schools her members contribute more than half a 
million per annum, besides the interest from endowments. Impressed, 
no doubt, with the correctness of this her principle of action, the 
Church in this Province, together with the Methodist and Presbyterian 
bodies, recently took active steps towards the procuring of some more 
distinctive religious teaching in our elementary schools, and an influential 
deputation, headed by the Provost of our Provincial Church University, 
waited upon the Premier Of Ontario, and asked that the Bible might be 
read in systematic and selected portions, and that the lessons on our 
Lord’s life and the ten Cqihmandments might be replaced in the course 
of public instruction. Beyond a courteous reception of the delegation 
nothing has been dond. But if outspoken opinions mean anything, 
the time is not far distant when an intelligent Christian people will 
insist upon being heard, and the Church’s voice should give no uncertain 
sound.

/

V

In the United States, where a school system similar to our own has 
been in operation for many years, the results have fallen far short of the 
anticipations of its supporters.) If ignorance is the mother of vice, as 
we are often told, the removal! of the cause should do away with the 
effect. A well organized and'comprehensive system of secular educa
tion should bear fruit in the/reformation of public and private morals.
A higher tone should be imparted to society, and the national character . 
should bear the good imprfess of the national system of instruction. 
But what are the facts ? The frequency of divorces, the prevalence of 
hotel life, the impurity of the Bench, the gigantic public frauds, and 
the commercial dishonesty,)which are the nation’s shame, all go to show 
that the boasted system of /national education has wrought no change 
at all commensurate with its far-reaching influence in the land. A 
carefully instituted comparison between certain States of the Union 
enjoying the public schooll system and others not in possession of it, 
and extending over a period of years, goes to show that immorality, and 
suicide, and insanity prevailed more largely in the States which had the 
system than in 'jhose whiejh had it not. In the former the proportion 
of those who could not rjead or write was as 1 to 312 ; in the latter 
it was 1 to 12. Hence,; the excess of the criminal classes in the 
latter should have been in the proportion of 312 to 12. On the 
contrary, the States possessing the school system produce one native 
white criminal to every r,o84 inhabiknts, and the other only one to 
every 6,670, or a disproportion of 6 to r. No wonder that Gov. Rice
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stated, at a recent Church Congress in Boston, that-the average age of 
the convicts in the State prison was only 24 years. The national system 
of “education,” so called, yvhi(fh furnishes regular instruction in secular1 
branches of study, but makes no provision for the teaching of divine 
truth and the inculcation of purity of morals, is simply manufacturing 
criminals, and paupers, and suicides. In the face of such facts as these 
we may well fear lest a similar system will ultimately produce similar 
results. The national life of this young Dominion may ere long be a 
miniature but faithful picture of the national life of the older republic 
lying along its border. «

But the scope of our subject reaches further, _I take it, than the 
school-days of our children. In an increasingly large proportion of the 
community there comes a critical period of life, when faith and morals 
need the most careful nurture at our hands. Some four or five years 
of student life are passed by many of our children in the higher studies 

* and wider influence of a collegiate course. Here, too, the Church 
must care for her children. At this juncture, religious education is of 
the greatest importance in conjunction with the imparting of secular 
knowledge. Our youth matriculate at an age when the great vexing 
problems of the day possess a peculiar fascination. They must think 
about these things, and it is the Church’s duty to direct their thoughts 
aright. The "cold pessimistic thought of despairing agnosticism ” will 
intrude itself persistently upon their notice, and unless its nefarious 
influence is checked, will freeze the life blood of their regenerate 
natures. Young men who have been religiously brought up, and given 
rich promise of Christlike manhood, will return^ at the close of a col
legiate career, hard and cold, and unsusceptible to religious influence. 
In a purely secular university, the student is led into the labyrinths of 
metaphysical research, and mathematical demonstration, and physical 
science, and left there, to extricate himself as best he may. And if his 
teachers be tainted with unbelief—and in such an institution we have 
no guarantee that such will not be the case—they but add to the 
difficulties of the pupil’s position by throwing additional entanglements 
about his path. In a Christian university, on the other hand, the 
student is shown the two sides of every question. The mopt recent 
criticism upon the Word of God and the latest discoveries in the 
scientific world, are alike the subject of. discussion. The true relation 
between science and revelation is set before him. His instructors are 

who have weighed well the materialistic issues of the time ; the 
constitution insists that they shall be such. They teach their pupils 
that the books of nature and revelation have come from the same divine 
author. The warp of secular training is shot all through with the golden 
threads of religious instruction. In such a school the probabilities are 
all in favor of purity of faith and morals, and the bias of the student’s 
after career will be towards a “godly, righteous and sober life.”

The position occupied by the great English universities in the last 
century, in stemming the tide of deistic thought which flooded the 
European continent, and the evil results of which are felt to-day, is a 
matter of history ; and history is but repeating itself in this regard on 
our continent. In the neighboring republic, intelligent Christian opinion 
is largely on the side of the religious colleges, and Christian liberality is
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being freely evoked in their behalf. In 1830 the secular colleges had 
30 per cent of the whole number of students, and the religious colleges 
70 per cent ; in 1878 the secular institutions had only 17 per cent, 
and the religious held 83 per cent, of the whole number of students. 
The religious colleges had increased tenfold and their students nine
fold, while the other had only increased three and a half, and. their 
students foürfold. And the same thing is going on in our own Province. 
From a carefully prepared estimate recently issued, it is found that the 
religious colleges of Ontario are educating 61 per cent, of the students ; 
while the secular or provincial university only educates 39 per cent. 
The inference is obvious. The religious education of the young must 
be incorporated into the entire training of our youth, and become an 
essential factor in all education, from the elementary public schools up 
to the university.

To sum up, and in the reverse order, we have a provincial Christian 
university of our own, where the youth of our land may b'e instructed, 
as its founder provided, in sound learning and the principles of religion. 
“Catholic truth and Christian ethics,” said a late bishop of the Church 
at the founding of Trinity College, “are interwoven with the lessons in 
science and art.” A knowledge of God’s Word and a reverence for His 
Commandments accompany step by step the progress which is made in 
the varied literary attainments of a collegiate course. To rally round 
and assist, to enlarge the sphere of usefulness of this institution, should 
be the delight of every loyal Churchman.

Then we must continue the struggle for more distinct religious instruc
tion in our public schools and collegiate institutes. Or failing this, 
why can we not utilize in some way'the parochial school-houses which 
already exist in many of our parishes, and if necessary have them in every 
parish? Possibly the Government would accord us similar privileges to 
those enjoyed by the Church at home. Surely, in some way, the Church 
can exert her Christian influence, and educate, in the proper sense of 
the term, the children who are to educate the nation. Further, let us 
apply ourselves with renewed earnestness to the perfecting of our 
Sunday-school system, and make it, more than it has yet been, an 
efficient educator of the children of the Church.

But especially let us be careful that it does not supplant the parent 
and the sponsor in the performance of their duty, or relieve them of 
the responsibility of training up in Christian nurture the little ones who 
look to them for guidance and instruction in spiritual things. A home 
pervaded by the odor of sanctity, in which the very atmosphere bespeaks 
its Christian character, is of priceless value in these degenerate days. 
Within its walls the religious education of the young is an hourly, a 
constant thing. It is a sweet miniature of the once untorn Church of 
God—a bright foreshadowing of the heavenly Church to

“Then say not, dream not, heavenly notes 
To childish ears are vain,

That the young mind at random floats 
And cannot reach the strain.

“Dim or unheard the words may fall,
And yet the heaven-taught mind 

May learn the sacred air, and all 
Heaven’s harmony unwind.”
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No public instruction, however good, no Sunday-school teaching, 
admirable though it may be, can take the place of the religious educa- f 
tion of a Christian home. It was in the quiet seclusion of the home 
among the hills of Galilee that the Holy Jesus grew “ in wisdom and 
stature, and in favor with God and man.”

The subject of the

RELATION OF THE CHURCH OF ENGLAND IN CANADA 
TO THE CHURCH OF THE MOTHER COUNTRY,

was discussed by

J. A. WORRELL, ESQ., B.C.L., AS FOLLOWS Î

When England first became the mistress of the vast sisterhood of 
nations, now covered by her ægis, the statesmen of the day haî>qry 
different notions from those which now prevail as to the mode in whiih 
they should manage the great trust which had been committed to-Jheir 
care. Having in view chiefly the enlargement of the national resources 
and the extension of their commerce, they generally treated the colonies 
as subject and inferior states, which should be ruled absolutely from the 
centre of St Stephen's. It was, as we know, only after the most per
tinacious efforts, sometimes culminating in rebellion, that the colonists 
were vouchsafed those measures of self-government which, had they 
remained at home, would have been enjoyed as their natural birthright. 
Nowhere was this spirit more manifest than in matters ecclesiastical. 
Even in those colonies which had been planted by companies acting 
under charters conferring upon the people some measure of popular 
government, the efforts of Churchmen to obtain the establishment of a 
local episcopate proved unavailing. No entreaty, no expostulation, no 
consideration could wring from the Home Government this concession, 
involving, as it did, large powers of self-government in matters affecting 
the Church. Although, at the end of the revolutionary war there were 
in the new republic some three millions of colonists, including large 
numbers of Churchmen, no bishop had ever been consecrated to pre
side over the Church in any State. When at length the concession 
was made and the bishops actually appointed, the idea seems to have 

" been to construct a great Imperial Church, bound to the English estab
lishment not merely by spiritual, .religious or sentimental ties, but by a 
common relation to the supreme civil Povî“1. Uiiderstand tilM 
aright, we must remember that the] established Church wasinot 
founded or set up by the laVjjjs/as it created the Post Office or 
the Education Department, but it was as much a part of the original 
constitution of the country as was the monarchy or trial by jury. And 
it was thought that Englishmen migrating to the new settlements took 
with them the “ established Church ” as a part of that constitution, and 
as one of the rights of British citizenship. When, therefore, the mem
bers of the Imperial Church residing in the colonies were to be organ- 
ized under a local hierarchy, that organization was to be a part of the
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plan, which had obtained in the Church of England. The dioceses 

set apart by the Crown, the bishops were invested with all the 
powers within their sees possessed by English prelates, and 
suffragans of the Archbishop of Canterbury, of which province the 
dioceses formed part It was even contemplated to call the bishops, 
by virtue of their office, to seats in the upper chambers of the colonial 
legislatures, and although that step was not deemed constitutional, the 
first bishops were, no doubt from the influence of the English precedent, 
for a long time summoned as members of those bodies. But it would 
seem that no centre, local or personal, is provided on earth for the 
Church. “ The divine idea,” it has been said, “ seems to be a confed
eration under a monarch, whose throne is in heaven ;” and the plan of 
forming an earthly centre at Canterbury has failed no less signally, than 
did the endeavors of those who would in former days have created 
such centres ât Jerusalem or Rome. The prevalence and power of 
dissent in the colonies, and the constitutional interpretations of Whig 
and Liberal jurists, have swept away the Imperial establishment, which 
the statesmen of previous ages had sought to found wherever the* 
supremacy of the British Cross&ahould tie acknowledged, nor is it likely 
or even possible that any neMegislation can ever be resorted to in 
order to rehabilitate the old order of things.

I propose, in this paper, to examine the effect of these successive 
policies on the Church in the Canadian colonies and the relationship 
to the Mother Church, in which those policies, in conjunction with her 

legislation and that of the civil power, have placed her. These 
colonies in the first chapter of their history all belonged to that class 
known as “ Crown Colonies,” their government being entirely in the 
hands of the sovereign. Constitutions with rejiresentative institutions 

granted by Acts of the Imperial Parliament to Nova Scotia in 
I758. to Prince Edward Island in 1770, to New Brunswick in 1786, 
and to Quebec (including Ontario) in 1791. The effect of these Acts, 
calling into being as they did representative assemblies clothed with 
the power of legislating for the Colonies, was to vest in the assemblies 
the powers and rights before exercised by the Crown, according to the 
constitutions granted, and subject to the paramount rights of the 
Imperial Parliament

It was not until after these concessions of political self-government 
had beei 1 made that the first step was taken to compose the chaotic 
state of ecclesiastical affairs, and the Diocese of Nova Scotia enjoys 
the distinction of having been the first colonial bishopric erected, 
within the British dominions. The loyalty or earnestness of the 
refugees who had flocked into that Province towards the close of the 
War of Independence, obtained for their petition for a local episcopate 
a more favorable answer than had ever before been accorded to any 
similar memorial, but it was only after two years of consideration that, 
the patent erecting the bishopric was actually issued. By this instru
ment the first bishop and his successors were given the full power 
and authority to perform all the functions peculiar to the office of a 
bishop, with j ecclesiastical and spiritual jurisdiction in respect to the 
institution of benefices and the licensing of curates, and full visitorial 
powers over/the clergy, including the right to examine witnesses untjer
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ii7iCHURCH OF ENGLAND IN CANADA,

oath and to punish delinquents by deprivation, suspension, or otherwise, 
according to the laws and canons of the Church—in the words of the 
letters patent, “To visit the clergy with all and all manner of jurisdic
tion, power and coercion ecclesiastical."

By separate patents the bishop was authorized to exercise the same 
powers within the territories, comprised in Newfoundland and Quebec 
(including Ontario), and New Brunswick. In 1793 the Diocese of 
Quebec was detached from the original Diocese of Nova Scotia, and by 
subsequent subdivisions the Dioceses of Toronto, Fredericton, Mont
real, Huron and Ontario were created. In all these cases letters patent 

issued, but in these instruments, after 1842, the powers o£ punish
ment and correction conferred on the bishop were reduced to the right 
of visiting his clergy and inquiring into their morals and behavior. 
This was in consequence of a protest from a colony in which a bishop 
had threatened to exercise the full powers of his patent,'on which the 
law officers of the Crown had reported that Her Majesty had 
thority by letters patent to create the ecclesiastical jurisdiction 
plained of. The Diocese of Ontario was the last one in Canada erected 
by the Crown.

The letters patent which, as we have seen, were issued after mature 
consideration, had the sanction of many eminent lawyers, including 
such well known men as Lords Eldon, Stowell and Redesdale, and we 
might reasonably have expected that, acting with the deliberate counsel 
of such advisers, the Crown would not have exceeded its constitutional 
powers. Happily for the Church in Canada she was not called upon. 
to be the scene of the determination of the constitutionality of these • 
instruments, but the decisions which have been given as to their validity 
and meaning in the case of the Church of South Africa apply with 
equal force to the Canadian dioceses. We have seen that representa
tive institutions had been established in each Province prior to the 
issue of the patents erecting bishoprics therein, and therefore in accord- 

with the decision of the Judicial Committee of the Privy Council 
in “ Long v. the Bishop of Capetown,” they were ineffectual to create 
any jurisdiction; ecclesiastical or civil, within the colony, even if it were 
the intention to create such a jurisdiction, which their Lordships 
thought doubtful.

To this doctrine full weight was given by the same court in re Bishop 
of Natal, in which it was held that the letters patent to the Metropolitan 
of South Africa were futile to give him the power of deposing the 
Bishop of Natal, one of his suffragans. “ There was no power in the 
Crown," the court declared, “ by virtue of its prerogatives, to establish 
a Metropolitan See or Province, or to create an ecclesiastical corpora- 
tion, whose status, rights and authority the colony could be required 
to recognize. After a colony has received legislative institutions, the 
Crown (subject to any special Act of Parliament) stands in the same 
relation to that colony as it does to the United Kingdom.” The eflect 
of these judgments was tijus concisely stated in the House of Commons 
by the Attorney-General of the day. “ In the first place,” he said, “ I 
understand it to be determined that no legal dioceses are created by 
these letters patent in the colonies in question; secondly, that these 
letters patent creatS no legal identity between the Episcopal Church,
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.ISS'Snothing to any authority which the bishops may have acquired by law 
or by the voluntary principle without any letters patent or royal sanc- 
!°n* alL: I” th,e words of the Court 'itself, the result was tp place 

the Church of England, ‘ in places where there is no Church established 
by law, in the same situation with any other religious body, in no better 
Dut m no worse position.

* It having been thus decided that after the institution of local legisla
tures the Crown could do nothing within the domains of North America 
in regard to the Church (or any other organization) without the sanction 
of those legislatures, it becomes necessary to inquire what the Crown 
acting with that sanction, had done. The Constitutional Act of 1701’ 
in furtherance of the idea of its framers to build up an establishment 
similar to the English Church, had reserved one-seventh of the Crown 
lands for the support and maintenance of a “ Protestant clergy ” After 
a long and acrimonious contest, the Clauses of this Act making this 
reservation were m rS^-repealed. In 1850 it was declared to be un
necessary for any person to be a communicant in the Church of Eng
land in order to qualify him to obtain any position relating to temporal 
matters only ; and in 1857 a statute was passed declaring the principle 
of legal equality among all religious denominations, and forbidding the 
Crown to issue any more patents for the creation of rectories or par
sonages, or for the presentation of incumbents thereto. In i8si the 
Government of Lord Aberdeen passed a bill handing over the clergy 
reserves, and all questions connected with them, to the Colonial 
Legislature, which m the following year passed1 an Act secularizing
rhnrrh^’e.11. th?1 a11 sembIance of connection between
Church and State should be forever blotted out - These enactments 
render impossible any such relation between civil and church govern- 
ment as exists m England, and restricts all interference by the law, 
either with individual faith or with Church organizations and discipline 

'question’11 the enjoyment of Property or civil rights is called in
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The severance of this connection may no doubt be regretted by 
many, but probably in this case “whatever is, is right,” and we cannot 
but recognize that while it gave the Church neither emolument, nor 
power, nor organization, it aroused a vast amount of jealousy and odium 
among the numerous sects which surrounded her, and dulled the energy 
of her members by creating a reliance on support which did not exist 

Some links, however, of this outward bond of union with the Mother 
Church stiU remain. Like the ties which bind the Dominion to the 
Mother Land pohtically (and which have been said to be reduced to the 
Governor-Generalship and the appeal to the Privy Council), these links 
are few, but m neither case is their number a measure of the closeness 
of the connection or the force exerted by the union. I propose to 
examine these links under the heads of (i) The Queen’s Supremacy :

-- (2j The moral obligation of members of the Church to the Ecclesiasti-
Cal i-v&W. •
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The supremacy of the Crown in matters ecclesiastical is said by Chief 
Justice Hale to have been part of the Common Law of England. It 
has been defined and recognized by numerous Acts of Parliament, 
and the sense in which it is now-understood is set out in the 37th 
Article, which has the sanction of both Convocation and Parliament 
“ The Queen’s Majesty has the chief power in this realm of England, 
and other her dominions, unto whom the chief government of all 
estates of the realm, whether ecclesiastical or civil, in all causes doth 
appertain, and is not, nor ought to be, subject to any foreign jurisdic
tion," and this is limitèd by a declaration that it is not intended to 
confer any spiritual authority to perform the offices of the Christian 
ministry. This Article is subscribed to by all the clergy 
their ordination, and on various other occasions. Th 
British North America conclude a declaration made in 1S51 by assert
ing their submission to Her Majesty Queen Victoria,'In the terms of 
the Article quoted, and the House of Bishops, at the first meeting of 
the Provincial Synod, declare that they maintain “ the ancient doctrine 
of our Church, that the Queen is rightfully possessed olf the chief gov- 

| emment and supremacy over all persons within her domlhions, whether 
ecclesiastical or civil, as set forth in the 37th Article of Religion, and 
that they desire that such supremacy should continue unimpaired.”

In England, by virtue of her supremacy, the sovereign convenes, 
regulates and dissolves all ecclesiastical convocations, which, without 
her summons, could not lawfully assemble. She nominates the higher 
dignitaries of the Church, and to her in council an appeal lies from 
all the ecclesiastical courts. In ecclesiastical as well as in civil matters, 
all action of the Crown in the exercise of its prerogatives must be 
taken upon the advice of a responsible minister or an established 
tribunal In Canada the effect of the legislation which has been referred 
to, is that the Crown has chosen, by the advice of her local Ministers 
and Parliament, to hand over the exercise of its prerogatives in ecclesi
astical affairs to the various religious bodies into which the inhabitants 
of the Dominion are divided.

The “Queen’s Supremacy” has therefore a much narrower meaning 
than it possesses in England. In the sense, however, that its tecogni- 
tion involves the denial of the jurisdiction of any foreign power, and in 
the facts that it is with the consent of the sovereign, expressed in Acts 
of Parliament, that the present organization of the Church exists, and 
that to the sovereign in council, as the fountain of all justice, an ulti
mate appeal lies from the courts of justice in the Dominion in all cases 
affecting the Church, of which they can have cognisance, it may be said 
that the “ Queen’s Supremacy ” is still a connecting link between the 
Church of England in Canada and the Church of the Mother Country.

And when we remember that there is in this land a large body of 
citizens, wtyr, although unable to set up the enactments of foreign law 
in opposition to the civil power, are ever ready to be influenced by its 
dictates in questions affecting the State, the prominence which our 
Communion has always given to a recognition of the Queen’s Supre
macy is a matter of no mean importance.

As regards the Queen in council as the court of ultimate appeal. In 
England, an appeal from the ecclesiastical courts, which there possess
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lid ÏHE FIRST CONGRESS OF THE CHÜR

the same privileges and power as the civil courts, lies to the Judicial 
Committee of the Privy Council, as the successor of the Commission 
of Delegates. Had the Church in Canada remained an integral portion 
of the Establishment, causes involving the construction of its laws and 
canons would have been carried from the proper Diocesan and Metro
politan courts to the same final tribunal. In the position, however, 
which we now occupy, of a voluntary association bound together by 
contract, the ecclesiastical courts have become simply boards of arbitra
tion, to which members of the Church have agreed to remit for decision 
any disputes which may arise âs to the meaning of, or as to any alleged 
breach of, the contract by which they are bound. We have thus 
returned in theory, at any rate, to the principles declared by the statute 
of Henry VIII., passed in the year before that constituting the Court 
of Delegates. “Causes spiritual must be judged by judges of the 
spirituality, and causes temporal by the judges temporal " I say in 
theory, because although as long as the question to be decided is a 
purely spiritual one, the board of arbitrators, which we call “ecclesi
astical courts,” will be allowed to decide it by their interpretation of 
the law, and canons, without appeal to 'any other tribunal ; yet let the 
decision of that spiritual question affect the enjoyment of property or • 
civil rights, and resort can at once be had to those tribunals—to which 
all subjects and collection of subjects must alike perforce submit—the 
civil courts, with the Privy Council as the court of ultimate appeal 
The civil courts might, of course, adopt the rule which in such cases 
prevails in the United States, and accept the decision of the highest 
tribunals of the Church as conclusive on questions of discipline, 
doctrine or ecclesiastical law, and apply that decision to the case before 
them. The principle of the Privy Council and other English courts 
has been, however, to examine into doctrine as matter of fact, for the 
purpose of determining which party maintains the original principles of 
the society, and to review the judgment of the ecclesiastical court for 
the purpose of ascertaining whether it is consistent with the funda
mental law of the Church or without authority from it It thus 
happens that owing to our having the same civil ruler, questions of 
Church government and discipline, at all evqnts when affecting the 
enjoyment of property or civil rights, are subject to the decision of the 
same court as are such questions in England, with, however, this differ- 
ence, that the Privy Council can hear no appeals from an ecclesiastical 
court unless at least three of the bishops of the Church be present at 
the hearing as assessors. So long, therefore, as the offender who may 
be brought before our ecclesiastical courts may have no temporalities 
to be affected by the sentence, so long as any censure imposed upon 
him may not prejudice his civil rights, the decision of the voluntary 
court will be supreme; but once deprive a rector of his glebe, or once 
interfere with the civil status of the accused, and the Privy Council 
may be called upon to determine what may be the faith and doctrine'of 
the Church. This position, however, is common to us with all other 
religious organizations m the Dominion. “ We are in no worse, if in 
no better condition than they.” The Roman Catholic Church, a few 
years ago, declared a member excommunicate, and on bis death refused 
him interment in consecrated ground. As this affected the right to
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enjoÿ a piece of property—the cemetery plot—a case was instituted in 
the provincial courts, and carried on appeal to the Privy Council, where 
it was decided, on an interpretation of the laws of the Church, that the 
person in question was not excommunicate, and the ecclesiastical courts 
were obliged to submit to this interpretation.

Under these circumstances the Church in Canada has acted wisely 
in not adopting any such provision as that which the Church in South 
Africa has made a part of its constitution, and which has been recently 
the subject of litigation in an action brought by a bishop of the South 
African Church against an officiating clergyman, to enforce the sentence 
of a diocesan court, suspending him from preaching and ministering 
in the Church of which he was in possession. It appearing that the 
Church in question had been dedicated for purposes in connection 
with the Church of England as by law established, it was adjudged 
that the clergyman could not be dispossessed, because a provision of 
the constitution of the South African Church was held to be a practical 
declaration of severance of that connection. This provision reads :
“ Provided that in the interpretation of the standards and formularies 
of the Church, the Church of this Province is not bound by decisions 
in questions of faith and doctrine, or in questions of discipline relating 
to faith and doctrine, other than those of our own ecclesiastical 
tribunals, or of any such other tribunal as may be accepted by the 
Provincial Synod as a tribunal of appeal’’ The judgment is instructive 

declaration of what provisions in a colonial Church will and will 
not be held to furnish evidence of what their Lordships call a “separatist 
intention." Thus, provisions referring to a probable alteration of the 
creeds and formularies by a general assembly, provisions for the election 
of bishops without the consent of the Crown, and the constitution of 
separate ecclesiastical courts, being the necessary results of the legal 
and political situation, as laid down by Her Majesty in Council, are 
not expressive of such an intention. What, however, is held to be of • 
paramount necessity to maintain the connection, is a substantial iden
tity in the standard of faith and doctrine, and this, they hold, cannot 
exist in face of a provision whereby while in England the standard of 
faith and doctrine on important points is the standard of the,Church 
of England, as judicially interpreted, in South Africa it would be the 
standard without the interpretation. It may also be instructive to 
notice that general expressions of the strongest character, affirming the 
connection of the Churches and the adherence of the colonial Church 
to the faith and doctrine of the Mother Church, were unavailing to 
exclude the inference drawn from the particular clause which I have 
quoted.

So long then, at any rate, as in some cases we must submit to the 
decisions of the Privy Council, let us hope that our Provincial Synod 
will not afford any reason to that court to declare, should the occasion 
ever unhappily arise, that we have expressed a resolution of severance 
from the Mother Church.

Again, the Church in Canada is connected with the Mother Church 
by the moral obligation of its members to the ecclesiastical law of 
England, so far as it may not be inapplicable to the conditions of the 
country, and has not been altered by competent authority. I say “moral
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obligation’’because I mean that it is applicable, not merely in those

;h;x“ ; /"A" ” *”* “*"2^ rZLiXîïthat they had no right to inquire! into the regularity of the refusal of a 
clergyman to administer the communion to l pïïishioner *
th/n|anHg ana ’ .ofcourse' the ecclesiastical law forms part of the law of 
he and, and is just as cognizable in any court as is the common or

to 1R® 1*t'u The f ffeCa of the legislation and of the judicial utterances to which I have referred, has been to abolish it as part of the law of the

« £ a
aw* New provisions had no doubt t<*be adopted in order to mm

m3'tnmethtS °fih; ch,ange’ but the members of the Church did not meet together and found a new society, dating from its organization 
and bound only by such a constitution and such laws as they adopted

1*4 ïïnS SSâTSlSfil£*Sf a :£ s

from e S^te foT- lny breacb of the law ecclesiastical. But the freedom 
ifhfa1 Pimshment did not absolve him from the moral obligation 
of obedience to the Church’sJaws. Now, quite independently of wha" 
laws were introduced into Canada by treaty or statute, the^ English
Ch, rrhSinCr a”fmkSt u6 cons!dered to have been introduced inhfthe 

} m Canada by the application to that particular sphere of the 
f Pimple laid down by Blackstone, that “colonists carry with

ÏIÎSÏÎÎChurch the discipline, rules and order of the Church of England

** cETAitSStaS SJ
Churchmen if they refuse to acknowledge this.” And this obligation is
mdersTEnvIand6’ "?ding u"'y !,hose individuals who received their 

! . England, and were bound, as it were, by a personal covenan .
» To assert this we should have to maintain that a person who receives

asXnteTseon which‘h° COnftions-to "hfch he binds himself
terms on wh‘ch he receives such powers, is justified in conferringSs ztiTsaf»tta"b>La'
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The obligation to the English ecclesiastical law is thus acknowledged 
by the British North American bishops. “Although.it is confessedly 
impossible under existing circumstances to observe all the canons («; «., 
those of 1603), we are of opinion that they should be complied with so 
far as it is lawful and practicable.”

The' relationship, in this respect, of the Church in Canada to the 
pother Church is not so very different from that of the Protestant 
Episcopal Church of the United States. The difference is chiefly 
historical ; in the one case the alteration in the bond of union having 
been caused by revolution, in the other by agreement." We find the 
American Church declaring, in general convention, that “it is the same 
body heretofore known as the Church of England, the change of name, 
although not of religious.principle or in discipline, being induced by a 
characteristic of the Church of England, supposing thé independence 
of Christian Churches under the different sovereignties to which they 
respectively owe allegiance in civil concerns.” And again in 1871, the 
General Convention distinctly declares that the provisions for ritual in 
the Church were to be found in (L) the Book of Common Prayer; 
( ii.) the canons of the Church of England as agreed upon in 1603, and 
not altered or repealed by legislation of the Church, general or diocesan.

It is not, then, meant that all of the English ecclesiastical law is 
obligatory on the Canadian Church. Some of it is inconsistent with, or 
superseded by cànons and provisions of our own, some of it is at variance 
with the principles of civil enactments, and much of it is inconsistent 
with or inapplicable to the position in which the Church is placed here. 
But, wherever it is not inapplicable from any of these reasons, it is the 
law to which resort must be had on all unsettled points, and, as has 
been said by a well known American jurist, “ We shall find this submis
sion more useful and more nobjgjkhan the license and anarchy of our 
own uninstructed, undirected and unenlightened judgments.” “Were 
we,” says the same author, “ to disclaim this healthful and time-honored 
union with the Church of England in this particular, we should abandon 
the road illuminated by the shining lights of English intellect in the 
Church and on the Bench. For our instruction and guidance we have 
the well known names of Coke, Holt, Hardwick, Nicholls, Stowell and 
Lee in the tribunals of justice ; and of Ridley, Gibson, Stillingfleet and 

cloud of others among the English canonists. Under their auspices 
find ‘ happier walls ’ than our own abilities can rear or our own 

fancies can devise. Here we may attain to certainty, the mother of 
quietness and repose.”

The connection with the State then having been severed, and the 
Church, in pursuance of powers conferred on her by the colonial 

. V / legislatures, having organized, herself as à voluntary association and 
JK, / constituted provincial and diocesan synods for the management of her 
? \ affairs, we must, in the next place, consider the attitude which this

voluntary organization has assumed in regard to the Mother Church. 
The Pan-Anglican Sÿnod of 1867 has declared what is to be considered 
essential to maintain the union between the Mother and Daughter 
Church. In the 8th resolution it is laid down, “That in order to the 
binding of the churches of our colonial empire and missionary churches 
beyond them in the closest union with the Mother Church, it is neces-
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SaM Hh'UeCeiVe and maintain without alteration the standards of 
faith açd doctrine now in use in the Church. That, nevertheless each

tPheVse“ices°o the Church a 7*“ *7 ad?Ptations »»d additions to

principles and spirit of the Book of Common Prayer."
AH the proceedings and enactments of the Canadian Church have

tbhennnwer!lthfln thlS res°lution' Throughout all the statutesjgonfemng 
the powers of organization and government upon the/Church 
throughout all the canons and constitutions of the Synodsenacted and 
adopted to exercise of those powers, the body to wtoch ’they rektet 
uniformly referred to as composed of “members of the United Church 
lfngIand and Wand ” The Bishops of British North America in 
their manifesto, acknowledge that it is their duty to remembenhat thev 
have pledged themselves to fulfil the work of their mto™^ according 
to the doctrine and discipline of the Church of England^ In the
ProvTnciaTsvnori °f BifT’ P?fixed t0 the constitution of the 

rovmciai oynod, it is set out that thev Hpcirp fKo _/■ .

Fîrr ^-^^‘to^Ens ss ^asS=rt'«s.^-*;
of co-operation With the Mother Church as with fellow Churchman

ssrafiatfex-sHa;*-*:and statesmen known throughout the world. As the Sunday’s sun

and

‘TK?;dX?ay^thetr“S-

™"s worshippers to participate in the same liturgy and to offer the 
same sacrifice of praise and. thanksgiving as ascends in the vaulted 
ais^s of the grand old cathedrals of the Mother Land. The outward 
and temporal bond which united us with the English establishment 
alone seems to have been, affected by the course 0f8events to which I
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have refereed. It has been said that Lord Weçtbury’s judgment has so 
severed the Anglican dioceses in self-governing colonies from the 
Chutch of England, as to make it a “slovenly inaccuracy” to speak of 
them as part of it. This is no doubt quite true if by the Church of 
England is meant the English Establishment, but, as we have seen, 
there are still many links which unite Churchmen, whether in England 
or in Canada, in one great communion. In fact, our position is just 
what might be expected from a development of what the General Con
vention of the American Church, inathe extract before read, calls a 
characteristic of the Church of England, in presupposing the independ
ence of Christian Churches under the different sovereignties to which 
they owe allegiance. Were Canada a Dominion independent of Great 
Britain, no violent change would be requisite in our ecclesiastical system 
to place the Church in Canada in an almost identical position with that 
of the Church in the United States. Occupying, however, as’ we do 
politically, a position of practical independence, with full powers of 
self-government, yet subject to the British Crown, we should not be 
surprised at finding the Church too partaking somewhat of this duplex 
relationship. In common with the American Church and with all 
Churches in communion with the Church of England, whether owing, 
as we do, our origin to her, or (if any there be) voluntarily connecting 
themselves with her, we are united to her by the bonds of spiritual 
union. In common too with the American Church, and with all the

• Churches founded by colonies of English Churchmen, we are. governed 
by the same ecclesiastical law as the Mother Church, altered to suit the 
exigencies of our country.
British colonies and dependencies, we are united with the Mother 
Chutch by our allegiance to the same sovereign, whose supremacy we 
acknowledge over all estates, civil and ecclesiastical And this union 
is deeply cherished by our people. They still cling to the anomalous 
name of the “Church of England,” dignitaries <5 the Church wear 
titles borrowed from English ecclesiastical officials, and various duties 
performed by them are designated by familiar terms, which bring the 
system of the Mother Country before the mind. In fact, there are few 
who would not wish to see the bonds again drawn closer, and have the 
old Church still the “ tree which stretched forth her branches to tlje 
sea, and her boughs unto the river,” just as in our political relations it 
is the fond hope of many to see a grand confederation of the scattered 
colonies of the empire. In the way of either project the difficulties 
would seem to be insurmountable. In the case of the Church it is 
perhaps undesirable that the difficulties should be surmounted until, at 
any rate, it shall please Providence to grant that boon for which the 
Church devoutly prays—the reunion of Christendom. Were the 
scattered sects which everywhere exist in our great empire united into

• one religious body, then indeed might a great imperial establishment 
be possible, then indeed should we have an organization which would 
be thç Church of every Christian subject of.the realm, a Church which 
would fulfil the wish of the great orator : “ 1 would have her great and 
powerful. I would see her foundations laid low and deep, thàt she 
may crush the giant powers of rebellious darkness. I would have her 
head raised up to that heaven to which she would conduct us;, tq have
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iaBsssa-s;
to have her give a- lesson to mankind, that a vexed and wanderinn
Chrisriln" h1^, be taUght t0 seek reP°se in the maternal bosom of her 
Christian charity, and not in the lap of indifference and infidelity.”
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MR. LEO. H. DAVIDSON, M. A., BARRISTER, OF MONTREAL, 

OF COMMERCIAL LAW
AND PROFESSOR

IN MCGILL UNIVERSITY,

tive1nddknrthva=ririnted Spe3ke- Up°" the samesubJect in an exhaus- 
Eneland L ril '®’ supporting his position-that the Church of 
England m Canada was an integral portion of the Church of the 
Mother Land—by reference to authorities, legal and historical Owine 
r^rfeCt arran6en>ents for reporting, it is impossible to give anythin! 

more than a mere outline of his argument The speaker referred In
ProvinSal°she AeC ara“0n °{ princiPlfe which forms ttyTbasis of the 
Provinctal Synod, viz.: “We desire the Church in this Proving
iSri rî!Ca L t0r aS 11 has been' an integral portion of the
United Church of England and Ireland;” which declaration'forms nart 
also of the constitution of the Synod of each diocese. This remaining not only unrepealed, but carefully guarded and pressed by B

V tbhedCh.,Trh^remi° leave no,room for doubt asPto the position of 
the Church in Canada. It would seem, however, that some alarm had 
arisen from the judgments rendered in the famous Capetown cases • or 
rather from a mistaken idea of what these judgments really affirmed’ A 
" HeX?rar °f thm would convince any impartial mTnd thaï 
In/ln .L “rV/ *ny: aPPbcation to the Church in Canada, and dfd 

a !u îh>f s ‘ffbtest degree affect its relation, to the Mother Church ■ 
and that because the position of the Church in South Africa, and thit 
Canada.00^ Theitself, was widdy different from that of the Church in

in the judgment of the Privy Council which had caused so much alarm

tribunal of the colony over such persons; but if a class of persons
lbtkeïdnïm?ny™°h0Dy ?ml!arly circumst:>nced, call themselves by any • 
other name—such as, for instance, the Church of South Africa-then 
the court would have to inquire, as matter of fact, upon proper - 
evidence, what the doctrines, ordinances and discipline of that Church 
were ; and when these were plain, obedience to them would be enforced 
against all the members of that Church. But the fact of calling them
selves in communion with the Church of England would not male sudr

/
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a Church a part of the Church of England, nor would it make the 
members of that Church members of the Church of England,” etc. 
And the difference between a Church in “ union and communion ” with 
another, and that of one “ an integral part ” of another (as the Church 
in Canada is declared to be), was further brought out clearly in the 
Long v. Capetown case, in which the position of Mr. Long, as herein
after stated, was approved : “ The point is put distinctly, and as I 

- (Lord Romilly) apprehend, quite correctly by Mr. Long, who says in 
his letters of the 29th of November and 3rd of December, 1860, that a 
declaration by jiersons that ' they are members of the Diocese of Cape
town, in union and full communion with the United Church of England 
and Ireland, and belonging to no other body,’ is, in my opinion, a 
declaration of virtual secession from the Church of England. And in 
another place Mr. Long states that he is a member of the Church of 
England and not a member of a Church in union and communion with 
the Church of England, which are, in his opinion, two separate and 
distinct things.” And after further explaining the difference, the 
Master of the Rolls adds : “ But if certain persons constitute them
selves a voluntary association in any colony, as members of the Church 
of England, then, as I apprehend, they are strictly brethren and mem
bers of that Church, though severed by a great distance from their 
native country and parent Church. They are bound by the same 
doctriney'the same rules, ordinances and discipline.”

It is /nly necessary to refer to the “Declarations" of the Synods 
above referred to, and to the action of the Church in Canada, to see 
how. jiery careful she has been to avoid the mistakes into which the 
Church in Africa fell, and to maintain her position intact, not as the 
“ Church of Canada,” which some sought .to make her, in ignorance, 
perhaps, of the full consequences of such action, but as the “Church of 
England in Canada.”

Again, the decision of the Privy Council is predicated upon the facts 
proven in the special case, one of which was, said the speaker, that the 
Synodical action was inaugurated there without previous sanction of 
either the Local Legislature or of the Crown. The bishop called the first 
meeting himself, fixing the number of representatives and the qualifica
tion of electors agd delegates. This, without doubt, exercised a most 
potent influence in the determination of the position and rights of the 
parties and of the Church itself. But not only is there manifest dis
similitude arising from the action of the Churches themselves, but also 
from the position of each relatively to the colony itself

The speaker then reviewed hastily the history of the Church in 
Canada, pointing out its existence from the beginning of the colony 
and the frequent recognition of it in numerous Acts of the Legislature 
of the colony and of the Imperial Parliament ; the provision made 
for the maintenance of the clergy through the setting wart of Crown 
lands ; the presentation to rectories, etc., etc. The case of the Church 
in Canada is stronger far than that put by Lord Romilly of one founded 
by a class of persons in the cojonyj it was further expressly provided 
for by two Acts of the Imperial PaHiament, one of them being the 
constitution of Upper and Lower Canada. Upon this branch of the 
subject no better or clearer summary of the position can be had than that
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|d7Æ^LTr^£^"7t~»nsli
WOiffSïæa:-3Parliament was to place the Protestant Churches of England and '
RomendT0hnPva mfT°r ‘° **conceded to the Church of

Th) are ,fortlfied in this conclusion by a recollection of the 
disabilities existing in 1791 as regarded Roman Catholics in the Mother f~X\ 

„CrtryTT l-het °»e fiend, and the Test and Corporation Acts on the 
other. This intention, in the opinion of your committee, extended to

SSSS, SfjSriS as

=£JM=i sisrsjsssessÿÿswithflf ^ °f the State’ havln8 no other public or legal connection 
Commît Stet/' kr - " But it is, in the opinion of your
«“-ft-**"»the se"s® of fioitiK part of the Church of Eng- 
land, of being entitled, as a Church, to tj)eexercise and eniovment 
rnnf1 f”? Colonlal “tatutes, not merely of powers thus expressly
conferred, but also powers inherent in her own ecclesiastical constitu
tion, and recognized by the statute ; of rights to the protection of the 
civil government in the free exercise of religious worship ; of rights of 
sélf-govemment as regards its own members in enforcing its canons 
and regulations, which have been duly made and established by its own 
competent authorities ; owning an allegiance to the Mother Church in 
some sort analogous to that which the colony owes to the Crown. It 
may be found necessary on occasion to resort to the civil tribunals

» Church of England,--aetce<^ "* “ ^ laW a"d °n * identi‘r with **
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Nothing has transpired since the making of this report in 1873 to 
change in any material part the relation of the Church in Canada to 
that of Old England, and its loving members may safely cast to the 
winds the alarm and doubt which the Capetown cases caused, and, as 
faithful members of the Church of England, work earnestly to extend 
her influence and maintain the integrity of her fold. May the day be 
long distant indeed wherein any désire to separate the Church of 
England in Canada from the old Mother Church may be capable of 
realization.
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The Doxology was then stuw, after which, at a late hour in the evening, the 

subject of >

THE DEEPENING OF SPIRITUAL LIFE *
was taken up by

REV. DR. COURTNEY..

He spoke briefly, yet most impressively, on this subject, the following being but a 
meagre outline of what he said :

The subject chosen for the closing of tlie Congress was one on which 
there was more unanimity than on most of the subjects that had been 
before the Congress. It gave him great pleasure that a subject of so 
solemn a nature should come at so late an hour, when there would be 
nothing more to do but go home and spend a time in prayer and 
communion with God. Union with Christ was the basis of all spiritual 
life ; and He was the only one through whom a person could see GoA 
Spiritual life is jhe soul changed from its state of death in trespasses and 
sin to a life ip Jesus. The tidings of God are taken by the Spirit and 
revealed to them that love Him, so that the deeper the knowledge of 
God the deeper the current of spiritual life would be. The knowledge 
of God is obtained from the Bible, and therefore it stands to reason that 
the more we know of the Word of God the deeper will be our spiritual 
life. Meditation is of great use in the study of the Word, and com
munion with God is necessary, as by it we are taught to stand fast in 
the truth, even if we have to stand alone.. These are the three great 
secret means, and there are two which are not secret, the first being the 
listening to the Word of God as preached by His servante, the other the 
spiritual feeding upon Jesus Christ in the Holy Communion. By these 
means the spintual life of the individual is deepened and broadened, 
giving increased power to the Church.
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At the request of the Chairman, Dr, Courtney brought the Congress to a close by 
pronouncing the benediction.

Complimentary words were then spoken regarding those who had been mainly 
instrumental in bringing the Congress to such a successful issue, with special mention 
of Rev. Dr. Mockridge, on account of his exertions in the difficult position of Secretary.

When the Congress closed, an informal meeting tons held for the purpose of making 
arrangements to perpetuate the present organization and for the holding of future 
Congresses, when it was resolved that the meeting should organize itself into a Church 
Congress Committee, with power to add to its numbers—Dr. Mockridge being ap
pointed Permanent Organizing Secretary.

The meeting then dispersed.

* For the speech of Rt. Rev, Bishop Çoxe on this subjjpt see page 93,
17
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APPENDIX. ■
A

1
HOW TO MAKE THE MINISTRATIONS OF THE CHURCH 

ATTRACTIVE TO THE MASSES.

The following paper, by the (

REV. PROFESsbfe-^LARK, M.A., TRINITY COLLEGE, TORONTO,

read owing toîhe fact that the writer had to

to cover larger ground than this, and to include whatever work the 
Church might do, in order to bring the people at large to attend her 
servrces to recetve her teaching, to join in her worship, and to live the 
life which she commends to her children. Regarding the question then 
as asking how we may get the people at large into our churches and 
keep them there as intelligent, devout, and hearty worshippers, it will 
be necessary to> refer to some subjects—such as preaching and church 
music—which have already been discussed at this Congress.

In the first place, however, I should remark that those things which 
really attract the masses are precisely the things which attract those who 
are considered their betters. People who belong to what is called the 

respectable classes go to church, generally speaking, as a matter of 
course; the poorer classes have no “public opinion ” requiring them to 
do so; and so far there is a great difference between them. But the 

* ,n}erestti]e nch.and P°or in divine truth, in Christian worship, 
m Church work, is precisely the same. It is a mistake to fancy that the 
poor need a Gospel in any respect different from that which is adapted 
to the rich, or that a service which is really edifying to the one class is 

4 unsuitable for the other; well-educated persons may often be enter- 
tained by a service which less cultivated men and women will regard

d?r ^ ’î?ther thev 7ni be edified by it ; and perhaps 
it would be better if in this respect the ladies and gentlemen had the 
same religious tastes as their humble brothers and sisters.

With regard to the question “ attracting ” the masses, that is, drawing 
them in the first place inside our churches, there are two methods.

or •
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tmod deal namely, what is called “attractive services; that is to say, 
having a first-rate choir, thoroughly well trained, and gettmg them ^

asa1, M^aKgFHarooms, you could not, perhaps, adopt a better The
not in tins way win the masses of the people to tom<*s of the 
Church, nor will you educate real worshippers of any class whatever.
It will be seen, therefore, that I do not regard there socaM attrac
tive services” as any contribution towards a solution of the question

be The two things which, it has been said, will bfe legiitimate andeffic*
shTS'd re^er'to sjfectal^missknis—wha"in Enghnd are commonly called

sSsrwrs ’«îsœsSs
filled the reasonable expectations of those who have taten F«rt|^em.

SSSSa t-jFEHEof narishes being united, there should be devotional meetings both for 
the'particular plrishes arid for the whole district, so that al m^

^ stJïgSS
should be continued at short intervals up to the time of its commence-
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against the deadly effects of despair in those who are conscious of great 
or frequent failqres.

In these remarks we have made but a slight contribution to the great 
subject of missions. But we must remember that these efforts are and 
can be only occasional, and that, however useful, they are not the ordi
nary means by which the work of the Church has to be done, or the 
people brought into our congregations and kept there as reverent, 
earnest, hearty worshippers. And therefore it becomes necessary to say 
something in reference to the ordinary working of a parish.

Before speaking on this subject, however, we should remark that in 
large parishes it has been found useful to carry on these free services in 
mission chapels on Sundays as well as week days, by which means many 
of the more ignorant have been prepared for taking part in the regular 
services of the Church.

Coming to the ordinary work of the parish, we need say little on the 
great subject of preaching, as that has already been discussed. I will 
therefore simply content myself with remarking that no Church work 
will ever prosper where a secondary place is assigned to this great instru
ment for good. .

With regard to the visiting of the working classés in our parishes, it 
will probably be acknowledged that a great deal of it is done in a very 
aimless and indifferent manner, both in England and in Canada, and 
that it produces very slight visible results. We hear continually of 
parishes being diligently visited, and yet we see very few of the poor 
within the walls of our churches. There are, of course, many ways of 
accounting for this want of results ; but one of them is the want of 
definitenéss in our own minds as to the end and object of our visiting. 
As representatives of the Church of Christ—as ministers of the Saviour 
of mankind, whether clergymen or laymen—we do not go to see people 
merely to say a few kind words to them, or to leave a tract, or to 
administer a little temporary relief, or to comfort them in their sorrows ; 
we go to them as messengers from Jesus Christ and from God the Father. 
We go to them because they have need to know of the salvation which 
the grace and mercy of God has provided for them, and therefore we 
ought to make them feel that we shall never be satisfied that we have 
done for them the work we are bound to do until we have brought them 
first to listen to the preaching of the Gospel of Christ, then to believe 
it, then to accept the salvation which it offers them, then to confess 
Christ by coming to His table, and so outwardly and inwardly live a 
life of holy uniformity to the will of the Father, in imitating the living 
example of the Incarnate Son, by the power of the Holy Ghost.

There is much1 which remains to be said on the various topics which 
are inseparably connected with our subject ; but there is only one on 
which we must (ouch for a moment before dismissing the question 
before us. I refer to the public worship of the Church. And although 
I have protested against what are called “ attractive* services," yet it 
would be impossible to exaggerate the importance of public worship as 
a means of education, and as a means of binding together the members 
of congregations into one living body, so as to be, at least- in some 
degree, a representative of that Mystical Body of the Lord, ef which we 
are all members.
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in the first place, the service should, nearly always, be such as thep5e,nM".s,

fr,r?h\hBa as,a ru!efev,ery Part of the service should be such as to draw 

and a8™ “C “ t0 servlces to be, as a general rulef mischievous

thanks for redemption, supplicating the mercy of Godyfor help mout 
daily hfe—this great hymn, sung to plain and easy chants ?and so 
joined in by the whole congregation, becomes a very pillar of fire in
in sp ire ? °Ur n0™1?8 w°rsh,P. from which light and heat

directions. But what do many churches make of it? I answer
of men ’ * T7 plll?r of ice' which chills the hearts and souls
of men and women who are longing to adore the Most High 
the almost inspired language of this sacred canticle, but who are com- 
pelled to stand mute and listen to bass solos and tenor solos, and duets 
and quartettes, and no -one knows what besides, in which the musical 
oflheiTn are Usmg,the sacred w°rds as a vehicle for the exhibition

isat.
agreeable to the choirs. At least, I am quite sure thauhey do not 
promote hearty, devout public worship. ^

A word should be said on the subject of hymn-singing, always a most 
favorite portion of divine service with, all who really care to worTn
Sît Ô? thl Fongregat'oa- 11 18 very desirable that, at least, the greatest 
part of the hymns and tunes which are sung should be well known bv 
the people, and that, when new ones are introduced, they should at 
first be used rather frequently until the people get quite familiar with 

, Nothing can be less edifying than the constant sense on the 
= C0Tgatl°nuhat lhey are having a kind of music lesson,

Ism StaSyrSk** ,dd“k"*1 “* "i!»11”» »
to chanting, if ordinary pains are taken, all people can
,,0rr ?ingmg the «"tides and even the psalms. 

Whether these last should be sung morning as well as evening, is 
mere practical question, depending on the length of the service and
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other matters of detail. There can be no doubt, however, that congre- 
gâtions which have become accustomed to the chanting of the psalms

itself that these compositions were written to be sung.
If in this mattB and in all others we took care that all things 

done for edification and not merely for the gratification of the prejudices 
of individuals, we should hear less of the deadly coldness of ““ 
which should be full of life and warmth, and we should be puzzling 
ourselves a great deal less over the question of “ How to make the 
ministrations of the Church attractive to the masses.
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THE LATE CHURCH CONGRESS.

■ ïs °m« S.ÏE
a household word in Canada, where his presence is ever welcome, 
the best features of the Congress did not depend upon the>esence of 
the visitors. One of the most pronounced was the manner m which the 
clergy and laity of our own dioceses mingled together in the reading 
of papers and the discussion of topics. In this respect the Confess o 
this year marks a distinct advance, as also in respect of the spirit of 
toleration and liberality of sentiment displayed in 
topics taken ujl were partly theological, but chiefly of a nature relatn g 
to Church organization and work. It is quite miposs^leforanumber 
of earnest men gathered together from many and.™dely.d'f®""S 
localities to confer with each other on such matters without, improving 
their own capacity for usefulness both as Churchmen and as citizens. 
Like members of other Churches, their object is to combat and lessen 
the evil they find in the world, and the success of the Congress at 
Hamilton suggests one important way of preparing for the never-ending 
conflict,” l
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